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JohnD. Gipson, minister of the Sixth and Izard Church of Christ, addresses the 
first winter graduating class of Harding College, encouraging the young degree 
candidates to "dream, plan, hope. for Godjudges by what is on the heart." 
$8,000 Grant From Kellogg. 
To Improve Library Services 
Harding College has received a grant of 
$8,000 from. the W. K. K~llogg Foundation 
of Battle Creek, Mich. under the Foun-
dation's National Library Demonstration 
Program. The funds will be used' for pur-
chase of terminal equipment from the Ohio 
College Library Center and for training of 
library personnel. 
The new system will speed up the 
cataloging of materials and facilitate 
placing books on shelves to serve patrons. 
The system will extend holdings of the 
library for a sharing of resources. Ten other 
colleges in Arkansas already use the 
method, which is a help in interlibrary loans 
and in the use of periodicals. 
Miss Winnie Bell, Harding librarian, 
said, -"Our most immediate joyful con-
templation ofthe terminal is the speed with 
which we will be able to place new books on 
the shelves ready for use." The Library head 
explained that the new terminal will permit 
books to be on the shelves within two weeks 
after the book is received. With the addition 
of about 6,000 volumes annually to the 
Harding Beaumont Library, the terminal 
can be a great help, she noted. 
Harding President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. 
expressed appreciation for the grant. "The 
library is one of the fundamental strengths 
of a college," he said. "We feel this will 
greatly extend our capacity to serve." 
Dr. Russell G. Mawby, Kellogg Foun-
dation P~esident. explained that "the grant 
to flarding is one of approrima'tely 300 
similar grants being made to small, private 
liberal arts colleges throughout the United 
States as part of the Foundation's con-
tinuing program of support for improved 
college library services. In 1962 the 
Foundation provided a total of $2,SOO,000 
to 250 colleges to augment their teacher 
preparation library holdings. Three years 
later the Foundation made grants totaling 
5495,000 to 33 historically black colleges for 
library improvements and in 1971 Foun-
dation grants totaling $1,500,000 were made 
to 300 small, pr~vate liberal arts colleges Jor 
increased library resources_ in the en-
vironmental area. The new grant program 
brings the Foundation's support of college 
library services to a total of nearly $7 
million. 
"Past Foundation support was concerned 
with the augmentation of holdings by 
libraries. It is now appropriate that selected 
colleges receive support to improve their 
library service through the application of 
modem techonological advancements in the 
retrieval of information. Access to a 
computerized library network should 
provide each of the college libraries with 
increased productivity, decreased unit costs 
and improved services to library users." 
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1 05 ~eniors Receive Diplomas 
In -First Winter'Graduation 
One-hundred and five seniors received 
degrees in the college's first winter com· 
mencement exercises Dec. 17 in the main 
auditorium. The graduates heard an ad-
dress by John D. Gipson, minister of the 
Sixth & Izard Church of Christ in Little 
Rock. 
Gipson challenged the graduates to have 
a dream, but urged them to maintain a 
willingness to adapt. He cited John Philip 
Sousa as an example, noting that Sousa's 
ambition was to be a composer of opera. His 
fame has come, however, through his in-
comparable and still popular marches. 
Dr. Clifton L. Ganus Jr. conferred the 
baccalaureate degrees. He noted that the 
ceremony was also an official phasing out of 
the upholstered seats and the stage curtains 
in the main auditorium. The cushions, after 
24 years of constant use. were replaced 
during the holiday recess. 
Honor graduates included Calvin Dale 
Cherry of Phoenix, Charles Philip Elam of 
Hot Springs and Donn.a Turner of Searcy as 
summa cum laude students. David Farrar of 
Searcy, Barbara Hoffman of Parker, Colo., 
Karyn Sue Phillips of St. Louis and Kris 
Siem of Concord, Calif. graduated magna 
cum laude. 
Cum laude recognition went to Charles 
Coil of Florence, Ala .. Gary Stephen Duke 
of Surfside Beach, S.c.. Lyle Ensminger of 
Oxnard Calif., Judith Ann Glaze of Julian, 
Calif., Dale Ernest Graham of Salem, Ohio, 
Sanet Kuykendall of Greensboro; Ala., 
Rebecca Ellen Nelson of Vincennes. Ind., 
.Gary Mark Samuelson of Phoenix, Donna 
Shaner of Hazen, Reba Sloan of South 
Bend, Ind., Dixie Ann Smith of Memphis, 
Daniel Stockstill of Springfield, Mo. and 
Ann K~ren Tabor of Tucker, Ga. 
Israeli Hero, CBS Correspo~dent 
'To Highlight Spring Lecture Series 
Former Israeli Minister of Defense Moshe 
Dayan will highlight the spring semester 
schedule of the Searcy and Memphis 
Lecture Series portions of the American 
Studies Program sponsored by .Harding 
, College. 
The 1977 Searcy program begins with a 
presentation by Robert McCord, editor of 
the Arkansas Democrat and national 
president of Sigma Delta Chi professional 
journalism fraternity. McCord will be on 
campus for two days speaking to an 
assembly of the entir.e student body and to 
the American Studies members and guests 
Jan. 20. 
Two highly successful business 
management consultants, Dr. Philip 
Gramm ·and Dr. M. Scott Myers, will be on 
campus Jan. 28-29 for a management 
seminar co-sponsored by the American 
Studies Program and Harding's Depart· 
ment of Business and Economics. Gramm; 
currently working as an economic analyst 
with Texas A&M University, and Myers, 
director of the Center for Applied 
Managementin Coral Gables , Fla., will also 
keynote sessions open to American Studies 
members. 
General Dayan, still a popular military 
hero in Israel because of his efforts in the 
nation's strong showing in the 1967 Six-Day 
War with Egypt, will consider "Mideast 
Perspectives" in his Feb. 7 lect1,lre in 
Harding's main auditorium. Currently a 
member of the Middle East state's 
parliament. the Knesset, Dayan is on a 
speaking tour in the United States. 
CBS news correspondent Douglas Ed-
wards will follow Dayan on the spring 
schedule. A broadcaster with more than 35 
yea~ television and radio experience, 
Edwards will discuss "Washington Today" 
Feb. 17. Presently anchorman of the· CBS 
Mid-Day News on CBS Television Network, 
he has anchored a daily television news 
broadcast on the network without in-
terruption for 27 years. 
Mrs. Phyllis Schlafly, an outspoken 
opponent of the Equal Rights Amendment; 
will speak about the women's liberation 
movement March 24. An author of several 
books, she has testified before most of the 
state legislatures which defeated the ERA 
bill. Mrs. Schlafly is the co-author with 
Admiral Chester Ward of five books on; 
defense and foreign policy: Ambush at 
Vladivostok (,1. 976) and Kissinger on the 
Couch (1975) covering the Kissinger years, . 
and The Gravediggers (1964), Strike From 
Space (1965) and The Betrayers (1968) 
covering the McNamara years. 
Moshe Dayan 
Douglas Edwards 
On April 4, James J. Kilpatrick, one of 
America's most respected newspapermen. 
will lecture on "Washington Wonderland." 
Kilpatrick's syndicated column, "A 
Conservative View," now appears in 320 
American newspapers. A regular com-
mentator for CBS and its Washington, D.C. 
affiliate, he is a contributing editor of 
National Review and a regular essayist for 
Natio,,'s 8usines~·. He has written or edited 
five books and is at work on another. 
Memphis programs will be keynoted by 
Gramm, Jan. 27; Dayan, Feb. 8; Mrs. 
Schlafly, March 25, and Kilpatrick, April 5. 
The Memphis fectures· will be held in the 
0.0. Emmons Auditorium on the Harding 
Academy campus. 
For further details or tickets for the 
Searcy programs, write Dr. Bill R. Cox, 
Director, American Studies Program, 
Harding College. Searcy, AR 72143. 
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Smith to Keynote 13th Youth'Forum 
"Resurrection Power" will be the theme 
for Harding's 13th annual Youth Forum 
April 8-9 with Terry Smith of Searcy as 
featured speaker. 
Smith, associate minister for the College 
Church of Ch~t. will speak on the topics 
"Power of the Man," "Power Available to 
Us" and "Power Shared," focusing on the 
Biblical scripture Philippians 3:10. 
The fourth annual Spring Sing, involving 
more than 700 Harding students, will be a 
highlight of entertainment, with other 
activities planned by the Belles and Beaux, 
"Time of Day" and the A Cappella Chorus. 
More than 3,500 high school students 
from 27 states and two foreign countries 
were on hand for last year's Youth Forum 
and heard Joe Barnett of Lubbock, Tex. 
who spoke at three sessions. According to 
Forum coordinator Steve Tucker; this year's 
crowd is expected to exceed last year's 
record turnout. ' 
Due to the anticipated large number of 
visitors, attendants will again be expected to 
provide for their own meals. Pattie Cobb 
12 . _ .. " 
Terry Smith 
and American Heritage cafeterias and the 
College Inn snack room offer food services, 
and numerous eating establishments are 
located in Searcy. 
Spring Sing hosts and hostesses for the 1977 revue are Carol Curtis, Katrina 
Wilson, Tim W oodrooj and Ken Dowdy. 
Education Society Inducts ,28 
Twenty-eight students became members 
of the Harding chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, 
national honor society in education, in 
initiation ceremonies on campus in October. 
For membership, students must have a 
cumulative grade point average of 3.25 
minimum on 60 or more hours and plan a 
career in education. The organization was 
founded at the University of Illinois in 1911 
and currently there are more than 300 active 
chapters in existence. 
Ind ucted at Harding were Teri 
Alexander, San Jose, Calif.; Barbara An-
derson, Morrilton; Yulon Basinger, 
Smithland, Tex.; Becky Courson, Beams-
ville, Ontario; Klugh Cowan, Dexter, Mo.; 
Judy Dunavant, Garland, Tex.; Kim' 
Gibson, Columbia, Mo.; 
Sandi Jolliff, Kennett, Mo.; Sandra 
Kennedy, Good Hope, La.; Linda Long, 
Woodsfield, Ohio; Billy McLain, St; 
CharleS, Mo.; Mark McLean, Raytown, 
Mo.; Karen Mullis, Cookeville, Tenn.; 
Barbara Myslivecek, Babylon, N.Y.; 
Hank Oakes, Mm. H9me; Sylvia Peetol, 
Winston Salem. N.C.; Kathryn Pritchett. 
Marianna; SheUa R hades , Janesville, Wis.; 
Denise Roberts, Lockperl, Ill.; Becky 
Robison. Stockton, Mo.; 
Student Poet Honored 
Wayne Braun of Seminole, TeL has 
received first place in poetry in a Bicen-
tennial contest sponsored by the Arkansas 
Foreign Language Teachers Association. A 
freshman at Harding College, Braun wrote 
the poem in Spanish. The poem was entitled 
"The Eternal Debt~" 
Braun, a Spanish and French major, 
received a copper engraved cup for his 
effortS: He was presented at the Arkansas 
Language Festival at the University of 
Arkansas in Little Rock. 
Darla Rowe a,nd Woodie Rowe, 
Paragould; Linda Smith, Brookhaven, 
Miss.; Vicky Tharp, Success; Linda Tipton, 
Edinburg, Tex.; Ann Ware, EI Dorado; 
and Teah Wood, Valdosta, Ga. 
Dr. David Burks 
Business Professor 
Addresses Educators 
Dr. David Burks, chairman of the 
Department of Business, keynoted, a 
meeting of the Arkansas College Teachers 
, of Economics and Business Association at 
Little Rock in December. 
Burks and three other members of the 
Business faculty attended the 27th annual 
meeting of the professional academic 
association. Others were Dr. Don Diffine, 
Dr. Charles Walker and Steve White. 
Theme for the session was "Building a 
Better Image for Business," and Dr. Burks' 
presentation was entitled "Business 
Ethics." Dr. Burks was also elected vice 
president of the group for the 1977 year. 
Visitors will also need to follow the 
previous pattern of planning in advance to 
stay in the dormitory room of a friend on 
campus. Although no advance housmg 
requests will be handled by the Admissions 
Office, housing will be provided for those 
unable to make arrangements. Assignments 
for those requiring accommodations will be 
made upon registration. All visitors should 
bring bedding and towels for the weekend. 
Spring Sing tickets are on sale now and 
may be purchased through the college 
Business Office. Forum guests are en-
couraged to attend the Friday night 
program. (Coupon on page 8.) 
The Youth Forum was established in 
1965 to provide prospective students an 
opportunity to visit the Barding Campus. 
stay in college hQusing and participate in 
spiritually rewa,cding programs while here. 
For a schedule ofthe Forum activities and 
additonal details, contact Admissions 
Office, Box 762, Harding College, Searcy, 
AR 72143. 
Kappa Pi Tabs 6 
Six art students were added to the Epsilon 
Iot a chapter of Kappa Pi. national honorary 
art so.ciety, in fall induction rites. 
Felice Cathey of Grand Junction, Colo., 
Anthea Harvey of Annona, Tex., Lani 
Abbott of Paragould, Michael O'Keefe of 
St. Louis, ,Steve Courson of Mears, Mich., 
and Carolyn Drennan of Benton were 
initiated in the ceremonies. ' 
Duane McCampbell 
Professor to Chair 
Philosophy Meeting 
Duane McCampbell, assistant professor 
of English, has been elected vice president 
of the Arkansas Philosophical Association. 
McCampbell, who joined the Harding 
faculty in 1969, also holds the title of 
assistant professor in the Department of 
Bible, Religion and Philosophy. 
A native of Oklahoma City, he wUI serve 
the state's' professional philosophers' 
organization as program chairman for the 
1977 meeting. McCampbell has read papers 
at previous meetings of the group. 
He has also reeently completed an article, 
entitled "John Dewey's Ethical 
Philosophy,'~ to be published in a spring 
edition of Restoration Quarterly. 
Student Musicians to Host 
F'ourth Annual' Sprin'g 'Sing 
Hosts and hostesses for the Fourth Wilson, a j1.lpior from Springhill, La. , who is 
Annual Spring Sing set for April 7-9 have majoring in foreign languages, is a member 
been announced following auditionS by Dr. of the A Cappella Chorus. 
John H. Ryan, director of the show. The revue, one of the college's most 
Ken Dowdy, a senior biology and music popular student productions, involves 
major of Meridianville, Ala., won the nod to yariety acts by the men's and women's social 
repeat the position he also held last year. He clubs as weJl as individual solos by theoosts 
will be joined by Tim Woodroof, !l junior and host~es. Harding's Stage Band 
psychology ,and Bible major from Searcy as provides accompaniment and interlude 
h,osts for the musical. Both singers are music for the shows. 
former members of the Time of Day, Dowdy Added this iear is a matinee perfonmance 
performing with the group in 1971·72 Bnd for 3 p.m. Saturday in addition to ,the three 
Woodroof in 1914-76. 7 p.m. shows OJ) Thursday. Friday and 
Misses Carol Curtis and Katrina Wilson Saturday. All seats for the sh"ows are 51.50 
have been nameH hostesses. A ,sopJIomore and may be ordered through the Harding 
physical education major from Judsonia, Business Office. All requests should be 
Miss Curtis is a member of tbe BeUes and accompanied by payment and a stamped. 
Beaux. and A Cappella Chorus. Miss self-addressed envelope. 
Alpha Chi Recognizes 44 Scholars 
Forty-four Harding students were in-
ducted into the college chapter of Alpha Chi 
national honor society Oct. 20. 
To be eligible for the society, students 
must have a 3.70 grade-point average on 80 
to 103 hours of credit or a 3.50 average on 
104 or more hours. Alpha Chi has 133 active 
chapters in 37 states and Mexico. 
Inducted were Keith Abney of Searcy; 
Ann Addison of Lipan, Tex.; Nancy Baither 
of Westbury, N.Y.; John Black of Memphis; 
Robert Bonner of Little Rock; Lyle Bon-
trager of North Highlands, Calif.; Susan 
Brady of Conway; Donald Clem of Searcy; 
Sandra Collins of Rogers; 
Michael Cope of Neosho, Mo.; Robert 
Crompton of -Alpharetta, Ga.; Michael 
Davis of Silvia, Ill.; Cheryl Deaton of 
Morrilton; Paula Ferr~ll of Rolla, Mo.; 
Judith Glaze of Julian, Calif.; Robert Glover -
of Issaquah, Wash.; Phillip Goad of 
Lakewood, Colo.; Patricia Goodspeed of Ft. 
Myers, Fla.; 
Marshall Grate of Waterloo, Ind.; 
Charles Hinkle of Tulsa. Okla.; Barbara 
Hoffman of Parker, Colo.; Jeimifer Jackson 
of Williston, S.C.; Michael Johns of 
Florence, Ala; David Kimmel of Unions-
ville, Mo.; Christina Kuhn of Leavittsburg. 
Ohio; Cathleen Lemm of Houston; 
Glenda McKay of Opp, Ala; Jeanne 
McGraw of Little Rock; Michael Moore of 
Virginia Beach, Va.; Marcia Murphy of 
Jefferson City, Mo.; Robin F. Newberry of 
Parkersburg, W. Va.; David Nixon of 
Glendale, Ariz.; Kathy Sue Parish of 
Judsonia; Melody Perkins of Memphis; 
Richard PoeJr. of Little Rock; David Porter 
of Cashmere, Wash.; 
Dena Radcliffe of Bellingham, Wash.; 
Mary Margaret Ramsey of Baton Rouge, 
La.; Kathleen Robinson of King of Prussia, 
Pa.; Paul Robison of Searcy; Reba Sloan of 
South Bend, Ind.; Rosalinda Tipton of 
Edinburg, Tex.; Louanne Watson of Austin, 
Tex.; and Richard Work of Monticello. 
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, dean of the college, 
serves as national secretary-treasurer of the 
organization. Dr. Don England, Dr. Neale 
Pryor and Dr. Pryor, sponsors of Harding's 
Arkansas Eta chapter, conducted the in-
stallation ceremony. 
Showalter to Direct 
Financial Aids Group 
Russell Showalter, director of Student 
Financial Aids, has been elected president' 
of the Southwest Association of Student 
Financial Aids Administrators. He will 
assume office in July. The Southwest 
Association serves the states of Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and New 
Mexico. 
Showalter served the organization as 
president-elect and program director in 
recent years. During his' tenure he will 
attend each state's meeting _ and will 
represent the Southwest district on national 
council issues concerning fmancial aid. The 
association serves as the governing board 
national federal aids programs. 
The new president, along with the past 
president and the president-elect, will serve 
as representatives to Region 6. 
In the five-state area are 296 colleges and 
universities which are represented by the 
organization. 
Icam.pus Note-s · '·1 
Dean's List Includes 465 Students; 
98 Register Perfect 'A' Averages 
The Dean's List, recogmzmg academic 
achievements of the students, has been 
released with 465 scholars named to the 
honor roll for the fall semester. Ninety-eight 
recorded perfect A grades. 
Included in the 4.0 averages were 46 
seniors, 21 juniors, 13 sophomores and 18 
freshmen. 
The seniors are Ann Addison, Lipan, 
Tex., Rebecca Betts, Tokyo, John Black, 
Memphis, Ron Brimberry, Rapid City, S.D., 
'lohn Kendall Cameron, Shreveport, Calvin 
Cherry, Phoenix, Rodney Chisholm, 
Magnolia, Ken Clutter~ Glens Falls, N.Y., 
Sandra Collins, Rogers, Bonnie Elliott, 
Batesville, David Ensminger, Oxnard, 
Calif., Leah Formby, Searcy, Ron Frey, Ann 
Arbor, Mich., Phil Goad, Lakewood, Colo., 
Cathy Harding, Nashville, Tenn., Mike 
Hinkle and Rebecca Hinkle, Tulsa, Polly 
Huber, Knoxville, Tenn., Karyn Jordan, 
Denver, Susan ' Krumrei, West Memphis, 
James R. Lackie, Baton Rouge, Larry Lane, 
Warner, Robins, Ga., 
Tamra Long, Bald Knob, Craig Mc-
Daniel, Paragould, Lori Mount, Lynchburg, 
Ohio, Marcia Murphy, Jefferson City, Mo., 
David J. Nixon, Glendale, Ariz., Mike 
O'Keefe and Sheila O'Keefe, st. Louis, Roxi 
Partain, Stafford, Tex., Brenda Paul, Bay 
Minette, Ala., Karyn Phillips, St. Louis, 
Micro-teaching Aids 
Education PrOgram 
Innovative methods designed to improve 
the future educatoes teaching' skills are 
constantly producing positive results. One 
of these techniques, called micro-teaching, 
was offered for the first time at Harding 
College during the past semester in a 
Seminar for Student Teachers. 
Micro-teaching involves presenting a 
short concept to a small group of students. 
By videotaping a , lesson, the preservice 
student can review a tape and evaluate his 
strengths and faults. Harding's Christian 
Communication Program facilities provide 
the two color videotaping cameras, audio 
equipment, closed circuit systems ' and 
recording equipment used in the Seminar. 
Cathy Pigg, Almo., Ky., David Porter, Cash-
mere, Wash" Rodney' Porter, Mantera, 
Calif., Paul Robison, Searcy, Jeannie 
Staggs,. Phoenix, Larry Stailey, Glendora, 
Calif., Allan Stanford, DeQueen, Ann 
Tabor, Tucker, Ga., Linda Tipton, 
Edinburg, Tex., Donna Joyce Turner, 
Searcy, Eric Tyler, Columbia, Tenn., Sue 
Ellen Vermeer, Phoenix, Robert Walker, 
Maryville, Tenn., and James Walters, 
Slocomb, Ala. 
Juniors are Paul David Allen, Atkins, 
Yulon Basinger, Smithland, Tex., Debra 
Beck Cave, Se;lrcy, Kevin Cline, 
GeorgetoWn, Pa., Michael Cope, Neosho, 
Mo., Robert- Crompton, Alpharetta, Ga., 
James Dickerson, Pangburn, Frances 
Gastrich, New Richmond, Ohio, Stan 
Granbert, Tacoma, Wash., Marshall Grate, 
Waterloo, Ind., Kenneth Harrison, 
Fayetteville, Joanna Hickmon, Searcy, Mary · 
Debra Johnson, Montgomery, Ala., Gary L. 
Jones, Rogers, Arnold David Klemm, 
Security, Colo., Michael Moshier, Fresno, 
Calif., Karen Mullis. Cookeville, Tenn., 
Kathy Parish, Judsonia, Wayne Reed, Ft. 
Worth, Teena Tucker, Tuscumbia, Ala. and 
George Turner, Dunwoody, Ga. 
The sophomores are Timothy- Albright, 
Beloit, Ohio, Terry Burns, Mammoth, 
Kevin Dalafave, Marianna, Fla., Jeff 
Earnhart, Cahokia, I1J., Chris Harper, 
California, Mo., Monte Hazelbaker, 
Danville, Ill., Don Hebbard, Dallas, Ben 
Johnson, Springdale, Kim Metheny, 
Monette, Bruce Nunnally, Memphis, Tim 
Olree, Memphis, Diane Trombly, Warren, 
Mich. and Ron Wheeler, Ashtabula, Ohio. 
Freshmen are George Wayne Braun, 
Seminole, Tex., Frank Wayne Brown, 
Searcy, Elizabeth Buchl, Rock Lake, N.D., 
Tim Farmer, St. Louis, Karen Griggs, North 
Little Rock, Mitchell Hackney, Coquitlam, 
British Columbia, Randall Joe Harris, 
Bentonville, Mary Jackson, Williston, S.C., 
Jacob S. Jensen, Milwaukee, Karim Massey, 
San' Antonio, Pamela McLendon, Delight, 
Charles Murphy, Searcy, Kevin Pope, 
Springfield, Mo., Dan Sears, Bloomington, 
Ind., Elizabeth Sears, Webster Groves, Mo., 
Kimberly Smith, O'Fallon, Mo., Kevin 
Wayne Walls, Searcy, and Nancy Wilson, 
Ketchikan, Alaska. 
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Hugh Groover D r. Harry Olree 
Olree Succeeds Groover 
As Director of Athletics 
Hugh Groover, athletic director at 
Harding, has resigned and Dr. Harry Olree 
has been named as his successor, according 
to an announcement by President Clifton 
Ganus. The appointment became effective 
Jan. 1. 
Olree, the chairman of the department of 
physical education, health and recreation, 
previously served as the school's athletic 
director from 1960-69. 
A member of the Harding faculty for 2S 
years, Groover will be assuming full-tmle 
responsibilities as director of Camp 
Wyldewood, a Christian youth camp near 
Searcy. He has directed the camp on a part-
time basis for eight years. 
"Developing a year-round program for 
Wyldewood is an exciting opportunity. The ' 
need is there and I'm looking forward to 
being able to concentrate on a single area. 
The program has grown from a summer-
time activity to a year-round program and it 
is a challenging opportunity." 
A 46-year-old native of Hayti, Mo., Olree 
is a 1953 graduate of Harding. He joined the 
college faculty in 1957 and was appointed 
departmental chairman and athletic 
director in 1960. In 1966 Olree was named 
Director of Research to administer projects 
related to physical fitness sponsored by the 
National 'Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. 
Groover joined the college staff in 1957 as 
basketball coach after five years as 
basketball coach at Harding Academy. In 
his final season in 1968-69 he directed the 
Bisons to a 17-10 record and advanced to 
the NAIA District 17 tournament. In 1969 
he was named to the athletic director's post. 
His tenure was highlighted by Ha.-ding 
winning the 1975-76 Arkansas 10 -
tercollegiate Conference All-Sports Trophy 
competition. ' 
Olree received his doctor's degree in 1961 
from George Peabody College in Nashville, 
Tenn. He is currently the chairman of the 
NAIA Medical Aspects of Sports committee 
and former chairman of the Research 
Section of the Arkansas Association for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
He is married to the former Joy Edwards 
of Hayti, and the couple has five children. 
Nursing Group Adds 16 
Sixteen nursing, majors at Harding 
College have been inducted into the Hard-
ing College Honor Society in Nursing, a 
recognition of their achievements as un-
iergraduates. 
Included were Nancy Baither, Westb~ry, 
N.Y., Becky Betts, Tokyo, Charlene Dabbs, 
Jefferson City, Mo., Jana Devore, Ironton, 
Mo., Elizabeth Lee, Potts Camp, Miss., Lyn 
McCarty, Springdale, Billie Malone, Old 
Hickory, ' Tenn., DeAnn Martin, Bar-
tlesville, Okla., 
Marcia Murphy, Jefferson City, Mo., 
Paula Myers, Columbus, Ohio, Mike 
Niswander, Kensett, Mirlam Pitts, 
Alexandria, Va., Suzy Priddy, Shreveport, 
La., Dorcas' Riffle, Winter Garden, Fla., 
Sara Starling, Coral Gables, Fla., and Lou 
Ann Watson, Austin. 
Nancy Blackwell, a senior music 
education major, said of micro-teaching, 
"It's hard to explain an idea to someone 
else. Micro-teaching made me plan a lesson 
which put into practice what I've been 
learning in my block courses. I had prac-
ticed in front of a mirror, but on tape I. 
could go back and see areas that needed 
improvement. I think this will help me plan 
better so that things will go more smoothly, 
without hesitation." 
Economics Team to Defend --ional Title 
Jerry Joslin, a physical education major, 
taught a micro lesson to the defensive 
secondary of a football team. "On that tape, 
I could see my own faults, even better than 
anyone else can. It helped me become aware 
of bad speech habits." 
Joni Voss transported a portion of the 
Hardin'g Academy s~cond grade class to the 
studio to teach her musical concept of high 
and low. pitch. "Micro-teaching helped me 
to organize. The lesson was condensed so 
that one can get ,the important points across 
in a short time." 
In 1977-76, about SO per cent of Har-
ding's active teaching force for that 
timespan will be in Arkansas 'school 
systems. Keeping up with current methods 
such as micro-teaching is an aid in ob~ 
taining confident and efficient teache'rs for 
the state's schools. 
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An economics team, composed of foo,r 
students and a faculty sponsor, will defend 
aarding's 1976 champsionship in the 
second annual Mid-South Regional Private 
Enterprise Education competition in 
Oklahoma City. ' 
Senior Dickie Isom of Shreveport, La., 
and juniors Marsha Bender of Alamagordo, 
N.M., Merrill Klemm of Philadelphia and 
Doug Sanders of Antioch, Tenn., will be 
assisted by Dr. Don Diffine; assistant 
professor of economics, in the contest, 
which began Oct. 22. , 
The group attended a two-day workshop 
in October to establish guidelines for the 
competition. The workshop, sponsored by 
segments of the business community in 
cooperation wtih tJte American Citizenship 
Center at Oklahoma Christian College, was 
an effort to initiate action to reverse the 
apparent anti-business'bias emanating fr.om 
many college campuses today. 
Competition will conclude April 2, 1977, 
at which time each competing institution 
will send a faculty sponsor and two student 
representatives to present their program 
before a panel of judges. A written 
' presentation, along with supporting data 
describing the team's 'efforts, will be sub-
mitted for judging March 25. 
- A grant of S1,500 will be awarded the 
winning institution and a S7SO grant will go 
to the runner-up school. 
Last year "FREE ENTERPRISE: The 
Greatest Story Never Told (Until Now)," a 
2OO-page product of last , year's Harding 
economics team, swept a 13-college field of 
competition to win the first annual Mid-
Sooth Regional event. 
"-
Economics team members for 1976-77 include, seated, Dr. Don Diffine, advisor, 
MarshaBender: standing, Dickie Isom, MerriUKlemm and Doug Santhrs. The 
group is competing in the second annual Mid-South Regional Private Enterprise 
Education Competition.' Harding is the defending champion. 
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ALUMNOTES 
__ ---.,--.,--.WHA T'5 NEW 
Class ofl951 
Dr. Kenneth Baines, recently deceased, 
appears in the 1976 edition of Who's Who. 
Among his many distinctions, he served on 
the board of directors of Camp Wyldewood 
from 1970 to 1975. He received the 
Chiropractor of the Year Award in 1975. 
•••• 
Harvey K. Wood, Credit Manager of 
Great West Steel Industries Ltd., Van-
couver, has been elected Chairman of the 
Board. -
Wood has been a member of the Board of 
Directors since June 1972 and has been 
actively involved in the credit industry for 
many years. 
Oasso£1961 
Jack Wilburn reports that in addition 
to teaching school he has made missionary 
trips to Mexico and has spoken in the 
United States on Christian money 
management. He also writes a newspaper 
column called "Dollars and Sense." 
He and his wife have two children, Beth 
and Jay. 
Class o£1962 
Mrs. Margaret Rogers Bonnell (BA) has 
been selected as "Woman of the Year" by 
the Doniphan, Mo. Business and 
Professional Women's Club. Mrs. Bonnell 
teaches English and speech at :eoniphan 
High School. 
A weekly radio show, Spotlight on DHS, 
keeps the community abreast of school 
events by means of a 30-minute school-
oriented program produced by seniors in 
her advanced speech class. 
She has served the Business and 
Professional Women's Club as a president, 
recording secretary and vice president and 
served on the State Board of Directors· in 
1975-76 when she was a District Director. 
She is serving as publicity chairman during 
the current year. 
•••• 
Mrs. Margie Clark Wood (BA) has been 
appointed Supervisor of Special Education 
for the Hempstead County Special 
Education Cooperative. In this ad-
ministrative responsibility, she coordinates 
the special educational efforts for fIVe school 
systems located in the southwest Arkansas 
county. 
Mrs. Wood received the M.A. degree 
froin Henderson State University in June 
1976. She and her husband, Bennet Wood 
(BA'60), have three children, Clark, 
Jonathan and Carol. 
Oas80£1963 
Owen B. Moseley (BA) has completed 
requirementsfof the Ph.D. degree in 
business administration from Oklahoma 
State University. He is presently on the 
faculty of Murray State University in 
Murray, Ky. He is married to the former 
Wanda Jo Johnson (BA) and they have two 
children, Don Alan, 12, and Christy Ann, 8. 
•••• 
Dr. Travis W. Jenkins, staff psychiatrist 
at Ozark Guidance Center, Springdale, was 
recently certified by the American Board of 
Psychiatry and Neurology, the highest 
official recognition of professional 
qualification a psychiatrist can receive. He 
joined Ozark Guidance Center in 1973 and 
currently serves as director of c1jnical 
services. 
His wife is the foriner Nancy Deas!>n ('66). 
Oassofl964 
Kenneth D. Phillips (BA) is controller for 
General Hospital, in DeQueen, his 
hometown. His wife is the former Marlyn 
Stewart. The couple has two children, Tina, 
to, and S. T., 7. 
Class of 1965 
Peter Bumpass (BA) was elected in April 
to serve a three-year term on the board of 
educatiOn in School District 151, South 
Holland, III. He is now in his tenth year of 
preaching for the church in South Holland. 
He has also served for five years on the 
Board of Directors of Rockford Christian 
Camp located near Rockford, TIl. 
He is married to the former Bonita Sue 
Cantrell ('66). 
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, 
Nicholas Bridges (BA) last fall received an 
appointment as an assistant professor in' the 
Department of M~sic of the College of 
Visual and Performing Arts at Northern 
IllinoiS" University, DeKalb, Ill. 
Bridges joined a full-time departmental 
faculty of more than 40 members who serve 
a stuQent popUlation of more than 500 in 
undergraduate and graduate music 
programs. The Department of Music 
recently moved into a new $8 million facility 
which has been featured in several ar-
chitectural publications. 
During the past few years, Bridges and 
his family resided in the Boston area where 
he served two years Ill! a doctoral t!l~ch.iqg 
fellow at Boston UniversIty completing 
studies and research in music education and 
instructional media. He spent an additional 
three years as choral director at Somerville, 
Mass. High School. 
He and his wife, Linda, have one child, 
Sarah Emily. 
Class of1966 
Dr. Nancy Rector (BS) has recently been 
added to the staff of Baptist Medical Center 
in Little Rock. She is a graduate of the 
University of Arkansas School of Medicine. 
Dr. Rector served her residence in medicine 
and completed a fellowship in pulmonary 
disease at the University of Arkansas 
Medical Center. Since October Dr. Rector 
has been in the practice of pulmonary 
medicine with three other doctors. 
Class of 1968 
Mrs. Tom Terwilliger, the former Janie 
Rittenour (BA), visited the campus Sept. 22 
with her family. Tom and Janie have two 
sons, Jeffrey Scott, born Sept. 22, 1970, and 
Michael Leonard, born Jan. 18, 1974. They 
reside in Wooster, Ohio. 
Class of 1969 
D. Michael Hogan (BA) completoo the 
Master of Science degree in ministry and 
evangelism from Abilene' Christian 
University in Abilene, Tex. Aug. 13. He is 
married to the former Elaine Devore ('72). 
•••• 
Larry Layne (BS) graduated from Kansas 
City College of Osteopathic Medicine May 
30. He is now serving a one-year internship 
at Pontiac Osteopathic Hospital, Pontiac, 
Mich. Then he will serve two years with the 
Public Health Program. 
His wife is the former Jeanne Cain (BS). 
Class of1970 
PhiDip P. ElHott '(BS) has accepted a 
tell-ching position at Iowa State Univenity. 
He holds the master's degree from Kansas 
State UniverSity and completed the Ph.D. 
degree in biology at Kansas State in 
December 1975, writiDg a dissertation on 
"The Role of Community Factors in 
Cowbird-Host Intcrac:tions." 
Also, he has had articles published in 
American NaturaIill~ Evolution and AUK, 
the journal of the American Orintholpgic.t 
Society. 
He is married to the former Jamie Garrett 
('73). 
•••• 
Johnny Beck (BA) is currently working 
with a life insurance company but also 
coaches at Harding Academy in Memphis. 
He and his wife, the former Janice Scoggins 
('69), have two children, Sonny, 4, and 
Angela, 2. . 
•••• 
James H. Reece (BA) has successfully 
completed the Tennessee State Bar 
examination after having received the Juris 
Doctor Degree from Memphis State 
University of Law May 8. He will be 
presented to the State Supreme Court in 
Nashville in October. He plans to practice 
law in the near future. 
Claaofl971 
William Mitchell Murphy was appointed 
principal of the Eugene Field Elementary 
School for· the current school year. 
. Previously he had taught fourth grade 'in the 
Poplar Bluff, MOo school system. 
His wife is the former Susan Fowler (BS), 
and they have one daughter, Amy. 
CIaIIofl972 
Mrs. BiD HopkjDs, the former Margaret 
McIntosh (BA), is doing substitute teac:hiDa 
for the U.S. 7th Army Headquarter Schools. 
Bill (Special) is doing Ph.b. reseal'ch in 
Gennan liter.aturean.d preacbes fot the 
English speaking congregat ion in 
Heidelberg, Germany. Tb..e couple. and their 
two children. Andrew, 3, and Rachael, I, 
reside at ALSTATERSTRASSE 33, 69 
Heidelberg, BRO, Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
•••• 
First Lieutenant David W. Willis (BA) 
has been certified as a C-13O Hercules 
aircraft commander in the U.S. Air Force. 
A pilot with four years service, Lieutenant 
Willis was upgraded after passing rigid 
academic and flying requirements. The 
lieutenant serves at Little Rock AFB with a 
unit of the Military Airlift Command. 
•••• 
Dr. Robert W. Scott (BS) was graduated 
from the University of Missouri Medical 
School May 8. He received his M.D. degree 
and is working on his Residency in Internal 
Medicine at the University of Missouri 
Medical Center in Columbia, Mo. 
His wife is the former Janet Sue Bradford 
(BS). 
•••• 
Miss Sandy Williams (BA) is working 
with the Paragould Children's Home. She' 
joined the staff of Child and Family 
Counselors in August 1976. ·She works out 
oftheir Central Arkansas Regional Office at 
Little Rock. After graduation she was 
employed in the city of Memphis by the 
Tennessee Department of Human Services. 
Sandy has. four years of experience in foster 
care and other related fields. 
Class o£1913 
Miss Carolyn Jean Dell (BA) received the 
Master of Arts degree from Florida State 
University in June. She is employed with the 
Call Street church as a co-manager of the 
day nursery (Sunshine School). 
•••• 
Larry G. Wilson (BS) became the In-
dustrial Relations Manager at the W.A. 
Krueger Company in Jonesboro on June 28. 
He had been the Employee and Union 
Relations Specialist at General Electric in 
Jonesboro since his graduation from 
Arkansas State University with an··MBA 
degree in May 1974. He is married to the 
former Rosemary Baggett (BA). 
•••• 
John Carr (BA) recently rec~ive4 ~he 
master's degree in higher education from 
Florida State University. 
•••• 
Daniel M. Blucker (BA) received the 
Master of Library Science degree' from 
North Texas State University, Denton, Tex. 
in Augustl In October he accepted a 
pgsition on th.e faculty of Ute University of 
llrmois Medical Center as a Reference 
Ubrarian. 
aa.ofl974 
Gear. Freeman has recently joined the 
Paragould Children's Hoine' staff of Child 
and Family Counselors. He will be working 
out of Batesville and will be working with 
children and families in an area within a SO-
to-60-mile radillS of Batesrille. He has 
recently worked for Florida Social Services 
as a protective service worker. He has had 
considerable experience in child placement 
work with foster parents and juvenile courts. 
His wife is the former Julia Raines ('71) 
and they have a daughter, Shelley. 
•••• 
Ran"y Gardner (BA) has accepted . a 
position as art teacher with Andover High 
School in Andover, Mass. He is married to 
the former Sharon Fenows (BA). 
•••• 
Robert R. Helvering (BA) is the new 
Transportation Supervisor fot the Missouri-
Pacific Railroad. He was formerly in the 
clerical ranks. His wife is the former Donna 
Perkey (BA'75). 
. 0 .. of 1975 
Robert D. Younger (BA) received a 
master's degree in guidance and counseling 
in August from the TJniversity of' North 
Alabama in Florence. He is now a graduate. 
. teaching ~t.ant and wQrking toward a 
second master's degree and Ph.D. in clinical 
psychology at Auburn University. 
His wife, the former Kathy Saxton (BA), 
is teaching in the Lee County, Ala. school 
system. 
• 
CIass of 1976 
Teresa Sutherlin (BA)began work in June 
with Boles Home in Quinlan, Tex. as a 
caseworker. 
•••• 
Victor Wayne Moran (BA) has -been 
selected to appear in the publication, 
Outstanding Young Men of America. He is 
minister of the church in Columbia, La. and 
is married to the former Teresa Holmes. .... , 
Ann Susan Chaffin received the Bachelor 
of Arts degree from David Lipscomb 
College Dec. 11. 
_ _ ____ BIRTHS 
Son, Jeffrey Ross, to Bruce (BA'68) and 
-Teddi Douse ('71) Howell May 24 in Nash-
ville, Tenn. 
Son, Jeremy Brad, to Larry and Genevieve 
McDonald (BS'73) Bailey June 12 in Searcy. 
Brad has a five-year-old brother, Brian. 
Son, Ryan Jack, to Brandt (BS'75) and 
Janell Simpson (BA'74) McCorkle Aug. 7 in 
Texas. 
Son, John Richard Jr., to Richard (BA'74) 
and Debbie Ganus (BS'72) Duke April 20 in 
Searcy. 
Son, Shawn Christopher, to Larry and 
Margaret Mobley (BA'70) Baldwin April 26 
in Murray, Ky. 
Daughter, Paula Diane, to Everett 
(BS'71) and Judy Hutson April 13 in St. 
Clairsville, Ohio. 
Daughter, Sara Elizabeth, to Joe and 
Julie Ward (BA'70) Keathley April 26 in 
Little Rock. 
Daughter, Briana Lea, to Harry and 
Teresa Baldwin ('75) Moore Sept. 2 in Port 
Hueneme, Calif. 
Son, Jonathan Scott, to Bill and Sandy 
Moore (BA'70) Nelson July 23 in Greenville, 
Tex. 
Daughter, Christi Brooke, to Tom ('62) 
and Melanie Chandler' ('72) Sawyer Oct. 1. 
Daughter, Amylynne Jane, to J. Vance 
(BS'71) and Joyce Pippin (BA '70) Cox lune 5 
in Orange, Calif. 
Son, Gregory Alan, to Al and Patti 
Haines ('75) Crandall July 23 in Searcy. 
Son, William Aaron, to Bill ('70) and 
Cathy Morris Ivey Setp. 13 in Memphis. 
They also have a daughter, Shannon Marie, 
age 2. 
Daughter, Cheryl Lee, to Clyde and 
Sharon Hicks ('77) Caskey Sept. 14 in 
Searcy. 
Son, Joshua David, to David ('76) and 
Paula Wilson (BA'75) Rutter July 11. 
Daughter, Danna Lyn to Dan (BA'76) 
and Debbie Stokes July 28. 
Daughter, Jenny Irene, to Alan (BS'73) 
and Caro1yn Evans April 9 in Parsons, Kan. 
Son, Jeremy Aaron, to Roger (BA'69) and 
Mary Luallen Aug. 27. 
Daughter, Dena Sue, to Soubhi (BA'74) 
and Cathy Hamed Jan. 2 in Nazareth, 
Israel. , 
'Son, Kevin Andrew, to Gary (BA'70) and 
Sherilyn Shelly ('73) Martin June 6 in 
Memphis. 
Son, Aaron Matthew, to Rance (BA'74) 
and Brenda Hassler (BA'74) Reagan Aug. 
13 in Memphis. 
Daughter, Melani Lyn, to Paul and Ian 
Chesshir ('69) Morgan, June 2 in Hope-
by adoption. ' 
Son, David Randall Jr., to Randy (BA'76) 
and Glenda Gunter ('75) Tuminello Aug. 18 
in Allen Park, Mich. 
Son, Brian Jesse, to Charles (BA'71) and 
Jeanette Sims ('69) Caffey Aug. 17. 
Daughter, Janet Lynn, to Victor (BA'74) 
and Irene Gallagher (BA'74) Proffitt Oct. 4 
in Memphis: 
Son, Jeffrey Stephen, to Dr. Leon (BA'60) 
and Harriett Jett ('63) McQueen June 21 in 
Clarksville, Tenn. 
Son, Matthew Carroll, to Glen ('74) and 
Carol Reed ('74) Braswell Oct. 9 in Pine 
Bluff. 
Daughter, Rachael, to Ronald ('74) and 
Teresa Dickey ('70) Scarbrough Aug. 25. 
They also have another daughter, Ami Joy, 
born Dec. 23, 1975 ~ by adoption. 
Son, Ryan Jay, to Fredric and Sharon 
Phillips (BA'64) Rakness Oct. 7 in Valencia, 
Calif. 
Daughter, Jennifer Leigh, to Bill and 
Katherine Scott (BA'71) Shaner Oct. 3 in 
Abilene, Tex. 
Son, Joel Wesley, to Charles (BA'71) and 
Ginny Stewart (BA'71) Cochran Nov. 2 in 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 
Daughter, Coneen Gwendolyn, to Glenn 
(BA'74) and Valerie Massey Goree (BA'72) 
July 25 in Marandellas, Rhodesia, Africa. 
Daughter, Martha Chelangat, to Fielden 
(!70) and Janet Geer ('70) Allison Dec. 3 in 
Sotik, Kenya, Africa. 
Daughter, Amy Patricia, to Dennis 
(BA'56) and Ann Mathew Hall Dec. 7 in 
Oklahoma City. 
Son, Robert Anthony, to Robert (BS'73) 
and Linda Frances Ashley ('75) Argo March 
6 in Memphis. 
Daughter, Lois LaFern, to Bobby ('74) 
and Neva Bench ('74) Davis Nov. 6 in 
Garland, Tex. 
Daughter, Alison Diana, to Mike (BA'72) 
and Diana McKinney (BS'72) Hiatt Nov. 21 
in Nashville, Tenn. 
Daughter, Kendra Leigh, to Peter (BA'65) 
and Bonita Sue Cantrell ('66) Bumpass 
Sept. 21 in South Holland, Dl. 
Son, Micah Jason, to Michael and Nancy 
Cleveland (BA'71) Montgomery Oct. 2 in 
San Antonio, Tex. 
Daughter, Raebecca Christine, to Tom 
('74) and Joyce Middleton (BA'74) Reynolds 
Nov. 25 in Alamogordo, N.M. 
Daughter, Mendy Lynn, to Mark and 
Brenda Dimitt (BA'75) Bixler Nov. 25 in 
Searcy. 
Son, Kelly Glenn, to Dean and Sherry 
Taggart (BA'73) Lyons Nov. 20 in Boise, 
Idaho. 
Son, Matthew Gregory, to Mark (BS'73) 
and Becky Holden {'74) Bales Nov. 11 in 
Searcy. 
Daughter, Susannah Gail, to Max 
(BA'70) and Kay Carpenter (BA'68) Safley 
Nov. 1in California, Mo. 
Son, James Joseph Jr., to James ('74) and 
Cheryl Fellows (BA'74) Azbell Sept. 25 in 
Vermont. 
Son, Robert Todd, to Bob (BA'70) and 
Beth Holloway -('71) Watson, Nov.' 6 in 
Searcy. 
Son, Thomas Jefferson, to Eugene ('66) 
and EU~n McMurray Oct. 8 in Fostoria, 
Ohio. Eugene is employed as a ceramic 
engineer at Bendix-Autolite in Fostoria. 
Son, Jeffrey Lloyd, to Joe (BS'75) and 
Katherine Sims (BA'73) Coffman Feb. 10. 
Correction 
Son, Michael George, to Larry (BS'73) 
and Rosemary Baggett (BA'73) Wilson Aug. 
11 in Jonesboro - not Aug. 24 as reported 
earlier. 
____ '_ MARRIAGES 
Larry L. Welborn (BA'76) to Alma Diane 
Deitz Aug. 21, 1976. 
Alice Annem Arrington (BA'74) to 
Robert T. Hollabaugh July 10, 1976. 
Charles M. Cannon (BA'76) to Mittie 
Smith ('77) Aug. 28, 1976 in Searcy. 
Marlene Lester (BS'76) to Bobby Dean 
Rothfus ('77) Sept., 2, 1976 in Searcy. 
Donald H. Phillips (BS'76) to Judy Karen 
Jeffery ('77) May 15, 1976 in Flint, Mich. 
Warren Casey (BA'76) to Suzanne 
Burcham (BA'76) Aug. 9, 1976 in Kennett, 
Mo. 
James E. Jennings (BA'71) to Diane 
Murray July 24, 1976 in Kent, England. 
William H. Hylbert (BA'S4) to June 
Seaman July 4, 1976 in Vienna, W. Va. 
Houston H. Bynum (BA'73) to Beverly 
Ann Reed Jupe 18, 1976 in Winchester, 
Tenn. 
Neal A. Organ (BA'76) to Ruth Woods 
(BA'75) Aug. 13, 1976 in Houston, Tex. 
Marilyn Fay Langley ('76) to Carl Eubank 
July 2, 1976 in Jackson, Miss. 
Barbara Jane Cooper ('76) to Michael W. 
Patterson Feb. 14, 1976 in Bossier City, La . 
Evelyn Garton (BA'76) to Larry L. Wilson 
(BA'76) May 21 , 1976. 
Dr. Paul H. DeFoor (BA'66) to Linda 
StockdeU Oct. 2, 1976 in Nashville, Tenn. 
Karen Sue Shaw (BA'75)'to Warren Keith 
Shepherd (BA'76) Feb. 27, 1976. 
Mary Elizabeth McKee ('77) to Edward 
Davis Jones March 21, 1976. 
Mary Catherine Vernon (BA'75) to 
Timothy Ray Oldham (BA'76) May 28, 
1976. 
Teresa G. Tatum (BA'76) to lohn Patrick 
Hogan (BA'72) Oct. 23, 1976 in Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Dr. David E. Roll (BA'70) to Margaret 
Mitchell July 17, 1976 in Wilmette, III. 
Holly Ann Ellmore ('78) to Robert A. 
Burkert (BA'76) June 5, 1976 in Santa Ana, 
Calif. 
Vickie Rae Hill (Bj\'76) to Joseph James 
Cardot (BA'76) Nov. 5 in Searcy. ' 
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Staff Member Succumbs 
In ,Struggle-With Leukemia 
, by Alice Ann Kellar 
It's hard to say goodbye. Especially to a 
friend. But goodbyes are always made a 
little easier with anticipation -of reunion. 
I've recently said goodbye to one of the 
dearest friends I ever had - Robyn Smith 
Hunter. But because of her, I know a little 
better what a reward Heaven's going to be 
and hoW much more I look forward to 
getting there. 
A member of the staff of the Public 
Relations Office at Harding, Robyn, age 23, 
died of leukemia Oct. 8 in a Tulsa hospital 
where she had spent five weeks in a 
desperate fight. 
In a sense, every reader of this Bulletin 
has lost a friend, becuase she has been a 
vital part of the publication for the past two 
years - through writing, editing and 
proofmg. 
I don't even remember when we met. I do 
remember when I first heard she had 
leukemia. She was a sophomore, the spring 
of 1972, and everyone was quite concerned. 
We prayed for her recovery. But she was 
more a name and a face then; she was just a 
casual friend. 
Treatment brought her leukemia to 
remission and she came back to college in 
fuU force that fall. She wrote for The Bison, 
was one of the three finalists in the May 
Fete, then won the bid for editor of The 
Bison for her senior year. 
There's a natural bond between the 
publicity office and The Bison editor - and 
during her editorship I came to admire her 
more. 
Her editions were eagerly awaited. She 
had a wit that was reflected in a weekly 
column. She worked hard to make the paper 
a good one. 
Following graduation she forfeited en-
trance to graduate school in journalism at 
the University of Missouri where she had 
been accepted. She elected to wait for 
graduation of her fiance, Ray Hunter of San 
Antonio. In the fall of 1974 she started work 
in the Public Rel~tions Office as editorial 
associate. 
Then it happened. She came to be a day-
tOOay, or moreso an hour-ta-hour part of 
my life. We planned her wedding to Ray, an 
event of Nov. 30, 1974. We sat to talk, -we 
exchanged ideas, we griped, we counted our 
blessings. She knew in whom she believed, 
and she trusted her aU to Him. She never 
gave giving up a thought. She fought her 
disease with an her being. 
Debra Corbett (BA'76) to Dean Hutson 
('77) Dec. 11, 1976 in Searcy. 
Phyllis Ann Banks (BA'69) to Kenneth g. 
Green June 19, 1976 in Hanford, Calif. 
(Phyllis was honored to be chosen for 
membership in Delta Kappa Gamma, 
International Society for Women Educators 
in April 1976.) 
Mitsie Gaye Howard (Grad.) to Keith L. 
Mansfield June 26, 1976. 
Kathryn Lynne Giles ('72) to David Alan 
Hogan April 9, 1976 in Memphis, Tenn. 
Jean Louise Rown ('73) to Gene Beck July 
4, 1976 in Sunbury, Pa. 
Vickie Lynn Potts ('77) to Jeffrey W. 
Schlender (BA'76) · Oct. 9, 1976 in Al-
pharetta, Ga. 
_____ SYMPATHY 
To Mrs. Robc!rt F. White, the former Sara 
Vann (BA'62) in the death of her husband, 
Bob. He was the director of the BlAA 
Bilingual Center in Bethel, Alaska. 
•••• 
To Ray Hunter ('77) in the death of his 
wife, the former Robyn Smith (BA'74) who 
died Oct. 8 in Tulsa, Okla. 
•••• 
To Wayman Epp ('61) and Mrs. Reuben 
D. Blubaugh, the former Joan Epp_{BA'59), 
whose father, John Epp, died May 25. 
•••• 
To Mrs. Rod Brewer, the former Grace 
Stroup, (BA'71) whose father, Dr. C. W. 
Stroup, of Somerville, Tenn. was killed in an 
airplane crash Oct. 6. 
•••• 
To Obert Henderson (BA'SO) whose 
father, C.A. Henderson of Mangum, OklL 
passed away recently. 
-,-_--...--------.--
Mrs. Robyn Smith Hunter 
She didn't feel well much of the time but 
she never admitted it. She spread joy with 
her comments, her wit, her cleverness in 
choice of words. She was a legacy of love, 
and loving her was easy. 
Last faU she started another semester 
with us; Ray enrolled for classes. But soon 
the pain was too great and she went to the 
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Smith, in Tulsa. Ray withdrew from classes 
and was with her there. 
The leukemia was active again and the 
doctors were unable to get it under control. 
In addition to -her husband and parents, 
she is survived by two brothers, Zane Smith 
and Covey Smith, and a sister, Mrs. Wista 
Waldroop. Funeral services were held in 
Tulsa Oct. 11. The family suggested 
memorials be made to the leukemia society 
or Harding College Memorial Fund. 
She added so much to the office that it's 
hard to realize she's not still here. 
But while we writhe in grief, we can also 
spontaneously laugh at her antics. We -had 
laughed so much, sung so much, appeased 
irate critics, cried over mistakes. 
She accepted her illness with such dignity 
that she taught all of us better how to cope. 
God put Robyn's spirit in a body destined 
to last only slightly less than 24 years. But he 
allowed her to leave an inspirational history 
for us to emulate. She was the epitome of 
beauty. She was just Robyn, all the time, 
and we eagerly await that great reunion as 
we say a final goodbye here to Robyn -.: our 
special little friend. 
To Joe Jones (BA'73) wbose mother, Mrs. 
Homer Jones of Alicia, passed away 
recently. • ••• 
To Mrs. Thomas L. Wesche, the former 
Katie Darling (BA'63), whose father, 
Blakely Darling of Nashville, passed away 
recently. • ••• 
To the family of Mrs. R. T. Clark, the 
former Charline Bergner (BA'40) who 
passed away Dec. 4. She is survived by three 
children: Dr. Robert T. Clark III (BS'66) of 
Havelock, N.C., Mrs. Patrick N. Barker 
(Ann Clark) ('68) of Pratt, Kan., and Mrs. 
Goodloe S. Chaffm (N~ncy Clark) ('73) of 
Ft. Worth, and also a sister, Mrs. Jim Bill 
McInteer, the former Betty Bergner 
(BA'43). 
•••• 
To. the family of Richard W. Fletcher 
(BA'56). He passed away Aug. 23. 
• ••• 
To the family of Mrs. Robert L. 
Williamson, the foniIer Virginia O'Neal 
(BA'40), who died in Hugo, Okla. in Oc-
tober, 1976. Her brothers and sisters who 
attended Harding are -Fay, Bill, leRoy, 
George, Nell, Gladys, Dorothy and Peggy. 
•••• 
To Mrs. James R. Burcham, the former 
Vicki Downing (BA'71), whose mother, Mrs. 
Vic Downing (Mildred Manley) ('41), died 
Oct. 26 in Bragg, Mo. of a heart attack. 
• ••• 
To Wilt Martin (BA'65) whose father, 
Wallace Martin, passed away Nov. 6 in 
Obion, Tenn. •••• 
To Bemis (Butch) Bailey (BA'66) in the 
death of his mother, Mrs. Alec Bailey, who 
died Nov. 20 in Enola. 
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Black Wins Berth on 'NAIA AII~America Team 
Mike , Black, Harding's 242-lb. senior 
offensive tackle, has been selected to the 
1976 NAIA Division I Football AII·America 
first team, according to an announcement 
by Dr. Harry Fritz, executive secretary of 
the NAIA in Kansas City. 
Two other Bison seniors, tailback·rec~iver 
Joe David Smith of Newport and defensive 
end Adrian Hickmon of Searcy, were named 
to the AII·America honorable mention unit. 
For Black, a 21-year·old native of Dallas, 
Tex., the honor capped an outstanding 
season in which Harding shared its second 
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference title 
. and won a post· season berth in the San 
Jacinto Shrine Bowl in Pasadena, Tex. 
Black thus joins a growing list of Bison 
gridders who have gained All· America 
recognition. Previous first team selectees 
were quarterback Tom Ed Gooden of 
Carlisle in 1973 and guard Jerry Cook of 
Clarksville in 1971. Others receiving second 
team honqrs were tackle Barney Crawford 
of Mountain Home in 1974, tackle Edd 
Eas;)ri of Fort Worth in 1972, tackle Jim 
Duncan of Searcy in 1969, noseguard Don 
Sinquefield of Senatobia,' Miss. in 1968 and 
Cook in 1970. 
"I had no idea I had a shot at making All· 
America," Black said after being notified of 
his berth. "This is tremendous, one of those 
things I've always hoped for." 
" Mike is an outstanding football player," 
head coach John -Prock said. "He's en· 
thusiastic and highly competitive and has 
been a real team leader this year. He has the 
temperament to rise to the occasion. The 
tougher his opponent in front of him, the 
better Mike performed·." 
Prock's comments were underscored by 
offensive line coach Dick Johnson. "Mike 
got better every game, every year. He's an 
exceptionally stroil.~ blocker with excellent 
quickness. You don't have to worry about 
Mike giving his top effort. He puts it all on 
the line, every game." 
Since coming to Harding in 1973, "Big 
·Mike" has started 34 consecutive games for 
the Bisons. He suffered a dislocated elbow 
early in his freshman year and saw service 
only in the final two games. A graduate of 
Bryan Adams High School in Dallas, Tex., 
he is a two·tjme All·AIC and AII·NAIA 
District 17 selection. He was an NAtA All· 
America honorable mention honoree last 
year. 
Mike Black 
Academy Climaxes Perfect Season 
By Clinching State Class BCrown . 
With 20 seniors to lead the way, Harding 
Academy recorded a perfect 12-0 record and 
won the 1976 Arkansas ClasJ B football 
championship. 
Playoff victories over Bauxite, Bradley 
and Mountain Pine nailed down the number 
one ranking in the state for Coach _Bill 
Barden's Wildcats. 
Two senior members of the team, 
quarterback Kevin Webb and tight end 
. Randy Kiihnl, were named to the Class B 
All-State first team. Three other Wildcats, 
. back Ponder Wright, defensive end Jon 
David Yingling and offensive tackle Steaven 
Miller were named to the honorable 
mention team. 
Enroute to the Wildcats' first state title, 
Webb rushed for 425 yards, completed 17 of 
33 passes for 395 yards and scored eight 
touchdowns. He averaged 20 yards on 11 
punt returns including a 70-yard return for 
a touchdown. A two-way performer, he 
played safety on defense. 
Kiihnl, also a two-way standout, had nine 
r(;ceptions for 215 yards and five touch-
downs. 
The Wildcats dominated the Grand 
Prairie Conference all-star team. Named to 
the all-district offensive unit were Webb, 
Kiinhl, MUler, Wright and guard Ron 
Rainwater. 
Defensively, Yingling, tackles Eric Schol 
and Max Hughes and noseguard Bobby 
Thornton received all-district recognition. 
Massive Mike Black holds off defenders while a Bison back sprints past. 
In the four years Black competed for the 
Bisons, ,Harding has recorded a 24-18-3 
record. Mike is one of 18 seniors who will be 
graduating from this year's championship 
squad. 
FootbaH is. a family affair for Black, 
whose wife, the former Debra Kay Hampton 
of Garland, Tex., is a former cheerleader. 
"She gets as excited about the games as I 
do," Black said. 
Summing it up, Mike said, "This has 
been a tremendous year in every way. As a 
team the real key to our success was the 
unity and dedication. In my book our whole 
team is All-America." 
Any way you look at it. big number 78 will 
leave some big shoes to fill. 
Bison Mentor Earns Honor 
As District 'Coach of Year' 
For the third time in his career, Harding 
football coach John Prock has been named 
"Coach of the Year" in District 17 of the 
National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics. 
The announcement was made by District 
Chairman Duke Wells of Henderson State 
University. 
Selection is determined by ballot of the 
area coaches. Currently the dean of the 
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference with 13 
years as head coach, Prock was also named 
Coach of the Year in 1969 and 1972. 
Rebounding from a dismal 4-6 season in 
1975, Prock guided the Bisons to a 7-5 
record and a share of the AIC championship 
with the University . of Central Arkansas. 
Harding's first AIC title came in 1972 when 
it shared the crown with Southern Arkansas 
University . . 
Prock-directed teams have achieved 
signific.nt success nationally. In 1972 and 
again in 1976 the Bisons p~rticipated in 
post-season bowl games. In 1972 the Bisons 
were ranked sixth in the final NAIA 
rankings. Eight of his athletes have been 
named to the NAIA An-American first or 
second teams. 
John Prock 
Prock joined Harding in 1960 and took 
over as head coach in 1964. He is a graduate 
of Southwestern .State College (Okla.). His 
overall coaching record is 68-60-3. The 47-
year-old coach is a. native of Hollis, Okla. 
Swimmers Prep to Defend AIC Title 
At League Competition in February 
The Bison tank men will defend their 
1976 Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference 
Swimming and Diving Championship when 
the league contenders collide in the 1977 
title affair Feb. 18-19 in Conway. 
Last year Harding unseated perennial 
state power Hendrix College from its 10-
year championship reign, ~s the Water 
Buffaloes climaxed an undefeated season in 
AIC dual competition with the conference 
crown. 
This year's field of AIC schools appears to 
be stronger with more teams figuring into-
the competition for the top spot, according 
to Bison coach Arnold Pylkas. 
"Hendrix, Harding and the University of 
Central Arkansas will be the favorites with 
Southern Arkans·as University holding dark 
horse status," the - former All-American 
swimmer said. "But the quality of swim-
ming and diving competition in the AIC is 
improving rapidly, and more schools are 
beginning to show increased interest in 
water sports pi:ograms." 
With six of last year's top perforiners lost 
to graduation, including four~time diving 
champ Mark Trotter, depth has become the 
key factor in Pylkas' team-rebuilding 
strategy. More than 30 athletes comprise the 
swimming and diving roster, and more than 
half of those are first-year men. 
Seniors Wendell Cave of Gainesville, Fla. 
and Dale Linge of Bellevue, Wash. and 
sophomore Norman Kahla of Deer Park, 
Tex. are expected to continue providing 
team leadership. All have broken and set 
school records and have numerous first-
place finishes to their credits. Cave is an 
expet:ienced relay t~am veteran and a short 
distance sprinter. Linge, a three-year let-
terman, specializes in the freestyle and 
butterfly competitions, while Kahla is the 
conference's defending high-point man, 
with AIC wins in the 100-, 200- and 500-
yard freestyle events. 
Other key freestylers include freshman 
Tim Boyd of Detroit, Mich. and sophomore 
Scott Smith of Dearborn, Mich. Sophomore 
Steve Pylkas of Searcy will team with Linge 
to give Harding a strong entry in the but-
terfly races, and sophomore Steve North of 
Orlando, Fla. returns as the top backstroke 
artist. 
"We are always looking for more talent," 
Pylkas added. "We're hoping that some 
mid-term transfers and new students, or any 
students interested in intercollegiate 
swimming, will consider joining the team." 
\ 
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Footballers Capture AIC Co-Championship 
A dramatic 16-13 victory over the Arkansas conference by right ofthe win over 
University of Central Arkansas climaxed a the other co-champ, Central Arkansas. The 
b~ner year as the Harding Bisons won a Bisons · dropped a 22-12 Shrine Bowl 
share of the college's second Arkansas decision to . nationally ranked Abilene 
Intercollegiate Conference championship. Christian University, the Texas Lone Star 
Opening the season unrated as a con- Conference representative, in the Pasadena, 
tender !fter 1975's discouraging 4-6 record, Tex. Memorial Stadium Dec. 4. 
the Bisons surprised pollsters and opposing Harding athletes dominated the AIC 
teams by upstaging the league's top-ranked statistical charts all season and were the top 
teams and posting a $-1 mark in the AIC. yardage-producing team in the intrastate 
The co-cham.pionsbip is Harding's second; league. Using a balanced I formation with 
the 1972 Bisons also finished 5-1 and tied two tight ends, coach John Prock's Bisons 
for the corifeS:elIce's tQP spot. averaged 334 yards per game, with 177 
An extra bonus for the Bisoos was the coming on land and 157 through the air. 
1976 poSt-seaSon San Jacjnto Shrine Bowl Tailback Joe David Smith of Newport, a 
game, in which Harding represented the co-captain of the squad, led the AIC in 
~. 
A I~AIC quarterbackJ elf Smith takes aim behind his blockers in the post-season 
SanlacintoShrineBowl clash with A bilene Christian University. 
rushing, recelvmg and scoring. The first 
athlete in conference history to lead the 
league in both rushing and receiving, the 5-
8, 175-lb. senior finished with 999 yards 
rushing on 209 carries, 596 yards receiving 
on 44 passes caught and 13 touchdowns for 
78 points. He also compJeted four of four 
passing attempts for 59 yards to lift his total 
offense mark over 1.000 yards. 
Teammate JeffSmitJ!, senior quarterback 
from Ca1h9UD. Ga., was the league's leading 
passer and total offense back;, Smith broke 
the school's single season ~rd by con-
necting on 129 of 256 passes for ~.711 yards 
and added 57 on the ground fOT a total 1.768 
yards. His passing total for 1976 feU just five 
yards short of the AIC record of 1,716 yards. 
The two Smiths were the only two athletes in 
the AIC to break 1,000 yards this season. 
Also high in the stats was fullback Allen 
Grieb on Oklahoma City, one of the top four 
rushers in Arkansas, with 747 yards. The 
bruising 6-1, 205-pounder also hauled in 
eight passes for 113 yards. 
Senior right end Eric Whitley of Lithonia, 
Ga. and his 27 pass receptions and 517 
receiving yards were.in the state's top four in 
that category, followed closely by teammates 
Bob Winston, a senior wide receiver from 
South Fulton, Tenn., with 24 receptions and 
313 yards, and Max Ellzey, a sophomore 
flanker from Osceola, with 24 catches and 
181 yards. 
Senior safeties Randy Tribble of Ft. 
Walton Beach, Fla. and Robert Akins of 
Holly Springs, Miss. were among the AIC's 
best in pass interceptions. The two defensive 
backs picked off six stray passes this year 
and tied the school record in career in-
terceptions with their 11 aerial thefts. 
Randy Jones, a junior from Ardmore, 
Okla., had the second best punting average 
in the conference. The versatile athlete, also 
a placekicker and tight end, recorded a 
37A-yard average on 57 punts. 
Placekicker David Skelton was the 
Bisons' second leading scorer with 19 point-
after-touchdown conversion~ and eight field 
goals. The senior from West Fork broke 
school records for field goals and kicking 
points in a single season. 
Cage Team Opens Season on Winning Note 
At the holiday break, the Bison bas-
ketballers are sporting a 5-3 record with All-
American Butch Gardner leading the way. 
The Bisons have edged four non-
conference foes in five intersectional outings 
and averaged 75 points per game to op-
posing teams' 66-point average. In the AIC 
.the Bisons are 1-2, winning big over College 
of the Ozarks, 95-71, but dropping close 
ones to Ouachita University, 68-71, and 
Arkansas College, 76-77. 
Gardner, a {)-4 forward from Searcy, has 
led the conference in early season scoring 
with his 19-pluspoint average. A senior with 
All-America second and third team credits 
from the past two seasons, he also paces the 
AU-A merica second- teamer Butch Gardner floats above Ouachita opponents to 
add another two points to his school scoring record. 
team rebounding with a 10.5 game average. 
A three-time A11-AIC performer, Gardner 
has scored 1,903 points in his career and 
rewrites his own school record every time he 
sinks a basket. 
A new dimension in the Bison offensive 
formation is 6-8 · center David Baker of 
Havertown, Pa. An aggressive scorer near 
the basket, the junior college transfer leads 
the team in field goal percentage, hitting 38 
of 63 shots from the floor. Baker is 
averaging 11!9 points and 7.1 rebounds. 
Senior Jerry Morgan of Corning is the 
team assist leader with 53 through eight 
games. He is also the top free throw shooter, 
sinking 21 of 23 from the line. The 6-3 
, guard rounds out the team's double-figure 
scorers with his 10.9-point average. 
The Bisons receive additional scoring and 
board strength from 6-6 junior James 
"Slim" Winston, a Memphis native who is 
making the transition from the post to a 
forward position to make room for the taller 
Baker. Winston brings down 9.5 rebounds 
per game while also pumping in 9.5 points 
each contest. 
Stan Eckwood of Brinkley has taken over 
at the guard spot vacated by the graduated 
Tony Sneed, the sparkplug in last year's 
winning combination. The 6-4 Eckwood 
chips in 8.9 points and 6.8 rebounds per 
game for the Bisons. 
Rounding out the top eight players on the 
roster are sophomore Monte Hazelbaker, a 
6-3 guard from Danville, III., freshman 
Bruce Binkley, a 6-5 forward from Tulsa, · 
ahd junior Jim Speer, a 6-7 center from 
Rector. Hazelbaker averages 7.1 points, 
Binkley 4.0 and Speer 3.2. 
Through one-third of Harding's 24-game 
schedule for the 1976-77 season, the Bisons 
are shooting· field goals at a .442 percentage 
and 68 per cent of their free throws. 
In January the Bisons are slated to play 
eight consecutive AIC games before 
breaking for a non-conference contest, and 
then finish the year with seven more league 
tilts prior to the NAIA District 17 playoff 
tournament slated for Feb. 28-March 2. 
JI 
loe David Smith 
.,j&...... ~ ....... 
Adrian Hickmon Randy Tribble 
Leading the Bison defensive effort was 
junior linebacker Mike Graul of Cahokia, 
Ill. The 5-10, 195-1b. defensive field general 
totaled 187 tackles for the season, an 
average of about 16 per game. 
Five Bisons headlined the 1976 All-AIC 
and All-NAIA District 17 ftrst teams, in-
cluding the two Smiths, senior offensive 
tackle Mike Black of Dallas, Tribble and 
senior defensive end Adrian Hickmon of 
Searcy, the other team co-captain. 
It was the second year for both Joe David 
Smith and Black, and Hickmon was one of 
two unanimous choices in the league and 
district coaches' balloting. Black, Hickmon 
and the two Smiths were also named to the 
NAIA and Associated Press Little AIl-
America units. (See article on page 6.) 
Selected to the all-conference and all-
district honorable mention squad were 
Whitley, Grieb, Graul, Winston, offensive 
linemen Allen Jeter of MS>nticello, Ronr~ie 
Huckeba of Doraville, Ga. and Robert 
Baggett of Searcy, linebacker Tim Towns of 
Bethany, Okla .• defensive linemen John 
Cooley of Memphis and David Cramblett of 
Searcy and defensive halfbacks David 
English of Milton, Fla. and Lanny Dauksch 
of Tamaroa, Ill. 
Sixteen school records were broken or 
equaled during the season. Single season 
team records fell in passing yardage, in-
terceptions and field goals, and one-game 
records were rewritten in rushing defense 
and pass defense. 
Significant victories in the 7-5 season 
included a 20-15 win over Henderson State 
University, a 17-0 shutout of Ouachita 
Baptist University and the 16-13 fmale with 
Central Arkansas. All three were nationally 
ranked going into the games. Both Hen-
derson and Central Arkansas fmished the 
season in the NAIA's top ten. 
Senior safety Robert Akins accepts 
the Most Valuable Defensive Player 
plaque for his efforts in the Shrine 
Bowl game in Pasadena, Tex. 
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Harding College 1977 Bible Program 
Preachers' Forum 
April 19, 1977 
8:30- 9:00 Welcome ........ . ...... Clifton L. Ganus Jr. 
9:00- 9:45 Maniage, Divorce and Remarriage . J. D. Bales 
9:45-10:30 Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage -
. ThomasB. Warren 
10:30-10:45 Break (Questions written) 
10:45-12:00 Open Forum 
12:00- 1:00 Lunch 
]:00- 1:45 Premarital Counseling .... . ...... Ed Sanders 
1:45- 2:30 Rebuilding Broken lives. .. Walter Buchanan 
2:30- 2:45 Break 
2:45- 3:30 Home as God Would Have It .... Jimmy Allen 
Preachers' Wor.ksh9P 
August 2-4, 1977 
8:00 -8:20 Devotional 
8:30-10:00 Biblical Interpretation: .. ... . .. . . . EdSanders 
10:10-11:40 
Tues. Preachlngfromll Corinthians .. Jim Woodroof 
Wed. Preacher and Finances . . . . . . . .. Billy Ray Cox 
Thurs. Ministering to the Terminally 
III (10:10-11:00) ..... .. ..... . Will Ed Warren 
Thurs. Sermon Conclusions (11:00-11:4O) Jerry Jones 
1:00- 2:00 
Tues. An Elder Speaks to Preachers . Jack Wood Sears 
Wed. A Preacher Speaks to Elders . . .. Jim Woodroof 
Thurs. Questions on the Two Speeches 
2:15- 3:35 Husband-WueReiationships . ... CareyLooney 
3:59- 5:20 Lessons from the Books of History 
and Poetry . ..... . ....... . ..... Neale Pryor 
7:30- 8:30 
Tues. All-Sufficient Christ .. ... ..... . Avon Malone 
We(i. The C1tallenge of Following Christ John Gipson 
8:45- 9:45 Video Tapes 
Tues. Jeremiah, Neale Pryor 
Four Cs of Evangelism, Jimmy Allen 
Use of Illustrations, Wayne Kilpatrick 
Wed. Prison Epistles, Avon Malone 
Gospel Meeting Preparation, Jack Gray 
Planning your Preaching, John Gipson 
Preachers' Workshop 
June 28-30, 1977 
8:30-10;00 Improving Sermon Structure ...... Jerry Jones 
10:10-11:40 Preaching From John . .. : ...... Jim Woodroof 
12:45- 2:00 Preaching Values of the Greek 
and Hebrew Texts ..... . ....... , Tom Eddins 
2:10- 3:40 Preaching Persuasive Sermons ..... Jerry Jones 
3:50- 5:20 Preaching From the Prophets . . . . , Neale Pryor 
7:00- 7:50 Sharing Session 
8:00- 9:00 Use of Transparencies in 
Preaching (Tuesday) ... ... .. Louis Butterfield 
Wednesday and Thursday 
(Select Two) 
Gospel Meeting Preparation .... . .. Jack Gray 
Four Cs of Evangelism. . . . . . . . .. Jimmy Allen 
Preaching from the Prison Epistles -
Avon Malone 
Elders' Workshop 




















Building Soul-Saving Educational 
Programs .... .. '. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Allan Isom 
The Christian Counselor ... .. .. , Jack Thomas 
An Elder Speaks to Preachers . Jack Wood Sears . 
A Preacher Speaks to Elders. . .. Jim Woodroof 
Questions on the Two Speeches 
Promoting Missions in the Local 
Congregation .. .. ....... .... George Benson 
OrganiDng Personal Evangelism 
Programs . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Jim WOodell 
Elders, Deacons Relations ...... . . Eddie · Lewis 
Lessons from the Books of History 
and Poetry ... . .. ... ...... . . .. . Neale Pryor 
All Sufficient Christ . . . . . . . . . . . Avon Malone 
The Challenge of Following Christ john Gipson 
VideoTapes 
Jeremiah. Neale Pryor 
Four Cs of Evangelism, Jimmy Allen . 
Use of Illustrations, Wayne Kilpatrick 
Prison Epistles, Avon Malone . 
Gospel Meeting Preparation, Jack Gray 
Planning Your Preaching, John Gipson 



















Building Emotionally Stable lives 
Carey Looney 
Growing Old .... . . . . . .... Mrs. John Vaught 
Instructing Children About Sex 
Mrs. John Vaught 
Panel .. . ...... .... ... ... . Mrs. John Vaught 
The Supportive Wife . . . . . . .. Jane McWhorter 
Ephesians, Philippians . 
and Colossians ............. : . Avon Malone 
Lessons from the Books of History 
and Poetry . . . ' ................. Neale Pry(Jr 
All-Sufficient Christ . ..... . . .. . Avon Malone 
The Challenge of Following Christ lohn Gipson 
Video Tapes . 
Jeremiah, Neale Pryor 
Four Cs of Evangelism, Jimmy Allen 
Use ofIDustrations, Wayne Kilpatrick 
Prison qnstles, Avon Malone 
Gospel Meeting Preparation, Jack Gray 
Planning Your Preaching, John Gipson 
Please Direct All Correspondence to Dr. Jerry Jones Bible Department, Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
Fifty Bison Gridders Receive Letter Recognition 
Eight four-year letter winners headlined 
the list of Harding College football players 
named by Coach John Prock as lettennen 
for the 1976 season of the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference co-champion 
Bisons. 
Honored with their fourth letters were 
seniors John Cooley, defensive tackle from 
Memphis; James Frank, defensive guard 
from Garland. Tex.; Adrian Hickmon, AIl-
American honorable mention defensive end 
'from Searcy; Allen Jeter, offensive tackle 
from Monticello; Joe David Smith, AIl-
American honorable mention running back 
and receiver from Newport; Randy Tribble, 
All-AIC defensive back from Ft. Walton 
Beach. Fla.; Eric Whitley, tight end from 
Lithonia, Ga.; David Cramblett, a defensive 
end from Searcy; and Robert Akins, a 
defensive back from Holley Springs, Miss. 
Third-year lettennen included senior 
center Robert Baggett from Searcy; senior 
All-American tackle Mike Black from 
Dallas; senior defensive back David English 
from Milton, Fla.; senior guard Ronnie 
Huckeba from Doraville, Ga.; senior 
placekicker David Skelton from West Fork; 
All-AIC quarterback Jeff Smith, a senior 
from Calhoiln, Ga.; senior linebacker John 
Wilson from Memphis; junior defensive end 
r-------------~-----------------------------------------~, 
Spring Sing Tickets 
Please send _ _ _ _ tickets at $1.50 each 
Name 
Address 
City ___ _ _ State Zip __ _ 
Please enclose remittance with order. Thank you! 
Make checks payable to Harding College. 
Enclose stamped, self-addressed .envelope with 
each order. 
(Orders received after March 25 will be held at the 
I nformation Booth in the American Heritage 
Building on campus for pickup on arrival.) No 
refunds. In case of sellout money will be held at 
ticket office. 
April 7-9, 1977 
List order of preference in case 
seating on preferred date is unavailable. 
Number 1 through 3. 
Thu . Apr. 7 
Fri., Apr. 8 
Sat., Apr. 9 (3pmmatinee) 
_ 'Sat. (7 p.m.) 
Mail requests to 
Harding College 
Spring Sing Tickets 
Box 940 
Searcy I AR 72143 
------------------------------------~---------------------
Gary Brown from Chamblee, Ga.; junior 
fullback Allen Grieb from Oklahoma City; 
junior punter Randy Jones from Ardmore, 
Okla.; junior defensive tackle Carl 
Kuwitzky from Norman, Okla.; and junior 
quarterback Steve Peeples from Sherwood. 
Junior defensive back Lanny Dauksch 
from Tamaroa, Ill.; junior linebacker Mike 
Graul from Cahokia, Ill.; and sophomores 
Pete Banks, a defensive back from Forrest 
City; Robert Bridges, a defensive guard 
from Columbus, Miss.; Curtis Dupriest, 
running back from . Searcy; Max Ellzey, 
flan~er from Osceola; Kerry Fortner, of-
fensive guard from North Little Rock; 
Robert Graham, tackle from Dallas; Gail 
Gregg, tight end from Columbiana, Ohio; 
John Paul Orr, tailback from Trumann; 
Cam Prock, quarterback from Searcy; 
Bobby Rogers, linebacker from Forrest 
City; and Tim Towns, linebacker from 
Bethany, Okla. won second letters. 
Named as first-year letter winners were 
defensive tackles Robert Goldstein of 
Norcross, Ga:. and Clay ' CODne11 of 
Somerville, Tenn.; flankers Bob Winston of 
South FultoD, Tenn. and Jim Tribble of 
Corning; offensive guards John Reves of 
Anson, Tex. and Steve Shock: of Conway; 
defensive ends Huck Heathcott of Memphis 
and John Pettit of Ellijay, Ga.; defen.sive 
backs Steve Johnson of Iefferson City, ~o. , 
Keith Dickey of Hattison and Clint Burrus 
of Sapulpa, Olda.; tight end Cheg Cothren 
of M~ridianville , Ala. ; ~nning back Chris 
Mahaney of Burleson, Tex.; and center Jeff 
Earnhart of Cahokia. Ill. 
Manager Mark Allen, a sophomore from 
Hot Springs, earned his second managerial 
monogram, and trainer Kent Jones, a fresh-
man from Memphis. and David Bangs, 
assistant manager from Marcella, were 
awarded first letters. 
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Alumni Donors D,uring Fiscal 1976 
Contributions by alumni during 1976 reached a near-record high, 
according to the annual report submitted by David Crouch, executive 
secretary of the Harding Alumni Association. 
Alumni contributions from January through December, 1976, 
totaled $395,715. The number of alumni contributing (3.738) was 26.5 
per cent of the college's 14,056 active alumni. The number of alumni 
contributing during 1976 i~ t.he second highest in the college's history. 
The 1976 donor list is only surpassed by the 1974-75 fiscal rear list 
which contained the names of 4,191 donors who contributed $409.,338. 
During fiscal 1974-75 an Alumni Phonothon \;Vas conducted whiC;h was 
resp()n~ible for th~ large numbel'$ of donors contributing to the college. 
T here was a significant inerease in the average gift mad~ by an 
alumnus. During 1976 the average' gift was $105 as compared to the 
1974-75 fucal yea~r a"ferage 'of $97, 
Crouch listed four reasons why 1976 was a near-record setting year 
for alumni contributions to the college. (1) Many alumni are com-
pleting payment of pledges made on Phase III of the Decade of 
Development. (2) The Senior Class Project continues to add a 
significant number of donors each year. (3) 'The alumni responded very 
significantly to direct mail fund raising appeals. (4) There was over-
whelming response to President Clifton L. Ganus' appeal for alumni to 
provide funds to upholster the college!s auditorium seats. 
In January. 1976. the Alumni Assooiation offices began the use of a 
computerized record keeping system. The switch to a computer record 
keeping system neces.sitated some changes in the way in which the 
Association recorded .and reported gifts from alumni. 
Prior to 1976, gifts were reported and recorded on a fiscal year 
calendar. In December, 1975, the decision was made to change the 
reporting of gifts from the fiscal year calendar to the more convenient 
calendar year reporting system. 
In his report Crouch noted that a report of alumni contributions had 
not beeR made to members of the Alumni Association since July I, 
1975. His report actually contained two parts. 
The (irst SectiOD was a report of alumni contributions from July 1 
through December 31, 1975 during which time alumni contributed 
593,416. The second part of his report was the calendar year report 
covering the U-month pel'jod January through DeC'"ember. J 976. 
During this period alumni contributed 5395.715. 
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(JUDY LIMBURG) 
MR. WILLIAM AOBERT BONN~A - 15 
MRS. WILLIAM ROBEAT BDNN!A - 15 
(LESLIE CATHERINE ALLEN) 
MRS. WILLIAM JOADlN BDONE - 60 
(RETH ELAJNE AOII!RTSON) 
MA. THnMAS GENE BonTH - 15 
MAS. THnMAS GENE BOOTH - 14 
(MARY KAYE BUNTING) 
MRS. F.ANEST L. BORO!:N - 55 
(NOAl LEE HILL) 
MISS VIRGINIA LEE BORDEN - 62 
MA. DOYLE SOADER - 56 
MRS. DOYLE BORDER - 58 
(REVA NELL BEENE) 
MR. RANDALL LOWRIE BOSTIC - 69 
NRS. RANDALL LOWRIE BOSTIC ~ 10 
(DEANNA ELAINE LAWYER) 
MR. DONALD L. 80WMAN - 64 
MAS. DONALD L. BOMM" - 64 
(PATRICIA BARNES) -
MAS. EDWARD SHAErrER BOWHU - 53 
(RUTH IRMAJEAN BLANSETT) 
MR. FUGF.NE ROYCE - 36 
MRS. JAMES F. BOYCE - 72 
(LEOLA I MHorn 
"RS. GRECnRY BOYD - 10 
(LINDA SlIE HARGETT) 
"R. VERNON L. BOYD • 41 
MRS. VEANON L. BOYD - 42 
(KATHLEEN JOHNSTON) 
MISS F.THEL OZELMA' BRABBUON - 30 
MR. M1CHArL LEE BRAOBURN - 12 
MRS. MTCHAEL LEE BRADBURN - 12 
(LTNDA SlIE CLAAA) 
MRS. 0 r.VF.Ar.TT BRADFORD - 40 
(GIIYNITH COODEN) 
OR. C L ARAOLEY - 40 
~RS. nAVID AAYOOND BRADLEY - 29 
(SORAH IRENE MATION) 
MRS. WARREN G BRADLEY - 47 
(REBA tARLt MCCASLIN) 
MR. OnYLE WI:LDOM BRADSHEA - 64 
ORS. DOYLE W~LDON ARADSHER - 64 
(LOUISt LORAliNE TUC~ER) 
MRS. JOHN A BRAGG - ] 8 
(FAn: SEETON) 
"R •• E~T Rny BRAND - 69 
~RS, KENT Rny 8~ANO • 70 
(REBECCA JOYCE SMEL~ER) 
MR. RONALD CRAIG BREDLOW - 64 
MR. RnRERT LEE BREr-DEN - 67 
MAS. RO~ERT LEE BREEDEN - 61 
(ROBAIE SlIE AAACEY) 
~ISS NANCY "ARIE ~REEn~ovr. - 13 
MRS. JUNE BRENtHCER - U 
(JIINr. MAMBYl 
MRS. LO~F.R CALVIN BRESHEARS - 51 
(RF.BECCA JANE PAAMAM) 
MR. Cl.Y VOSS BREWER - 1] 
MRS. CARY VOSS BREWER - 11 
(PHYLLI S JEAN BAYANT) 
MR. RANDAL mRD BR~WER - 13 
MRS. RANDAL 'ORO IIREwtR - 11 
(CAROL JAN L£CKLIT!:A) 
nR. RnBERT SInNEY BREWER - 64 
MRS. ROBr.RT SIDNEY RREWER - 64 
(LINnA·ANNE LEE) 
MR. AIlDGER LEE BREWf:1I - 70 
MRS. RnDGr.R LEr. BREw.,R - 11 
. (MARY GRACE STROUP) 
MR. NTLLIA~ GENt BRtWER - 15 
MISS SUSAN REVA BRIDGES - 16 
II •• IIILLUII EDWARO BRIDcn - 6!> 
MRS. WILLIAM EDWAAD BRIDGES - 69 
(MARY LOYCE HOIIARD) 
MR. THOMAS DAVID · BRUTER - 61 
MRS. THOMAS DAVID IIRISTER - 62 
(REllA JUANEZ IIMITH) 
MR. BENNY BROO~5 BAISTOII - 55 
IIRS. IIUNY BROOU BRUTOW - !>9 
(GW!NDDLYN HELEN SHAW) 
MR. ORVILL! DALE ~RITTELL - 41 
MRS. O.J. BROADIIATER - 46 
(VIRGINIl GUNER) 
MR. DEL MASON BROC~ - 64 
MAS. OtL MASON BROC~ - 64 
(SHttLA ANNE MITCHELL) 
MR. GARY LYNN IIROC~ - 65 
MRS. JAMtS ROBtRT BRODNAX - 63 
(IRMl JOBEPHINE HOLT) 
MR. MARVIN A BROOKER • 49 
MA. EARL RUSSELL BROOKS - 66 
MRS. EARL RUSstLL BROOKS - 65 
(CYNTHIA ANN MARTIN) 
MRS. HARRY L RROOKS ~ 60 
(MILDRED rAYE nAVIS) 
H1SS MARCELLA VIRGINIA BROOKS - 15 
MR. AEECE M BROOKS - 49 
MR. WEMDELL WRIGHT BRonM - 11 
MRS. WENDELL WRICHT BROOM - 11 
(LINDA J COTHAM) 
MISS ALICE MAE BROWN - 61 
HR. ARCMIF. ELDON BROWN - 69 
MRS. ARCHIE ELDON 8ROWN - 6Q 
(ESTHER ANN SHAnDIX) 
DR. ARNOLD RnBERT AROWN - 41 
MRS. ARNOLD ROBERT RPOW~ - 79 
(ANNA LEE RAlILSTON) 
MR. AERNARD BRnWN • 66 
MR. CHARLES CLE8URN BROW~ - 49 
"RS. CHARLES CLEBURN BROWN - 49 
(ANNE MCLEOD) 
MRS. DALE GROVER BROWN - 65 
(RITA JEAN RACHtL) 
MA. ELDON BURTON BROWN - 16 
MR. CILES LOREN BROWN - 14 
MPS, CIL!S LOAEN BROWN .. 14 
(CAROL ANN MOSLEY) 
DR. HARMON CAAIL BROWN - 63 
MRS. HARMON CARlL BROWI! - 65 
(SARAH r.LLEN COLVIN) 
MR. JAMES CLERO BROWN - 65 
DR. JAMES ~ONALD 8RnwN - 55 
MRS. JAMES DONALD BROWN - 56 
(SARA JO ANNE KINC) 
MRS. JAMES RAY 8RONN - 66 
MRS. JAMES R_Y BROWN - 67 
MRS. JERRY 0 BROWN - 64 
(JOAN DIANE MEERS) 
~RS. JERRY PAUL BROWN - 5A 
(CARROLL DARLENE DUNKIN) 
~A. LARRY DELON BROWN - 69 
"R. LARRY MAX BROWN - 65 
MR. L~RIIY STEVEN BROWN - 1] 
IIRS. LARRY STEVEN BROWN - 1] 
(BONITA ELAINE MC CREADy) 
"R. OAVILLE EMMITT BROWN - 6] 
MRS. ORVILLF. EMM1TT SROWN - 62 
(LYDTA COlliS) 
MA. ROSERT STEVEN BROWN - ~~ 
MA. RQOIIEY WAYNE BROWN - 11 
MISS RIITH ELLEN BAOWNINC - 59 
MR. HERMAN ~ARCUS ARUCE - 51 
MR. JAMFS BILLY BRlIMLEY - 50 
MR. TIMOTHY LEE ARIINER - 1] 
MRS. TIMOTHY LEE BRUNER - 7J 
(KATHERIN~ SHAPPLEY) 
.R. DARRr.LL WAYNE RRIINING - 75 
MRS. nARRELL WAyNE RRIINING - 74 
(DEBORAH KAYE JENKTNS) 
MRS. JOHN & 8RUM~0 - 64 
(AMOCIF. FAYE LF.NTZ) 
MR. JAMES RONALD RRUSTER - 6] 
MRS. JAMES RONALD RRUSTF.II - I 
(JOAN MONT.EEN HALLl 
MRS. nON C BRYAN - ~5 
(MF.Lf:N LnUTSE HOWELL) 
M~. ANTHONY LEE BRYANT - 66 
MRS. ANTHnNy LFE BRYANT - 61 
(EDITH B K1SF.R) 
"'R. CHARLF:S THOMAS RRYA~T .. 59 
MR. JOSF.PH HILL BRYONT - 50 
Jll(R. ORIS 5114 RRYANT - 51 
MRS. ORTS SIM SRYANT - 63 
(TOMTE NnRMAN) 
NR. WTLLflM ~nRRIS 8RyANT - ]1 
MR. (';LF:Jri W RII("HANAN .. 50 
MRS. r:Lf:1II W 811CHlNilN - '50 
(LnIS VIRGINIA 5F.ABAUG~' 
NlR. IClNG L AliCHANA~ .. 16 
IotR. RRADLF'Y ... RIICHNIAN .. 13 
MR. JnHN F.O"HN RIlCK .. 70 
""RS. JOHN EnWIN Rr,CI( .. 10 
(I)nTII'U sur. DEASON) 
"'RS. LARRY R ~UCK .. 1t 
(SIISAN WINFAF:O PlALf:Y) 
MR. WILLIAM LARRY Rrl~F'ALnE .. 4' 
~RS. WILI,IAM I,ARPY ~IIFFA'.OE .. 44 
(W.lNnA r,r.F' TRAWI("~' 
MR. ~nRc.lN L BIJFPIN(.TnN - 4R 
MRS. MOAGA)"I L ~IIFrT NGTnN - 'i 1 
(fVF"LYN MnRRTS) 
~RS. Tn~ RrJT~ - ';2 
CCA-RnL'{1\I !(AY CRA""' 
MR. C~'PTS ruy~nNn RIIf .r,ARn .. 10 
MP~. C:HQl5 p .. y~mm RlIllLARn .. 10 
(MAXTNF" F.:T.I'ZARF"TH UA("KAYl 
MRS. KPNT AITLt,('IrK .. 11 
CLORAL CARnt,E VA~ R~F~~r~, 
~p. P~T~R WAYNE RU~pA~S .. ~5 
MR~. PETE'A WAYNF. ~lr"'lPA~S .. hf, 
(RnJ"lTTA sur CANTPr.L{,) 
MR. r,PAHAM flFNNF.TT RIIA("J.tAM .. 74 
nR. ,1AVoF.:S R!I~~Et~ r, ~JTACHA··1 - 41 
~R. (.r.r. ~nJl~r fWAF"flPI"I .. 4A 
MR. ~lA-"f."S I, RIIFlt< .. 11 . 
~R5 •• JAMF"$ L Rl ' RK .. 1, 
(Ll'm,6 I.nrnSE rLARKsnNl 
MR. Lr.SI..TF' rAFlJ,'Tm~ RnpK~ ... fJ4 
,IoIA~. LF: .C;LJ~ rAPLTnN RIIRKF' - &1 
(OF~ VnNNF rLARK) 
MRS • . TnHN AIJPKF'TT .. Sf) 
(LA VF"~A "TlNf 'UNrs l 
~PS. THn~AS RlIRkF'TT .. 46 
(ENC~L LEE AWTRF.Y) 
D~. DAVID BASTL BIIRK5. - 6.5 
NRS. OAVID BASIL BUPKS - 65 
(LF.AH A GF.NTRY) 
MR. JOE WAYNE RURKS - 54 
MflS. MILTON Jr.ME5 J\1JlUCS .. Sq 
(MARTHA ANN JENKI'S) 
MR. WAyNr. nnUGLASS BIIRRESS - 71 
MAS. WAYNE DOllCLASS AURA[S!' • 72 
("RI, SUP. KELLY) 
MR. DENNIS EOWARD RURT - 16 
OR. RICHAPD EARL IIURT - 56 
MR. JF.FFREY JF.S5E BnRTON - 16 
MRS. JF.FYPr,y JESSF. BIIRTnN - 11 
(PAMELA ANN WILKF.5) 
MR. STF.Vl:N MICHAn. BURTnN - 15 
MR. F.RNEST LLOYD BUSH - 51 
MRS. rR~EST LLOYD BliSH - 51 
(MARTHA SELL WOODY) 
MISS MARlnN FRANCES BUSH - S2 
MRS. CUP.: BUTI,E:!=! .. 37 
(I,OIS Y.PPERLY) 
Of4. JF.RRY fl. BUTL!:fl .. 63 
MRS. HENRY C. BUTNER - 66 
(KIREN KAY KEf,TON) 
MR. LOUIS FRED 8UTTERfiELD - 69 
MRS. LOllIS FRED AUTTERfIELD - 65 
(SANOY R~Y 8W ~~W) 
MR. PONALO PAnL RUTTERfIELO - 61 
MRS. ROlIlLD P~llL BUTTERnELD - 63 
(EDNA PEARL DORRIS) 
MRS. BILL BUZBEE - 58 
(GLENDA ANN CALVF.RTl 
_ISS PEGGIE ANN 8YR~~ - 10 
MR. PICHARD ALI,EN BYRD - 14 
MR. ROBERT LEI: CAIsnN - 69 
~R. FIN1S JAY CALDWELL - 51 
MRS. rINIS JAY CALDWELL - 5Q 
(~ARILYN BEAL) 
MRS. C LYLE CALL - 43 
(EDU RUTH KEY) 
MRS. ROBE~T CALLAWAY - 14 
(VICKI EI,ArNE REF-VES) 
MAS. ROBERT J. CALLENS - 59 
(MARY ELLEN rLETCHER) 
MR. HORACE B. CAM~ - ]9 
MR. M.B. C~MP - 51 
MR. EDDIE RlY CAMPAEI,L - !>9 
MRS. EODIE RAY CAMPAnL - 59 
(KATHRYN RO~"RTS) 
MR. LEO BRANT CAMPBELL - 49 
MRS. LF.O RRANT CAMPSELL - 49 
(GWENDnLYN PUTRF.LL) 
MISS LOTS EDMA CAMPBELL - 44 
MTSS MONA BELLE CAMPBELL - 44 
MR. JOHN HARROLD CANNON - 46 
MAS. JOHN HARPOLD CANNON - 46 
(CHRISTINE EOWAROS) 
MRS. TAOY CANNON - 49 
(PATSY RUTH BURCH) 
MRS. WILLIAM APTHUR CANNON - 54 
(VYLr.TTA SIlE MCCALr.B) 
"~. WILLll. DAVID CANNON - 76 
MRS. WILLTA~ DAVID CANNnN - 75 
(SHERRIE JF.ANNE NnYES) 
"R. PAUL ELVERY.TT CANTRF.LL - 53 
~ 
"' 
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~~S. PlUL ELV!~!TT Cl"TPELL • 56 ' 
(~ILDRED L. LITLF.) -
MTSS TANYA LINNlL ClNTP~LL • 74 
MPS. TOMMY C NTWELL • 69 
(BRENDI KlY N!EDHlM) 
~R. AICHIFD t CARftAIIGK - 76 
"~S. PRANK CARDER • 47 
(MAPY JANE WPIGHT) 
~PS. M~LVIN R CARLOCK • 55 
(~ARY HILDA COLF-MAN) 
MP. CAPL lPVID CAPLSON • 69 
MRS. ClPL ARVID CAPLsnN • 69 
(JU~ITH GAYLE Br.I,EW) 
MTSS POBERTA ANN CAANS • 76 
MR. KENNETH HARLF.Y CARPENTER • 71 
MPS. LF.ONAPO WAYNE CAPPENTER • 6~ 
(SHIRLF.Y LnUISE ~TCF.) 
DP. JAMES WILLIAM CARR • 70 
MISS PEGGY SUE ClPRnt,L • 72 
OR. naVID GERlLO rolRRIITH _ &R 
"RS. OAVIn GEULO CAORIITH • 6~ 
(L~ONA ClRnL PINKLEY) 
"R. GlRY E. CARSON • 63 
MR. CHARI,ES DUANF. CAIITF:R • 66 
MRS. CHARI,ER DIUNF. CARTF.R ' . 6A 
(KaREN JF.AN .CC(lR"ICK) 
"RS. F.nWlRD nnNALn CIRTF.R • 5~ 
(PAYI': NORF.NF. 1,IWFRENCE) 
"R. WTLSON LAVON CARTER • 67 
"RS. WILsnN LlVON CARTF.R • 68 
(LEAH ~IRTI MICHAF.LS) 
DR. LANNY - CASEY· 65 
~TSS LINDA CAROL CASH • 73 
"R. EDDIE Ray CASSETTY • 7~ 
"R. RnGER TOD caSTLE· 73 
MR. RONAl,O LEF: C,,"STT,F.MAN - 66 
"RS. RONal,n LF.E CASTI,E"AN - 65 
(SUSaN ~LTZAR~TH CRAIG) 
MTSS n~~npA~ CLAIRE CATE~ - 7S 
~RS. GFnPGE CATF.S - 74 
(JUOTTH Kr-y HI"ILIJOWAYl 
MRS. ~ARn~ rAT~FY - 11 
(THF.:l,MA, CA.~TRF:Lt.l 
MJSS rAR(1f, ("A.T('l - "fI 
MR. ~R~AL fl'GPNE CATT~RTON - 50 
"'PS. F.fH4.Al, F'1JGF'NF: CATTf.PTn", - c;o 
(F'AYRFN~ IMAnOFN) 
"'p. (:ARY nrwlIyNF.: CAllnL'" - 10 
"'TS5 ,JnvC"r Ar..sf<.! C"A"r.HpnfIJ - 14 
".p. KAY CAVTN - 4R 
~R~. KAY CAVIN - 40 
(f'nTTH I.AtmTSS) 
M1SS F'f,lZARFTH "'ARTn~J rfl.wnnn -
MR~. rr.llpr~lC"F ~JTLLT5 CHArF'p.1 .. 511 
(nr,N"'JS I.11JPPHEY Tll("KF'P) 
MRS. Gnnnl,nF' SIIJoIIJ]FRS C"HAF'F'T PoJ - 13 
("'oHlCY .51W ('LARt<) 
MR •• lACK r~AF ' lN _ ~n 
~RS. JACK rHaF'fT~ - 4R 
{J."'nTTI-I KTTlHjf,l 
MR~ •. ,~uF~ Ar..snFR5n~ rHA~~FRS _ 5~ 
(~LTZA~fTH p H~p~nn~l) 
~R. r:8~y r:RAHAM ("IH.I'R"",F' _ 14 
~(RS. GAPV r.RAHAM C1-lA\U:H,~:F: - 14 
(KARF:t, rA~F'TTF' s("nREYl 
"" TSS PATfJT(,TA "r'I~1 ('J..IaMRJ.T~~ - fl1 
MR. I,LOYn CONWAY Cf!~MPION • 73 
~RS. nOYD CONWAY C~AMPION • 74 
(CYNTHIA LAURE~N COnO~ICH) 
"RS. CARL OIlOLEY CHANDL!R • 49 
(GL;'NNA rAY GRtCF.) 
"RS. ETTA 8F.LI,E CHANDLER. 30 
"R. PAUL LEF. CHANDLER • 74 
MR. RICHARD N CHUDI,F.R • 44 
"RS. RICH~RO N CHANOL .. R • 46 
IOOROTHY JANE ~IY) 
MR. RANDALL CLINTON CHAP"AN • 69 
MRS. RANnALL CLINTON CHAP~AN • 69 
(,IF.ANNETTF. MARtE HETD) 
MRS. PHILIP L CHAVIS • 64 
(SANDRA ELllNE CHILDE~S) 
"R. IolRRY WILLIS CHEATHAM. 74 
MRS. LARRY WILLIS CHF.ATNAM • 7~ 
(SHEILA KAY HErLIN) 
MR. WILLIS W CHElTHAM • 50 
MRS. WILLIS W CHEATHAM. 52 
(H!:LEN TESTER) 
"ISS AI,TA LUNA CHEEK • 55 
"ISS PAMELA ANN CHENEY • 7~ 
"R. JERRY DUlNE CHERRY • 68 
~RS. JERRY DUANE CHERRY· fi8 
(CARLOTTA BRnWN) 
"R. PATRICK ALAN CHERRY. 75 
MRS. "OI,LY JANE CHESHIER. H 
("OLLY JANE WF.DDLE) 
MRS. J 0 CHF.5SHIR • 40 
(RONNIE J~AN WtllLTAMSl 
DR. EARL CEPHAS CHEST"R • 62 
"RS. EARL CEPHAS CH"STER • 63 
(KATHRY ANN AISHOP) 
"R. JOHNNY CHI':STF.R • 51 
"RS. JOHNNY CHF.S~"R • 51 
(RUAY NELl, CnES) 
DR. JA"ES B. CHILDS· 54 
"RS. Kr.NNF.TH CNILDS • 49 
(LAVERA ". NOVAK) 
"R. D_VID CHI •• 66 
MR. BaRBY G~ORGE CHISHOLM • 75 
MRS. BnBBY GEORGr. CHISHOLM. 75 
(Pl~£lA LYNN PARNELL) 
MRS. JlN; LE! CHISM. 76 
(JANET LEE CHILD) 
DR. WILLIAM R CHTSM • 12 
MRS. WILLIAM R CHISM • 71 
(FRANCES ~IY PRATER) 
MR. LEONARD DARRELL CHITTY • 69 
"RS. Lr.ONARO DARRELL CHITTY. 69 
(NONA GAYLE TATE) 
MR. LARRY DEAN CHRISTENSF.N • 73 
MRS. I,ARRY DEAN CHRISTENSEN· 73 
(PlT.RICIA ANN RUSSELl,) 
MR. JAMES CARROLL CHRISTIAN. 51 
"RS. ~LLA "ARI£ CHRISTOPHER· I 
DR. JIM"y CHARLES CITTY • 61 
"RS. JIM~Y CHARLES CITTY • 62 
("ARALYN RAJI,~Yl 
"R. GIRVIN WAYNE CLAIRORNE • 73 
"R. STlNLEY JAMES CI,ANTON • 71 
"RS. STANLEY JA~ES CLANTnN • 72 
(TAWNYA DEANN TURNER) 
MRS. W ELLIS CLINTON· 45 
(E"ALF.NE ALEXANDER) 
MR. CLIFFORO OAVIS CLARK • 67 
MRS. CLIFFORD DAVIS CLARK • 71 
(LETITIA ARLE"E LARKINS) 
~RS. DAVID M CLARK • 58 
(JOYCE ROSll,INn WOons) 
MR. GERALD WATSON CLARK. 64 
MR. JA"F.S RONALD CLARK· 71 
"RS. JA-ES RONALD CLARK· 7' 
(LORNA KAY MC KINNEY) 
"RS. QuiNTTN M CLARK • 52 
(ALICE STRAIIGHN) 
DR. RnSF.PT T CLAR~ .. 66 
"RS. ROBERT T CLARK· 65 
(DORIS ANN ~IlSH) 
"'RS~ TRIIMAN CLARK .. 5A 
(SALLY ANN ROGERS) 
M,SS CARnI. LYNN CLARKE .. 76 
MR. "TCHAEL FRANK CLARKSON • 76 
MRS. "ICHAEL FRANK CLARKSON • 76 
(LINDA KAY MCKAY) 
~ISS S'JZANNE CLAwsnN - 61 
MR. DWAni I,EE CLAxTnN ... 50 
"'R. RICHARD WF:LKF:R CLAY" 75 
MR. JOHN WESLFY CLAYTON - 70 
~RS. JnHN WESL~Y C[.AYTON ... 70 
(PATR1.CIA LFE SCRnG~S) 
MRS. L. R. CT,AYTON ... I)n 
(PF:ARI,F' (" MAHAN) 
MR. NATHAN HF.NRY CLr.EK ... ]1) 
~R5. NATHAN HFNRY CLF:F.K .. 16 
(~ONTF.IN Me" CLlRF.N) 
MR. MTCHAF.[. MURRY eLF'" - 11 
MRS. rRMAN J (,LE"'F.~T ... 68 
(VEVA JIJNr MAPTENF.Y) 
DR. JnSFPH crell, CLF:"'ENTS ... 70 
'-'AS. ,ln~FPI-I' ("EC"U. CT,F'MFNTS ... 6Q 
(GAlL EI,T7ABETH MC KINNF.Yl 
"'R. PAIIL ALIJEN ~LF"'F:NTS - 6q 
MRS. DANNY rLTPTnN ... 12 
(SIl.5~N OTUJE K'LDAY) 
~R. F.'nWAP[') T~.-n C"IJP.JF' .. &1 
MR. nAVTO NELSON CI.T~GE~ - 65 
MR. CHARLF'S F'DWARD C"l.OF:P - 66 
DR. 'CHA.ALf.:S DnIlGt.AS C{,OIlD - 1159 
~PS. ClURTJF:S "n1U:a,A~ C"lJ[lUO - 61 
(~nNA " I,A~~ERSON) 
MR. "aRL~N HALL COATS • 74 
"RS. RnRFRT I, CORR • 5S 
(P.TH PIITN rARTP,R) 
"R. ~AR[, WAYNE CORTJ,\, • fi9 
"R. RONAI,O LFF CDRLF. • S6 
"RS. RONUO LF'E CORLE· sq 
(CHRISTTNE TOTTY) 
"R. ROR~RT LEROY CORliRN • 54 
MRS. RnRF.RT l,P-Rny cnFHlPN _ Ii" 
C cru~F. F'LA TNF. M(' PFYNQ[IOS) 
"ISS 8ECKY DF.E c·nCHRAN • 74 
MR. ~MARtlF:~ F'RANKI,IN ~nCHRA~ - 11 
MRS. C"'UfU,r.S 'FIUNK',TN C"n("HRAN - 71 
(VIRGTNTA ANN STF.WARTl 
MR. ,lnE PIISSF1,I. C"nFF''''A.~ - 75 
"RS. JnF' PJl55f"t.t, ("n .... FMI'" - " 
(K.THFRINF ANN SI"S) 
~tss RnBF.RTA JF.AN cnH~A - SO 
""5. r.IoIARt.F:S PPFSTnN cnTLF - Sq 
rMaRY F'T,t1."RF.TH ~Af(F:R) 
DR, lIelllllY LEE COKEII • " 
MRa, BOBIIY LEE COlIER .,51 
(MARILEE ELLEN CIIOII'O!!) 
Mil, 1I01lilY KEIIT COLOtROII • 55 
MRS, J~RRY COLE • 59 
(HILDA COLEn! EllILIl 
MR. 14ICHAEL STEVEN COLE • 76 
MRS. MICHAEL ST!YEN COLE. 76 
(MUY JEAII JOHUI 
MRS. DALE M, COL!MAII • J4 
(MAilLE JOIN JOIIES) 
MRS. JOHN R. COL!MAN • 71 
(LINDA JOYC! HALL) 
MR. JON R COLEMAN • 68 
MR. NORRIS K!JTH COLEMAN. 45 
MIl. ORVILLE M. COLEMAN ~ 41 
"R" OSClR S. COLEMAN • 64 
HRS. CLAUD! C. COLLINS· 60 
(MARY BETH SIT!) 
MR. DlLE COLLINS· 47 
MR. DANIEL DAYTON COLLINS· 75 
"RS. DANIn DAYTON COLLTNS • 71 
(DEBORAH ANN J!rP'ERSON) 
MISS MARY SUE COLLINS. 7] 
~R. ROG~R L!O COLLINS • 75 
~R. SIMUEL ROBERT COLLINS • 46 
MR. TIM GERARD COLLINS· 78 
MR. WILLIAM DAVID COLLINS. 69 
MR. WALLAC! WAYNE COLSON • ~9 
MR. WILBIIR W. COLSON. 29 
"RS. !RNFST COLUMBUS· 41 
(B!ULAH PAULIN! SLOUGH) 
MR. J. RODNEY COLVIN • ,44 
"RS. J. RODNEY COLVIN • 40 
(SARAH ALICE BOYD) 
MR. C V COMBS • 58 
MRS. C V COMBS· I 
(RUTH ANN BOWMAN) 
"RS. CORDELL R. COMPTON • 67 
( I NNETTE LOU ISF. HOUTZ) . 
MR. JAM!S HIIR!RT CONE· 48 
MR. JlMES THOMAS CONE· 69 
MRS. ORAL CONE· 39 
(ORlL WOOD) 
MRS. CHlRLES LLOYD CONLEY • 64 
(DONNA GAIL SHIPMAN) 
MR. CALVIN EDWARD CONN. 61 
MRS. ClLVIN !DWARD CONN • 6\ 
(JOYCE EBERLY) 
MR. BILL JEAN COOK· 49 
MRS. BTLL JEAN COOK· 51 
(BETTYE KELL) 
MRS. DONALD 0 COOK • 66 
(SHIRLEY JO SCOTT) 
MISS GLENORA COOK • 16 
MR. JERRY WAYNE COOK· 72 
MISS SALLY JANETTF. COOK • 69 
MR. THOMAS ElRL COOK • 7J 
MRS. THOMAS EARL COOK • 72 
(NANCY LOIlISE MC CLUGGAG!) 
MR. DAVID CHARLES COOKE· 16 
MRS. DlVID CHARL~S COOKE. 75 
(JANA JALUNE RU) 
~ISS B!ATRICE JANE COOPER • 70 
MR. CHARLF.S MORRIS COOPER • 70 
MRS. CHARLES MORRIS COOPER· 61 
(JUDY LYNN COrFMAN) 
~P. DANI£L LEE COOPER· 1) 
MRS. DANIEL LEE COOPER • 13 
(KaTNERINE ANN MITCHELL) 
MRS. FRED N COOPER • 10 
(UTHLEEN GAIL KIGHT) 
MRS. DON K COOPERRIDER· 44 
(ELIZABETH KlNC) 
DR. NEIL B. COPE· 14 
MRS. NEIL B. COPE· 38 
(PLOSSIE HARWELL) 
"R. JAIRIIS LF.E COPELAND· 71 
MRS. JatRtlS LEE COPELAND. 70 
(NITA JEAN ~ULLENS) 
"R. RICHARD PREWITTE COPELAND. 46 
MRS. RICHARD PREWITTF. COP!LAND • 41 
(BETTY SUE TRAYLOR) 
MRS. WILLIlM COP!LAND • 68 
(LINDA JANE BRAUN) 
MR. EODIE G cnUCH • 40 
~RS. KEN P COURTRIGHT· 57 
(LOLl F.ADF-S) 
~R. GARY L COVINGTON· 58 
~RS. GARY L COVINGTON. 58 
(GLENDA JO TAYLOR) 
MR. LIIT"ER D COWlRD • 58 
MRS. LUTHF.R 0 COWARD· 52 
(DORIS MAE MCINTURFF! 
MISS DANA FAYE CDWART • 12 
"R. JAMIE MORRISON COWLEY • 14 
"RS. JA"JE MO~RISON COWI,EY • 76 
(VlCK·1 SUE PACEl 
"R. BE~NI~ LEE COX • 53 
OR. BILLY RAY COX • 5~ 
"RS. BILLY RAy COX • 60 
(PAT OVERMAN) 
"R. C.L. COX • 56 
"RS. C.L. COX· I 
(PAT COPF.I,ANO) 
"R. DF-HNIS WARD COX • 70 
"RS. OENNIS WARD COx· 71 
(F.RA JOSF.PHIN£ CRONIN) 
"R. JA"ES ALLEN COX • 61 
"RS. JAMES ALL .. " COX - 59 
(JOYCE F.I,.TZARETH JENNt NGS) 
OR. JAMFS VANCF. cox - 7\ 
"RS. JA"FS VANC .. COX • 10 
(L;.oNA JOYCE PIPPIN) 
"R. RONALD BLAKE COX • 65 
"RS. RONALn BLAKE Cox • 6~ 
(VTVIAN tAVONE ~RANSCU") 
MtSS ,C;YLvtA JF:AN cnx - 74 
"'IR. WI"SLF'V AARRF.TT cnx - 14 
"'R. WTLI,ARI'l !oIC NF:II, C'nX - 51 
MR~. wtLI.ARJ) Me NEIL cox - ~4 
(RUTH yvnNNF. SI"-Ot") 
"R. WTLI,IE OOYLE COX ~ 62 
MRS. WlLLTAM L. l:RA~TREE - 53 
(P-nNTTA RIITM STA~nERFORD) 
"'IR. WTLI.TAM T,FWTS CRAnnnCK - 51 
MRS. WILI,TAM r,EWIS C'RADDnCK - 1 
(VE"IlrF' CARl'll, HAZLF.TT) 
MR. T~nMA5 WAPD rRArTnN - 7~ 
MR. WAY~f. LF'WlS ("RAtG - 6B 
MRS. WAYNE L~WTS CRAfG - h9 
(~ARY LTNDA PORTER) 
MP. WTLLIAM AA~RY CRAIN - 1] 
MRS. RALPH E. CRALLE • 35 
(EVI L"E BRADLEY) 
MR. CHARL.S CRANFORD - 51 
MR. BYRON S. CR~wrORD - 7S 
MRS. BYRON 5. CRAWFORO • 75 
(DEBORAN LOU RRAoroRD) 
MRS. JOSEPH S. CRAWFORO - 65 
(CHAROLETTE VIRGINIA CHITTY) 
"~. CHARLES WAYN~ CREASON • 52 
"R. PANDALL BRUN CPID~R - 66 
MRS. RANDALL BRIAN CRIOF.R • fi7 
(~ARTHA LnlllSE KOG;'R) 
~R. LARRY JOSEPH C~ONF. - 7\ 
MRS. LARRY JOSEPH CRONF. • 7' 
(BARBARA .ATHRYN CROSS) 
MR. CLIFFnRD CRONIN • 38 
MRS. R08ERT M CRONIN. 41 
MRS. POBF.~T M CRONIN • 4] 
MR. ROBF-RT M. CRnNIN • 43 
MRS. ROBERT M. CRONIN - 41 
(MARY lLBERTA ~LLIS) 
MR. CHARLES EDWARD CROSBY· 63 
DR. CEORGE ROBERT CROSBY • 62 
MRS. G!O~Gr. ROBERT CROS~Y • 64 
(JANICr. LOUISE NITCHELL) 
MRS. WILLIAM D CROSBY· 71 
(CONSTANC! ELlINE rREDERICK) 
~R. ROBF.RT HONROE CROSS • 59 
MRS. ROftERT MONROr. CROSS • 59 
(JENNI!: SCHOOL!"IP:LD) 
MRS. T E CROTHERS • 41 
(LOIS LOUISE MOOR!:) 
MRS. DANNY ELMO CROW. 14 
MRS. DlNNY ELMO CROW. 66 
MRS. NU~A VERNON CROWDER • 48 
(MARY RUTH BENSON) 
MR. TERRY NORMAN CRUCE· 69 
Mil. AONALD EUG~NE CULLISON • 67 
MRS. RONALD !lIG!NE CULLISON • 70 
(SHARON MART! IIRIDGES) 
MR. IRVIN J. CULPEPPEI> - 58 
MR. DAVID CO~EMAN CUNNINGHAM. 73 
MRS, DAVID COL!MAN CUNNINGHAM • 11 
(MARY LEE IIROCK) 
MR. VERIION L. CURD • I 
MRS. M.L. CURRENT. 69 
(CARLA LYNN ROLEN) 
MR. JESS! OnEEN CURRY • 68 
MRS. JESSE OST!EN ClIRRY • 68 
(SHIRLEY BRENER) 
"R. WILLIAM MAURICE CURRY· 53 
MRS. WILLIAM MAURICE CURRY • 54 
(MARY LOU JOHNSON) 
MR. rRlIICIS BURL CURTIS'· 50 
MRS. rRANCIS BURL CU~TIS • 53 
(MIRY !VELYN HAYES) 
MR. rRANK B CUPTIS • 46 
~R, HONARD DEAN CURTIS • 51 
MRS. HOWlRD D!AN CU~TIS • 67 
(!AA CLENAVE EUBANKS) 
MRS. LARRY WELDON CURTIS • 75 
MR. RONNIE JOE CURTTS • 67 
MRS. WILLlAM BENJAMIN CUSHING • 67 
(MICHELE _NN VINSON) 
MRS. HARRY CYBULSKI • 62 
(JANET BETH PACE) 
MRS. LARRY DABRS • 67 
(CONSTANCE SUE WOLFE) 
MRS. ROBERT J DACUS • I 
(H~L~N MC GEE) 
MR. HlRRY PHILLIP DAIMWOOD • 70 
MRS. DANNY DALLAS • 62 
(CLARENE CORNISH) 
MR. JOHN L DAMPIER • 55 
HRS. JOHN L DAMPIER· 55 
(MARGARET LOUIS! HUNNICUTT) 
MR. CHARLES rLOYD DANIEL· 74 
MRS. CHARL!S PLOYD DANIEL· 77 
(DONNA JEAN CROUCH) 
MR. DONALD KNICHT DlNIEL • 68 
• MRS. DONALD KNIGHT DANIEL· 70 
(GLORIA JEAN PAGE) 
MR. JAMES 'WADE DANIEL • 40 
"RS. JA"ES WAD! DlNTEL • 4' 
(MAUDE E"MA WEeB) 
MR. JOHN KENNETH DANIEL • 76 
DR . DAVfD £ D.R~_~ - sa 
"R. JOSEPH WILLIAM OARRAH • 57 
MRS. JOSEPH WILLTAM DARRAH· SA 
(CAROL LUNDY WATSON) 
HR. KENNETH LANDON DART· 30 
"ISS KAPEN ANNE OARWIN • 71 
MISS NANCY LEE DASHER • 67 
"RS. C. C. OIUGHERTY • 40 
( I RENE CONNER) 
HR. ROBERT HENRY DAUGHERTY • 60 
MR. BILLY GREY DAVENPORT • 64 
MR. BRUCF. ALLEN DAVENPORT· 11 
MRS. BRUCE ALLEN DAVF.NPORT • 11 
(JnANN H!NLEYl 
MR. DEWAYNF. O'DAVENPORT • 51 
MRS. DEWAYN! 0 DAVENPORT • 57 
(JANE RUSSELL) 
MA. DOYLE DAVENPORT· 43 
DR. DAVID LYNN DAVIDSON. 63 
MRS. DAVID LYNN DAVIDSON. b3 
(GLENDA R RElN) 
MA. EARL 0 E VlUGHN nAVIDSON • 66 
MR. LESTER CLEO nAVTDSON • 74 
MR. JErFREY WILLIA" DAVIF.8 • 71 
MRS. JErrREY NILLIA" DAVTES • 72 
(LAURA FRANCF.S SHIJPf'ETT) 
MR. ROBBY REX DAVIS· 55 
MRS. ROBBY REX nAvts • 55 
(BARBARA E. RICHARDS) 
MR. onNALD HENRY DAVIS • 6R 
Mrss CLENDA OIlNE OAVU • 76 
MR. JOEL RARTON DAVIS· 70 
MRS. JnEL ~ARTON DAVIS· 70 
(CAROL lNNETTE rIELDS) 
MR. JOHN MILTON nAVIS • 52 
MRS. JOHN MTLTON DAVTS • 50 
(CENA DELL CHES5HIP) 
MRS. JOHN S DAVIS • 69 
(BORBIE PHYLLIS SANDERS) 
MISS JUlNITA KAY DAVIS • 14 
DR. KENNETH DIVIS· 42 
MRS. KENNETH nAVTS • 59 
(RETTY SIlE ~C DANIn) 
MISS NANCY ANN DAVIS· 71 
MRS. OLA" nAVI5 • 1 
(ELTZARF.T~ STEPHENS) 
M~. RnREPT F OAVTS - 62 
"ISS SHERRY LA"ARR DAVIS· 76 
MISS SHF.RYL ANNE nAVIS • 71 
~RS. ~TANLF'Y JFRnM~ OAVJ~ - 64 
(ANN_ JANF BAIRD) 
"R5. IIRSELL DAVTS • 61 
(PFARL RnGERS) 
MP. VARNI L nAVIS - 16 
MR. W1~1,~.n F n.~nr' - ~I 
MR. wlNFREO WALKF.R DAVIS • 51 
"RS. ~TCHAF.L DAWIDOW • 70 
(M"',Ll LTPE) 
"R. FRANK~LIN WYLIE OAWSON • 6R 
"RS. FRANKLIN WY\,IF. DAWSON • 69 
(ZELDA GF.NEVA PETERsnN) 
~R. RICHARD THOMlS DEAN. 66 
"RS. RICHARO THO"AS DFAN • 66 
(H~NRIETTA MARTIN) 
OR. RAY DEA' OEARIN • 63 
"RS. RAY Dr.AN DEARIN • 6S 
(SHARON JANE SHIPMAN) 
MRS. CARL DEATHERAGF. • 61 
(DnLORES RICKF.TT) 
MR. CARl, SCOTT DE CASPF:RS • 72 
MRS. W. P. DEES~ - 36 
(GERTRUnE PAINE) 
DR. PAIIL HnwARD Dr. FOOR • 66 
"R. WILLI A" PF.RRY DEGRAw. 66 
MRS. WILLIA" PF.RRY DF.GRAW - 65 
(BnNNH JILl, GRADDY) 
DR. GFORGE W DEHOFF· 37 
"R. WILLIA" E OELOACH • 61 
MRS. DARRELL WAYNE DENMAN • 75 
(SHANNON ELAINE HliFFARDl 
MR. WILLIAM PAUl, DENNISON - 69 
"RS. WIL(,U" PAIlL DENNISON· 71 
(IIE'I''I'Y JEAN YOUNG) 
MRS. JOHN L D .. NTON • 16 
(GLADYS Cl1l,LIJ~) 
MR. WILLIAM DONALD DEPRTEST - 64 
"RS. OSCAR DERRINGTON· 67 
(LOIS MA~IE SCOTT) 
"RS. THOMAS J DERRYRF.RRY - 56 
(MARGARET F OLIVF.R) 
MR. CHARLES WILLI A" rEVANEY • 6A 
MR. JIlLIAN ROAERT DEWBERRY - 39 
MR. RlLPH ERNEST DIEHL· 51 
"RS. RALPH ERNEST DIEHL - 53 
(GENEVIEVE HENRY) 
MR. ROBF.RT GENF. DJLES - 61 
MRS. ROBERT GENE DILES· 63 
(MARY F.LLEN BLI NK lRD) 
MR. WILLIAM GARTH DTLES • sa 
HRS. WILLIA" GARTH DILES· 65 
(Bn.LIE K. LAf'ERNF.Y) 
"RS. DAVID S. DILLARD • 64-
,(VALERTA CHRISTINE EDENS) 
"ISS DEBORAH LOU DILLARD • 74 
"R. JACK DEMPSEY DILLARn • 48 
"RS. JACK DEMPSEY DILLARD • 49 
(MARJnRY LEE) 
HRS. JOSEPH DILLARD • 78 
DR. OWEN DF.E DILI,.RD • I 
MRS. OWEN DEE DILLARD • 60 
(V-VELYN SUE VINTHER) 
HR. RAY CLAYTnN DILLER • 58 
MR. WAYNE U. DINKINS - 59 
MR. BILL J. DISMUKE· 58 
MAS. BILL J. D~M\lKE • 59 
(DONNA SUE CARRI1TH) 
MR. LYNN STROUD DIXON· 70 
• 
MR. PHILIP RunOLPH nIXON. 67 
MPS. PHlLlP RIlDOLPH DIXt:1N • 68 
(PHYLLIS ANN CDWAN), 
MR. RALPH TALMlDGE nIXON • 70 
MRS. RALPH TALMADCE DIXON • 74 
(CATHY GRAHAM) 
MTS5 RUTH ElLEN! DnAK • 12 
MR. ROBERT GERALD DOCKERY· 71 
MRS. RORF.AT GERALD DOCKERY • 71 
(NF.R!:DY JANE ROBERTS) 
MRS. KATHY LYNNE DODSON. 1) 
(KATHY LYNNE NELSON) 
MR. RONlLD HARRY nORAN • 66 
MRS. RONAI,D HARRY DORAN. 68 
(FAYE MARIF. BREwF.R) 
~RS. CARTER DnARIS • 62 ' 
(NORMA LOIS THO~A~) 
MR. TA.OY PATRICK OORSEY • 55 
DR. DlLE E DOUGLAS· 69 
~R8. DALE E DOUGLAS· 70 
(CAriOI, ELllNE NINLAND) 
~ISS "APIBETH DnWNING • 67 
"ISS KATHLF.EN ELIZARF.TH DREWS. 76 
MRS. JAMES R DRICCARS • 69 
(PATSY L~A LTTTRELL) 
MRS. OFNNIS DRIV .. R • 68 
(SANDRA JOY JACKSnN) 
MR. DERYL W DRUM • 71 
~R. JAMES PAIIL DUBOIS • 57 
"RS. JAMES PAIlI, Dli80IS • 60 
("ARTMA HENDEPS(1N) 
"ISS SUSAN ELTZABET" DllnLEY • 72 
"R. JAMES A DIIKE • 6~ 
"R. JOHN RICHARD OIlKF • 74 
"RS. JOHN RTCHARD DIIKF. • 72 
(OER~RAH UNN GANIlS) 
"R. TlMnTHY CRAIG DIIKE • n 
"R. ,lAMES LF.F D1JMAS - 41 
MR. Jl~MY PAllt, DUNCAIi - 6t 
MRS. JIMMY PAIIL DUN('AN - 60 
(ANNETTA RIITH MASON) 
"RS. RnOGFP WILLIS DUNCAN. 73 
(BARRARA ANN GRAHAM) 
MRS. "'ALL MAPTEL OUNLAP - 51 
(JACQIIF.LTNE H CANAOAl 
MR. LARRY WAYNF DUNLAP - 64 
,..RS. LARRY WAYNE DUNLAP'" 64 
(JIlT,]'A A~N NI"IPTnN) 
MR. KEN~FTH P DUNN - 62 
MRS. KF:NNF.TI-I R Dmm - 65 
(PEr-INA ANM HAOIJF..'Y) 
MR. STEVEN EnWARD nUNN - 6~ 
MRS. 5TF:V~~N EDWARf) I)tlNN - 68 
(l.TN!)A RAYI': LnVF.Lr,) 
"4R. WILT,TAM OAT,E DTJWP. .. 62 
MRS. RP~NOA SUE OYE .. 65 
(RRF.NDA SliP. TIITEN) 
"R. CHARI,ES [,[,OYO OYF. - 7' 
"RS. CHARI,F.S [,LOYD DYE • 71 
("APC"tAI.E'"AI-I' HA,Y::;) 
MR. WIT,LIAM RPUCE DYE - 66 
"'Fl5. WILI,TA'" BRlle!=: DVF. - 67 
(SHERRY l,yNN£ WATT) 
MFI. GARY I,YNN DYFR - 11 
"R. HF.RSHFL LOYER - 46 
MR. ,T HAPVEY DYKES - 31 
,MRS. J HARVn OyKF.S • 12 
( PANKRATZ) 
"ISS LATTNA C DYKES· 64 
nR. NOR"AN I,EE DYKES· 57 
DR. W IR~ DYK~S • ]1 
~~~ . W IRA DYKES • 33 
.' ( RJL!.TNGSLFYl 
MR. CARRnLL JOH~ E_n~S - 56 
"R. WILLIA" P.. F.ARNHART • ~9 
MRS. ED EARSO" • 5fi 
(JO AN~ HOLTON) 
M~. DnYLE FRANKLIN EAPWOOD • 41 
MTSS KELDA EILE!N EASLEY • 74 
MR. EDWARD RAY EASON • 74 
"R5. EDWARD RAY EASON • 74 
(TRESIA ANN BIIRRIS) 
MR. JA"ES WOODARD F.ASON • 71 
~R. GARY EWELL EASTERLING· 69 
"RS. GARY EWELL "ASTERLING • 71 
(JACKIE TAYLOR) 
MISS JACQUFLINF. LOARTNG ElVER. 72 
NR. THnMlS F EAVES· 5R 
MR. JAMES CIIRTIS ECKERAERC • 59 
HRS. JAMES CURTIS EC~F.RRF.RG • ~8 
(MARY JANE EVF.RHA~D) 
DR. WILLIA" I,nllts ECKSTEIN. 58 
MR. PRANK CHANDLF.R EDDY· 72 
"RS. R B EDDY • 21 
(CRACE CHRIST.OPHF.R) 
MR. MAX ~A[lRICE EDRINGTON· fiR 
MR. DONALD EDWARDS • 60 
MRS. OONAJ,O !':DWARDS • 62 
(PAT NElL) 
DR. CEORGE OGLE EDWARDS • 10 
MRS. GEORGE OGLE EDWlRDS • 70 
(PATRICTl AIIN BOWMAN) 
~R. RICHARD H. EDWARDS· 74 
~R. TKOMAS L. FOW~RDS • 59 
MR. HENRY CORTF.Z ENL • 15 
MP. ~TCK nnNALD ELDRED· 73 
~RS. RICK DONALD ELDR!D • 16 
(SHERILYN RIITH HOGINS) 
MR. ALI,AN RlY' ELDRIDGE· 68 
MRS. ALLAN RAY r.LD~IOG" • 69 
(DONNA LYNNE OUER) 
"R. CLINTON ELLIOTT· 45 
MRS. CLINTON ELLIOTT· 49 
(MAo!':LYN GPEGORYl 
"R. DAVID TILLMAN ELLIOTT· 69 
MRS. DAVID TILL~AN ELLIOTT· 72 
(LENY MARTl NEWBERRY) 
DR. GARY DOUGLAS ELLIOTT· 62 
MRS. CARY DOIICLAS ELLIOTT· 69 
(CHERYL ANN GUILD) 
"R. GENE A EJ,LIOTT • 56 
M~S. GENE A ELLIOTT· 68 
MRS. CUY T ELLIOTT· 55 
(VIRGINIA ANliF I,EE) 
MR. JlMES ~ ELLIOTT· 49 
OR. PHILLIP FRANKLIN ELLIOTT· 70 
"RS. PHILLIP FRANKLIN ELLIOTT· 73 
(JAMIE KAREN GlRRF.TT) 
MR. R(lGER FRANKLIN ELLIOTT. 71 
~RS. ROCER !"RANKLIN !LLIOTT • 71 
(LINnA KAY HENDRICKSON) 
MISS EVELYN LOUISE ELLIS • 66 
"RS. FRANK NELLIS· 51 
(ILA GERALDIN~ MATTHEWS) 
"R. CENE A ELLMORE • I 
HISS STACF.Y OEE ELL"ORE • 74 
MR. D.VID LEE EMBRY· 73 
"R. "tCH.EL HOWARD E"ERSON • 76 
MR. STEPHF.N LnWELL EMMF.TT - 76 
MR. GF.ORGE W E"PTAGE • 32 
"RS. GEnRGE W EMPTAGE • ]3 
(JF.~N DART) 
MRS. JA"ES ALLEN ENGLANO • 73 
(PAULA JEANINE COOPER) 
MRS. JA"ES DON ENGLAND • 60 
(PLOY LYNN ALEXA NDER) 
"R. JOHN SMITH ENLOE· 72 
"RS. JOHN S~TTH ENLO~ • 75 
(JUANITA JEANETTE BIICKLEY) 
"ISS JACQUELIN EMOGENE ENOCHS. 59 
"ISS FRANCn,LE JOYCE EOFF • 76 
M~. LARRY LEE EOPF - 67 
"RS. JACK FPPERSON ~ 54 
(MARGARF.T EI,ATNE WILLIS) 
"R. J~RRY BRIIM"ETT r.SCIIF. • 62 
~RS. ,IF.RRY BRUM~ETT F.SCUE • 64 
(OOROTHY CHRIST~AS) 
"R. RILLY JOF. ESLICK· 53 
MR. ,JOHNNY H ESTES - 71 
~R5. ,10~NNY H f.STES - 70 
(AVA LYNN CROSS) 
MRS. PAUL CASF.Y ESTES • 49 
(GLORI A ANNETTE FIILGHUM) 
"R. THOMAS RAYMONn ESTES • 73 
"RS. THO"AS RAYMO~D ~STES • 74 
(O~BORAH KAY DEIDIKER) 
"R. PHILIP DALE EU~ANKS • 75 
MR. THOMAS DEAN EUBANKS .- 4J 
"155 CAROL ANN FUDALY • 76 
"R. ALA~ PALE EVANS - 73 
MR. RRlle'!=: WAYNF' FVANS - 13 
MRS. BRUCE WAYNE £VAN5 - 15 
(A'.LnINA r.ENF. FOX) 
MR. F.V"RETT W. EVANS • 30 
"R. HIIEL n. EVANS • 5q 
MISS JUDY I,EF. EVANS • 65 
MISS MADGE EVANS • )4 
MISS NnRMA ,IOYCE EnNS • 66 
MISS RF.NITA G~IL FVA~S • 73 
MRS. RANDY EVERETT • 75 
(CATHPRINF. JFANF.TTE MORROW) 
"R. JnSEPH HOWARD .. WING· 47 
MRS. JnSEPH HOWARD .. WING • ~I 
(DORnTHY ~IIRNETT) 
MISS JANE M.RTE F.tELL • 75 
MRS. A PRANCIS FAGONE • 49 
(CHARLINE EVELYN nODD) 
MP. ARTHIIR nOIlGLAS FlIRLEY • 66 
"RS. APTHUR nOIlGLAS FAIRLEY· 67 
(AnLI" JEAN BRAnSH~R) 
M~S. ~.,J. FAl,K - 41 
(MARIAN CAMP) , 
MR. CHARLES WILLIAM PALL. 73 
MRS. CHARI,ES WILLIAM FUL • 12 
(VIRGINIA MAE DAVIS) 
MR. BOBBY DALE FALLEN - 6] 
~R. RORERT DlVID FA NT • 71 
"R. ~OBERT DENNIS !"lNT • 72 
MR. JACK EIlCENE nRBER • 7J 
~R. EVAN FARMER • 45 
DR. GLENDON LAVERN rARMER • 49 
MRS. GLENDON LAVERN FARMER • 59 
(GERALDINE HOLLOWAY) 
"R. JOH" FRANCIS IT rARMER • 14 
MR. EDWARD PAIlL !"ARRAR • 63 
"RS. EDWARD PlUL rAR~AR • 65 
(RIlTH ANN SELRY) 
DR. HENRY CHEIRS FlRRAR • '48 
MRS. HENRY CHEIRS !"ARRlR • 48 
(GRACE A JOHNSON) 
"R. LUCIAN MONTGOM~RY FlRRAR • 62 
MRS. LUCIAN "ONTGOMERY FARRAR • 65 
(LU ELLEN KAYE O.USLEY) 
~ISS MARTHA F.LLEN FARRAR • 75 
MRS. C JOSEPH FARRELL. 11 
(SUSAN LANELL! WALKER) 
MRS. KENNETH 0 FARRELL • 57 
(MARY SUE RISNER) 
MRS. PAUL FARRELL· 4] 
(FRANCES WELCH) 
MR. WILLIAM 5 FlRRIS • 70 
MRS. KEI,LY E. FELPS • 72 
(~ARYlNN COOPER) 
MR. WORLEY RIlELL rERGUSON • 45 
MISS PAULA LEA FERRELL • 76 
MR. VRIGIL SAMALLEN FERRELL. 54 
HRS. JAMES FIELDER • 58 
(DOROTHY FAYE HALL) 
DR. BOB G. PIGCINS • 62 
"RS. ROB G. PIGGINS • 65 
(MELBA JEAN LEROUX) 
MR. JERRY MAC FIGGINS • 60 
MRS. JERRY MAC "'GGINS • 66 
(MARTBETH AALLARD) 
"R. JOHN W. PIGGINS • 55 
MR. WALTER DONALD P'IKE • 5\ 
MRS. WALTER DO~ALD FlKE • 54 
(BONNIE LEE CROPPER) 
MR. GENE C PINLEY • 55 
"R. THOMAS CRAY FINLEY· 63 
MRS. THOMAS GRAY nNLEY • 65 
(CHARLOTTE IRIS ATKINS) 
~RS. LARRY SPENC!R'rINNELL • 67 
(SANDRA SEVETHA BENTLEY) 
~RS. E BARRETT FISHER • 63 
(BARBARA SUE HOLLIS) 
DR. ROBERT DONALD FISHER • 64 
~RS. ROBERT DONlLD rISM!R • 61 
(BETTY JANE lARON) 
MRS. RONALD FISHER. 69 
(rRANKIE JUNE BRADLEY) 
"RS. CHARLES P rITZCERALD • 7J 
(SIISAN FAY VANCE) 
MR. JACQUE MARCEL FLA5SCHOEII • 11 
MRS. JlCQUE MARCEL FLA8SCHO!N • 71 
(JANICE GAYLE OLANDERf 
MR. RILL W nATT • I 
MRS. EDWARD MICHAEL rL!TCHF.R • 14 
(DONNA JO POWERS) 
MP. RICHARD N. FLETCH!R • 56 
DR. HOWARD F FLIPPIN • 58 
MRS. HOWARD r FLIPPIN ~ 75 
(MARY ANN ~ETTIS) 
MRS. J. D. FLIPPO • 42 
(HOLLIE GANN) 
MRS. DAN WARREN rLORENC! • 66 
(CHRISTINE HOLLONAY) 
MISS DONNA FAY FLOWERS • 14 
MR. JOHN _ FLETCHER nOYD • ]9 
MISS JOE NELL FLYNT - SI 
~R. RICHARD HARRY rOLTZ • 49 
MAS. CLtFTON f'ONOPEN • 52 
(JESSIE LOU SMITH) 
MISS CO"STlNCE rORD· 41 
MR. JERRY WAYNE rORD • 71 
MRS. LARRY FORD. 6\ 
(JOYCE ANNF. FUKE) 
MRS. JAY FOPENAN • 40 
(SARA CASHON) 
DR. T ADRIAN rORM~Y • 44 
MRS. T ADRIAN rORMBY • 44 
("~Y MC CULLOUGH) 
MR. TERRY LEE FORSYTH • 7J 
MPS. TERRY LEE FORSYTH • 72 
(SHEILA DENISE AROWN) 
MR. WILLIAN HARRY rORSYTHE • 61 
MR. JOHN DAVID FORTNER. 72 
~RS. JOHN DAVID rORTNFR • 74 
(JlNET MARIE MILLSON) 
MISS LINDA DARLENE FOSHEE. 75 
MR. CORDON T FOSTER • 67 
MR. J LEWIS FOSTER. ]I 
MRS. J LENIS FOSTER'. 31 
(LOU F.LLEN SMITH) 
HR. DAVIn WILLIAM rouss • 66 
~RS. OAVID WJ[,LUM POUSS • 66 
(~ARY ELIZABETH MATTMILL!R) 
MR. DOUGLAS BERNARD FOIlSS • 66 
"RS. DOUGLAS BERNARD FOIlSS • 67 
(~ARJORY DENISE HOGUE) 
MR. CLARENCE ALVTN FOWLER • 68 
"R. WILLIAM EIIGENE FOWLER. 75 
MRS. DAVID SEWELL FOWLKES • 66 
(MOLLIE PATRICIA LAFEVOR) 
MR. HARRY ROBFRT !"OX • 44 
MR. PERCY A FRANCIS· 53 
~RS. PF.RCV A P.RANCIS • SO 
(ANNE MARIE ClRTER) 
"R. LARRY DENNIS FRANKE. 76 
MR. THOMAS W FRANKLIN • 48 
"RS. THOMAS W FRANKLIN • 50 
(PATRICIA MANSIIR) 
OR'. LOYD 0 FRASHIER • 40 
MR. JA~ES DENZIL FREDERICK. 68 
"RS. JAMF.S DF.NZIL FREDERICK • 71 
(VIRGINIA LOU GALYAN) 
"RS. F.LVEN 0 FREEMAN • 46 
(E"MA GP,NE BARRER) 
"R. JOHNNY CLARK FREEMAN • 69 
"PS. JOHNNy CLARK PREE"AN • 69 
(LOtS JUNE COOPER) 
MR. ~EORCE KENNEDY FRENCH. 55 
"R. RONALD LEWIS !"RENCH • 65 
"RS. RONALD LEWIS FRENCH. 67 
(KARLA KATHERINE PFEIF .. R) 
MR. MARK WHITNEY FROiT - 7] 
MRS. MARK WHITNEY FROST - 14 
(CHFRYI, LYNNE Rass) 
MRS. "ELLON At rRY - 58 
(ROSEMARY KF.NDR ICK) 
"R. WILLIAM N FRYFR - 4~ 
MR. AQUILLA FOX FUCHS· 54 
MR. H M FlILBRTGHT - 31 
"RS. H H FIILRRTGHT • ]8 
(WIL"A PAUSTIAN), 
MR. HENRY HO""R FII(,BRIGHT • 49 
MR. KENT RRIAN FULKS - 76 
MRS. KENT RRIAN !"IILKS • 75 
(VICKY ',YNN WTt",IAMSn~) 
MR. HARRY LANE FULLr.R • 70 
DR. CONSTANCE MARIE FIIL"ER - 60 
MR. CHARI,ES VERNON FliNK • 66 
MRS. TRF.SSIE FUTCH - 35 
(TRESSIE RISTNGER) 
MR. EDWIN RYRON FUTRr.TJL - 51 
MRS. EDWIN BYPON FIITREI,I. - 58 
(FRANCF.S ANN GOULO) 
~R. FRANKI,IN MARK GARLE • 75 
MRS. P'RAN1(I,IN JoCARK CARLE - 75 
(ALITA JANF.ES SOWDERS) 
"R. JAMF.S "ELVIN G~BLF.R - 61 
M~. ~WTKOMY W.YME G~DS~~RY - 66 
MR. CURTIS WAYNE GAITHER - 62 
MRS. CUATIS MAYN,. GATTHER - 64 
(NEVA DAWN FISH) 
MRS. WALTF.A GALE - 65 
(MARY ETHEl, BALES) 
MA. JERRY RLAINF. GALLOWAY - 14 
"R. MUGH WORI,EY GUYEAN - 10 
"R. MELVIN BUSH GAMBRr.LL - 66 
MRS. MELVIN BUSH GAM8RELL - 6A 
(NANCY LnlS Pr.ASE) 
"RS. ROBERT GAMMILL - 5] 
(JUL lA BELIIE) 
MR. ARVIS DAL! GANUS - 48 
MA. CHARLES AUSTIN GANUS - 16 
OA. CLIrTON I, OYD GANUS - 66 
MRS. CLIFTON LnYD GANUS - 16 
(DEBnRAH ANN LYNN) 
DR. CLIrTON LOYD GANUS - 4] 
MRS. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS - 42 
(LOUISE NICHOI, AS1 
MR. JAMES WINDELL GANUS - 74 
MR. JAMES WINDELL GANUS - 47 
MRS. JAMES WINOELL GANIIS - 47 
( JOHNSON) 
MA. MELVIN WENDELL GANUS - 48 
MRS. MELVIN wr.NnELL GANUS - 49 
( JOHNSON) 
MRS. At GARDNER - 67 
(BETTY JANE BINEGAA) 
MR. DAVID JOEL GARDNER - 60 
MR. HERMAN H. GARDNER - 62 
MR. JACK EUGENE GAAONr.R - 10 
"RS. JACIC !UGF.NE GAADNER - 10 
( SMITH) 
MR. JAMF.S ~ILLIS GAADNEA - 70 
MRS. JAMES HILLIS GARDNER - 10 
(SHARON ROSr. 'ACE) 
MR. JASPER H GARDNER - 34 
"Rs. LESTER GAAONF.R - 6A 
(SHERYL DIANNE COAA) 
MR. "r.LSON R GARDNER - 29 
MRS. NELSON A CARDNER - ]\ 
( SHULL) 
DR. PAUL ~ILLS GARDNER - 65 
MRS. PAUL ~ILLS GARDNER - 74 
(MUY CRONIN) 
MR. waYNE MALDEN GARDNER - ]5 
MRS. UYNE WALDEN CARDNER - ]6 
(NOLA CAPPS) 
DR. ARTHUR ERYIN GARNER - 60 
MRS. ARTHUR ERYIN CARNER - 6] 
(!:YELYN ANN WElYER) 
DR. DO.ALD PAUL GARNER - 51 
MR. HENRY BOYD GARNER - 58 
MR. HOIlARD DUANE GARNER - 50 
MRS. HOIlARD DUANE GARNER - 5] 
(EMMA JEAN CIBBONS) 
~RII. JACK GARNER - 55 
(ROSEMARY HELEN HUBlllAD) 
MR. JAMr.S CHARLES GARNER - 5\ 
MRS. JAMES CHARLES GAPN"R - 5] 
( PICKENS) 
MR. JI~MY RAY GARNF.R - 61 
MRS. JTMMY RAV CAANER - I 
(CAROLYN 5 BRYAN) 
MISS LINnA MERANE CARNER - 15 
MR. MARYIN CARNER - 59 
MISS UNClE GARMER - 75 
MR. PATRICK HONAAD GARNER - 7t 
MRS. PATRICK HOWARD CARNER - 1] 
(MONA LEE ~OOAE) 
MR. THEDNEL R GARNER - 4] 
NRS. THF.nNEL R _ G_~NF.R - 4] 
(DORIS HEALY) 
~R. LATHAN ~AX GARNETT - 61 
MISS ALREATA GA""~TT - 45 
MR. THOMAS GASKINS - 65 
MR. HlAOI,D Dr. .. CASS - 52 
"RS. HAROI,D DEAN GA5S - 59 
(WANnA NELL LAMR) 
MR. Dr.NZIL E. GATES - 51 
MR. Et,MF.R T. GATHRIGHT - 5] 
~R. JACK NOAMAN CATHRIr.HT - ~R 
Ml\S. JOE GlU\,,, .. &9 
(JAN~ F.LIZARETH CH~STER) 
_R. nAvrn fURN'E'TT GAIJ"'TLFTT .. 62 
MRS. r,ARRY L CAllTNP.Y .. 67 
c-aRY NANC' WAT5D~) 
MRS . IIAnI'lI A cay - 59 
(NO:LDA JEAN WA!.TEA) 
MRS. CLEO CENTRY - ]1 
(JOHNNIE HAE "UAPHY) 
MR. LLI')YO WAYNF. GF.fIITRY .. 61 
MAS. LLOYD WAYNE ~F.NTRY - 6' 
(DONNA JOYCE HF~MAN) 
MR. LEE Anv CFORGF - 67 
MRS. L[F. pny GF.nPGE - 66 
(F.~ANnp F~AINE ~CnTT) 
MRS. WAtTF.R JnHN r.~R~F.~ - h4 
(JFN~l[ ALlCE FLrSS~~Rl 
MR. THn~AS ~. CF.R~AN - 6Q 
MAS. J. R. GIRRON~ - 5A 
(LORF.N~ nARK! 
"'ISS T.TNI),A .TnY("E c:u"~n~s ... 1F. 
"'TS5 MARY RUTH r.IA~m,J5 - 61 
MTS~ OEMRAH RAMrLLE ' r.IRR~ - 77 
MR. JOF EDW.PD GIRRS - 5A 
MRS. JnF. F.OWAPO r.T~~~ - 1 
(BaRR.lIU ,-fEAN R' . r.VIN~l 
MR. RONUD I,INN GIRRS - 67 
MRS. RQNAt,o IITNN GTI3RS ... 67 
(A.rHEL FJSHf.L) 
MA. DAYTn I,PON GIASON - 74 
"RS. OAVID LEON GI~5nN - 74 
(KARF~ AVEN) 
MA. Gf.R_~n 0 GI~SON - 55 
MAS. JAMES FONTaINE GI~snN - 61 
(F':ONA IJOU MANNTNG) 
"A. JOHN DaVIn GI~SON - 69 
MRS. JOHN nAVID GIBSnN - 6q 
(SARA Lon Kr.ESEFl 
MR. f{r.NNF:TH WAY"r. GIBSOt.l ... 1'5 
MRS. KENNf.TH ~AY~F. r.IR50' - 7A 
(T~RAY LYN~ kIRCHN~R) 
MR. ROBEAT LEnN CTR~ON - 4A 
MAS. ROR~AT LF.ON ~IRsnN - 46 
(R1ITH HCOEARM_N) 
MIS5 S_NnRA KAY GIFFORO - 71 
MR. GARY LEF GlI,~£RT - 64 
HR. k ENNF.TH NF.WF.LL GILRF.AT _ 75 
NRS. '£NN~TH NEWELL GtLRF.RT ... ,~ 
(JACKIF. ELAINF. WJKF.) 
MR. JAMr.S F. GILFTI,EN - 56 
MRS. JA.F.S F. GILrILF.N - ~7 
(GRACE ANNE HOWARD) 
"R. ULTER LOllIS GILFTLf.N - 51 
MRS. IIUTF.A l,nUIS GILFILEN _ ~7 
(RENNY ANN PONnER) 
MR. RANnlLL tEF. r,ttL ... 76 
"RS. RaNDALL LEE GILL - 15 
(LAJUUA SU~ CASF.) 
MRS. RUT H ~ GI LL - 1 
(RUTH k kTMBAO) 
MISS LTNDA .NN GILOOLY - 75 
MR. JOHN ELM~A GINGf.RRICH - 70 
"R. RnGEA H~RTIN GL.SGOW - 6q 
HRS. RI)G!':R MARTIN GUSGnw - 71 
(CAROLYN RUTH HODCr.) 
MRS. HAROLn n. GLIS5 - 49 
(BETTY IILAY.YJ 
MR. JAMES kr.NNETH CLASS - 68 
MA. RICHARD WALUCE GLA5S - 69 
MRS. RICHARD WALLACF GLASS - 69 
(MARILYN FRANCES RUCHANAN) 
MRS. O'IRRELL CI, Asscn - 51 
(MARILYN YVONNF. GARRETT) 
MISS RARBAAA sur. GLEASON - 62 
MRS. JERRY nON GLE_SON - 62 
(MARCARET E MARRY) 
MA. oOU Lo ,A ,CLE NN - 55 
MRS. GLENN ALLEN GLOVER - 69 
(JUDY MARIE CLARK) 
MR. JOHN AOBERT GLOVEA - 59 
MRS. JOHN ROB~RT GLOVER - 6n 
(RIITH ~IM~nNS) 
MR. CARL EUGENE GOAD - 61 
~RS. CARL EUGENE GOAD - 6] 
(JOAN ELAINE PENNOCK) 
MRS. PHILLIP T GOAD - 76 
(STARLA GAY JARRF.LL) 
MR. LARRY IRVIN GDD~Y - 69 
NRS. J. A. GOLLEHER - )8 
(OL'LIE Z CnUCH) 
OR. ALBERT ANQEl!SnN GONeF. - 43 
MRS. CLAAr.HCE E. GnOCH - 1\ 
(LINDA OAAI,ENE MICHAELS) 
~R. BENNY LOWELl, GOODEN - 66 
MRS. BENNY LOWELL ~OooEN - 61 
("ARTHA NEAL PITNER) 
"'RS. (JOWELl, GOODEN - 1) 
(LELA HIINTER) 
MR. TOM FD GOnDEN - 74 
MRS. TO~ ED GOODEN - 16 
(DENISE CARTEA) 
MRS. SHIPLEY GOODWIN· 6J 
MR. RORFAT , PAXSON GnRnON - 47 
MRS. ROB~AT PAXSON GnRnON - 50 
(pr.CGY PlkF.) 
MR. RONAI ,D F.1JGENE GOIJDEAII - 74 
MAS. RONALD EIJG!':NE GnUDEAU - 15 
(KARFN LYNNE OnRAN) 
MA. ALLEN nALE GOULD -
"ISS CATHERINE AEBF.CCA 
MR. DA·LE GF.ORGE GOIlLo 
MRS. OAI , ~ GF.OAGE GOIJLO 
(EDWINA REDDITT) 
74 
GOULD - 7\ 
- 49 
- 4A 
MR. JAM"S RAWLINGS GOWEN - 69 
"RS. JAMf.S AAWLINGS GnW" N - 69 
(SHAR D" KAY SMITH) 
"ISS NANCY In GRADny - 7) 
MR. DANNY JOF. GRaDY - 14 
MRS. D_NNl .]O~ GR~ny • 74 
(JIlLTA KATHI,rEN ROWLETT ) 
P4R. If,AP T,nGA.N GFtAny - 54 
"A. JOHN HOLt, AND GRADY - 68 
MRS. JOHN HntLAND GRADY - 69 
(RO~AI 1.011 VANN) 
"RS. ROGER A GRAVFS - 71 
(C.ROLYN LFE WlLSON) 
MRS. CAALON W GAAY - 76 
(LISA PARHAM) 
"R. JACK GRAY - 51 
DR. JAMES EDWARD GAAY - 66 
~TSS J,T~nA ANN ~RAY - 7) 
MR. PHILIP LE~LJE GAEAR - 7' 
MRS. PHILIP I,FSLIE GAFAR - 74 
(nARLEEN JONES) 
MISS RETTY JF.AN GREEN 
DR. DEE "INTnN GREF.N 





HR. J_ME~ ~R N r.ST r.~~r.N - 6Q 
MRS. WENNETH F GAEEN - 69 
(PWY1.I, IS A~N ~ANKS) 
MR. '.I0IlTS f. C:PF:F.'" - 42 
MRS. LnUJS F. ~REEN - .2 
(F'r,I7. ... ~F:TH ARNnLO) 
MTSS MYfH,,I JOyr.E GRF.F',,1 - 64 
MR. paY"'ONf) "'APTnN GPF.:£N - "1 
~AS . ply~~NO MARTOu \.P~F.~ - ~~ 
( ~U("'OiIFLJNF D,,"1JI':1,.) 
"'R. p]CJ.fllpn DAT,E GRF:F;"l - 61i 
Io4R5. RTCHA'Pn F'. GRF:F:N - 44 
(PlldlLI"IF: .IACKSmn 
"'R. Rny Rn ('r:"p r;RFF.~ .. b q 
MAS. Rny p(lr;r::p GAF:F. N .. 6q 
(CH~An LY~N PE~ IX ) 
Io4R5, wn.LJIlPII C. GRF.:£N .. 61 
(IIVA AD"TJF:NF. SPE~Cr.) 
"'A. DANNY r.APT , GRPEN£: .. 65 
""RS. DANNY F.ARL GPI=.:e:'ff: - 65 
(MA'RGAPET ANN FHlRT) 
I4R. JAPIIES "'ARRY GA£:F.'N E .. 74 
MR. AFGINALn PFRAY GRF.ENE - 11 
~P5. R~GINILn PFRAY r. AEEN£ - 71 
(JUNE ANNETTE DAVIS) 
"ISS TER~SA GREEN~ - 11 
"'P. D MACK GPF.F.NWAY .. 40 
~AS. D MACK GPF.F-NWAY .. 40 
(T AOSf HRRY) 
MR. ,IO"N DARPEL GREF.NW" - 41 
MRS. P"RANCES m,ENN GREF:NWELL .. 60 
CFRaNCF.5 C.LF.NN RAMSEY) 
MRS. J sen;T GREFR - . 4\ 
(MARY C.AAY) 
~R. ~TAN L FY r.ALF GREGnAY - 7. 
MRS. 5 r"INLEY GALE GREGORY - H 
fCT,ORIA F. RAY) 
"'RS, JOHN P GRtFFIN .. 54 
(THELMA J F.AN .,".ON) 
MR. P"JJ.TP WAYNE GRIFFIN - 68 
"'R. EIJJ,FRY "'~ERSON r.RTF'FTTH .. '7 
MR. LARRY DAN GAIFFITH - 69 
MPS. LARRY nAN GPIFrfTH - 6q 
(SPENDA JOYCE SWANN) 
MR, MAX !l:DwaFl:O GRIGGS" 7. 
MRS. "'ax F.DWA.RO GRIGt;s .. 65 
(SNnW WHITE) 
HTSS CI,FNnA KAY GRT"ES - 72 
~R. ROSP.AT ,IESSE r.AISSOM - 58 
MRS. ,lAMES GROAMYEA - 1 
(P.T5Y STEWAAT) 
MA. HUGH M GRnOVFR - 50 
~A5. HUGH M GROOVER - 5n 
(NTLDRFO HnRNE) 
MR. PAUL HA'UHSON GROS~ - 54 
"ISS T'MARA JANE ' GROVES - 75 
MR. MITrHFLl, DO~"LSON GRUBII - 12 
MRS. MITCHELL DONELSON GRUIIR - 18 
(MARTHA H£I,EN oYF.RS) 
MR. CHAALES ROREAT CUILD - 73 
HRS. CHA·RLES R08EAT GUtLD - 13 
(LOIS OIANE MC KINNr.y) 
MAS. NOAMA~ J GUINZY - 59 
("AAr.IE CA~Nnll) 
MAS. , THnHAS ' M CUNN - 76 
(IIAYI' "IRY WAII"~H) 
MA. CHARLFS DnuGLASS GUNSELMAN - 69 
MRS. wTLLIAM OOUGLASS GUNSELMAN - 45 
(CHARLINE "ORF.~AN) 
MRS. CHAALES RAYMONn CUNTER - 61 
(SUZANNE HARDT~O~ STANFORD) 
MR. EDW," MIrHAEL GURCANlIS - 7] 
DR. GF.ORCE P GURGANUS - ]9 
MRS. CEORGE P GUPGANUS - 51 
CIRENE !.YNETTE ROUT) 
MR. GEnRGE WE~LF.Y GURCANUS - 61 
MR. DAVID THnHAS GUTHr.RY - 14 
MR. CLaUDE GtlTHJtTt - . 41 
MAS. CLAUOE GUTHRIE - 41 
( CRAVER) 
MA. PAUL EI1Gr.Nf. CUTHRIF. - 11 
~ RS . C @ GUY - 5. 
(MARY 8ETH ~AXTER) 
MR. CERALO L~F. eWIN - 64 
MAS. GEPALD LEE GWYN - 6] 
(GAn.ON .ACH) 
nR. WILLIAM JOE HACKER - 55 
·MRS. WILLIA~ JOE HACKr.A - I 
( BI!:NSON) 
MISS OPAL JUANITA HAODOC' - 56 
HR. MILO A HAOIfIN - 61 
MR. ELUS LAVERT HACUr.WOOD - 61 
MRS. ELLIS LAYERT HACUr.WODD - 61 
(PEGCY JEAN GRANDI) 
MR. STEPHEN HAHN - 51 
MRS. ST~PHEN HAHN - 61 
((,ESSIE JANE BROICN) 
MRB. -TROY HlTLF. .. 50 
(VF.RnA GLENN) 
MR. DEWEY LANCE HAINES - 66 
MRS. E " MAINrs - 42 
(LERFNF. HERBERD) 
MR. LnWF:IJI. HATNLTNF. .. 51 
~ISS SARAH HALBROOK - 42 
~RS. II JACK HALL - _8 
(LENA MAE CHESSHIR) 
MA • . CUUD' DELMAS HALL - 57 
MRS. CLAUDE onMAS HALl, - I 
(I,E" PL~ASANT COLLINS) 
MR. OF.NNIE HALl, - 56 
,.AS. DON PIISSELt HltI, - "2 
(EnITH rAYF. wnnOHAM) 
MA. ISOIOH RILFY HALL - 50 
MAS. ISAIAH RILEY HALL - 50 
(rRANCF~ A LOCKE) 
OR. ~, RASTL HALI, .. 2q 
'4A. JTIoIMY DWAIN HALl, .. 74 
MR. JOH'" HUGH ~~Ll, .. 56 
MA5. JOHN HIIGH HUL - I 
(GRAC' CATON) 
MR. JOHN ROBEAT HUI, - 64 
~A:;. J(1HN RO~F.R'" HALTJ .. 64 
(FRF.nA ~ARTE SICF.LTnN) 
MTSS ~AYL," PATRICIA HAI,L - 71 
MA. MAUR ICE C HALL - 59 
MA. OI ,IVER WENOELL HALL - 41 
MA. RTCHARO DF.LMAS ~ALL - 68 
"'A. WI\YNF. E'n,WLIN HALf~ .. 71 
MRS. WAYNI': RnWLIN HAI,L - 74 
(""~RY Al. ICg WtN'-1) 
~R. CHATTS F. tli,F' NF: ",AMYLTO N .. 6R 
IoIR. MAYNA~n w HAMM' N ~ .. 58 
IoIRS. MAV~ARn W HAMMANR .. 59 
(VAnA 51'" .ILLI.G5L~Y) 
~R.. n(1RAN WAYNE HA-"Mf:TT ... 1F. 
~P5. K'F:N"IF:TI-f HANce :" .. lie; 
(Nn'R"'A T,nITTSF: ~I,4TTHl 
MR. ~ T' . LIA"" H "'A ~ nv .. 4q 
~PS. WYLI . TAM ~ ~ANny .. 50 
(NFVA J T~ CHESS~TR) 
MR. nTTS l,P~ HANF:S .. ~1 
~AS. nTI~ Lfr HANF'S .. ~I 
( .IIINF' TolAZ'F1. WT L P04nRTH) 
1,115 5 AI,fo")[PJF: HIINKPl fi, - ]7 
MR S . r A WAN KR _ 4~ 
[POl.r.Y RnSF" p.nXl 
IoIIR. r, T .F" ~~! ~T'IAPT HA"II.1F:R .. 72 
MA. P.UL f, HAN_A - 56 
MR. TRAVERS 0 HA~NA - 67 
MA. ,la~ES GII~SS HANNAH - 67 
MRS. J AMES CUESS HANNAH - 68 
(O~NNA ~IY COOK) 
MR. ROSERT L HARF. - 50 
~RS. ROREAT L HAR~ - 4] 
(RUTH LORENE BRADLEYl 
"ISS CAROL ANITA HARCETT - 72 
"RS. KETTH HARNESS - 64 
(WANDA ILENE LINDF.R) 
MRS. ROBERT T HIAPFR ~ 64 
("ARY ANN PHILLIPS) 
MRS. r.OWAAD SCOTT HARRELL - 65 
(MARTH. ANN TOOKE) 
"R. JERAY S~ELBY HARRELL - 1] 
MRS. ROR~RT H HA~RF.LL - 28 
(NAO~I GA"RLE) 
MAS. CHARLf.S THARRINGTON - 1] 
(HAZr.L L~r. ELLIS) 
MRS. SAM A HARRINGTON - \ 
(~AZEL LOUISE DUNN) 
MR. ARLIE WAYNE HARRIS - 59 
MR. BRIAN AANDI)LPH HARRIS - 75 
MRS. eRIAN RANDOLPH HARRIS - 15 
(KATHY JO NEWCD~B) 
~RS. G~AALD BARTLEY HARRIS - 65 
(DIANE OYER) 
MR. JACK nAVTS HARAIS - 56 
MRS. JACK OAVIS HARRIS - 54 
(MARY ANN WHITAKER) 
MRS. JAMES C HARRIS - 69 
(SUSAN LYNN ANDERSON) 
MR. LUTHER DELRr-RT HARRIS - 40 
MRS. LUTHEP DEL8ERT HARRIS - 4\ 
(REEDIE 8RIDGES) 
MR. RICICEY LF.E HARRIS - 11 
MRS. ~ICKF.Y LEE HARRIS - 10 
(JAilEr LOUETTl KlNMU) 
~R. ROBEAT ELBERT HARAIS - 42 
MR. TRUr.L HARAIS - 5] 
MRS. TRUEL HAAAIS - 5] 
(SETTY RIEMEA) 
MAS. If~NDELL B MARRIS - 6] 
( YOUNG) 
MR. LURY RUSSELL HIRRlSON - 16 
MRS. LARRY RIiSSELL HAARISO~ - 71 
(OEBOAAH LOU .. ROUD) 
MA. HAROLD AEYNOLDS HART - 51 
~RS. MARnLD REYNOLDS HART - 50 
(MA~IE JO WnnDY! 
MR. PHILLIP WARREN HART - 15 
MRS. LAVON HARUR - 69 
(~LORA LAVON EIGLEY) 
MA. RALPH DALE HARTMAN - 55 
DR. DAVI" BENNETT HARVEY - 62 
MRS. VICTOR RAYMOND HARVEY - 6] 
(CAROL LYNN BISS[TT) 
MR. JAMES ANTHONY HARWOOD - 14 
MRS. JAMES ANTHONY HARWOOD - 14 
(PATRICIA ANN BASS) 
MR. MARYIN W HASTINGS - 31 
MRS. MARVIN W HASTINCS - ]4 
(St)SIE BIIRNS) 
MR, IIEI,oON HATCHER - 55' 
MR. DAVID LEE HATFIELD - 15 
.RS. DAVID LEF. HATrlELD - 15 
(NINCY DIANE SOWELL) 
MISS ANGELA VANESSA HAUN - 75 
MRS. LELAND HAUN - 46 
( WELCH) 
MR. JACK W HAWKINS - I 
MISS JANICE KAY HAWKINS - 61 
MA. RAYMOND ANTHONY HAIf~I"S - 66 
MRS. RAYMOND ANTHONY HANKINS - 69 
(MANDA DALE ISO~) 
MRS. RAYMNO OTTO HAIfKINS - 45 
CI MOGE~F. NICHOLAS) 
MR. RICHAAD P HAWICINS - 59 
MRS. RICHARD R HANKINS - 51 
, (CAAOLE JARRAAD) 
"R. ROBEAT B HAWKINS - 45 
MRS. ROBERT 8 HAWKINS - 45 
(Br.TTY MARIE ~APLE) 
MR. ROY CILBERT HAIfKINS - 50 
MR. THOMAS EnWARD HAIfKINS - 6] 
MRS. THOMAS r.OWARD HAWKINS - 65 
(DULF.HE UOS) 
MR. MONAnE ELIIYN HAWLEY - 45 
MRS. MONAOE ELWYN HAWLEY - 45 
(JU1,IA MAE TRANUM) 
MR. ROGER W HAWLEY - 50 
MRS. ROGER If HAWLEY - 49 
(NEI,OA CHESSHIR! 
MR. WAYNF. ALI,P:N HAMLr.y - 72 
MRS. WAYNF. ALLEN MAWLEY - 72 
(Ml~JORIE GAYLE HARNDEN) 
MR. nnNALD MORCAN HAWTHORNE - 66 
MRS. DONALn "ORCAN HAWTHnRNE - 69 
(AE JEA~I SUSAtf NICHOLS) 
MRS. w W HAWTHOPHE - 34 
(ANNA MAE MOAGAN) 
"RS. OOYNE HAYES - 66 
(DANA ('AAnLE WIMBF.RI,EY) 
MR. rRF.nAICk EUGENE H.YES - 14 
MRS. FREDRICK EUGENE HAYES - 11, 
(Bf.RTHA BENSO~) 
MISS I,YNOA III'TH HAYES - 74 
MR. E CONARD HAYS - I 
MR. RAYMOND L HAZLF.T - 21 
MR. ROSTEN FRANnlN HF.AD - 66 
MA. FRAN' • YEADLEr. - ]9 
MA. DON HEA", - 42 
"RS. OON HEALY - 41 
(OARYANN HAZLF.T) 
MISS nOAI~ AETH HF.ALY - 13 
MA. JAMf.S LEWIS Hr.ARN - 56 
MRS. JAMES LEWIS HEIRN - 56 
(JOHN ICE aNN YOUNG) 
MA. CHARLFS RAYMOND HEARNE - fi' 
MR. JA.,.r.S f ,EWJS H€lTH .. 61 
"AS. ,lAMf,S LEWIS HEATH - 64 
(GLORia ANNF. HUL) 
MRS. ~TtTnN J HECk - 40 
("ARGUERITE GRIIVEA) 
MAS. F~oyn HER5~CELL HECKEP - 52 
(Mazl~ ~V~LYN W~ITEHalISF) 
MISS I ,TNOA Lntl Hf,CkF,R - H 
~RS. RnN H£O~K~ - 6R 
(ATN TnWN~END) 
.PS. BTLl, F HEFLEY - 55 
(ELT~'RETH JA~E sUTHERLTN) 
~ISS DELM. FAYE HEGt:TE - 6A 
HR. JOHN STEPHEN HElD - 15 
MRS. JnHN STEPHEN HP-In - 75 
(JUANITA KnHYI, EEN STALLF.Y) 
HR. CHARLES T HFINSF.L.AN - 6~ 
MRS, CHARLES T H~INSELM'N - 67 
(BIINDY LEA OONLEY) 
MR. BOYCE DEWAYNE HEL~S - ~o 
MRS. ROYCE DEWAYNr. HF.LM5 - 61 
(V JOA~ WADDILL) 
MR. DON J H~LMS .. 59 
MRS. DON " MEL,..S .. 6) 
(I4ARGAAET ANN HTCKS) 
MR. WILLIAM DOYL~ HELMS - 56 
MAS. WILLIAM DOYLE HF.LMS - ~7 
(MARY ETHF.L HILL) 
MR. ROA!RT L HELSTEN - 46 
MRS. ROB~AT L HEI,STEN - 41 
(MARY BELLE GAANER) 
MR. HIIGH WAYNE HF.MINGIIAY - 41 
MRS. HUCH WAYNE HEMINGWAY - 42 
(ANNILF. CHAMBER~) 
MR. AOBERT ARTHUR HF.MTNGIfAY - 75 
MAS. AOREPT AATHUR H!MINGWAY - 16 
(PAHELYNN [LIZABF-TM LEE) 
~R. ADAtAN R HENDEASON - 32 
~RS. ADRIAN 8 Hr.NDERSON - ]0 
(CARRIE OLSON) 
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Mil. CAMPBELL ANDAEW HENDr.ASON - 75 MRS. JAN MILTON HnR I! 8(1CKLE _ 67 
~R. DAVID INt:RAM HENDERSON - 75 (NINA Lnll I SE STANFORD) 
MRS. DAVID INGRAM HENDERSON - 76 .P. RTCHARD prEAY HnRNER - 13 
(TREVA CLAIPE HADE) "RS. qICHAAD PEERY HORNER - 69 
MR. JOHN RAY Hr.NDERSON - 76 (JA.IS KAY RRtOGr.S) 
~R. LlRRY AEANARD HENDERSON - 6. MA. onN",O EUr.F.NE HORSMAN - 59 
MAS. LARRY AFRNARD HENDERsnN - 6'6 MRS. DONALD F.IIGENE HORS.l' - 60 
(HELEN AOSELAND ~~RRTTT) (BETTY HAI,cnM) 
MISS REBEKAH HEN DEASON - 17 MR. HCJ"r.~ RAY HnASMAN - 50 
DR. THOMAS WAYNE HENDEASON - 6q MRS. HnMEA RlY HORSMAN - 45 
MRS. THOMAS WAYNE ~ENDERSON - 6q (RLANCHE tRf.NE RICKMAN) 
(LINDA ELAINE ARIDGES) MISS .ARII,YN RUTH HORS"AN - 76 
HRS. ROBERT LEE HF.NDREN - 54 MR. CLARENCE CLIFTON HORTnN - 44 
(JOYCE ELAINE WESTMORELAND) MRS. CLARENCE CLIFTON HORTON - 42 
MR. JERAY E Hr.NDRICK - 66 (FAANCES WII,LTA"SON) 
MRS. WALTf.A H HENDRICKS - 2q MISS Gl,rNnA JrAN HnRTON _ 1\ 
(ALICF. PEARL NORPIS) "ISS WEL"A RII TH HnPTQN - 76 
MR. EDWIN DALE HENDRIX - 72 HRS. rRANO ~ HaSSMAN - 47 
MR. GERALD CLAYTON HENDRIX - 5] (nnAOTHY JEAN orNG) 
HR. OLEN-- OAPWIN HEND~tx - 14 M~. nAVTO WAPNf.R ImTlSE .. 74 
fIfIAS. OLEN DARWIN M£NnRJX .. 74 "'RII;. nAvrn WAPNER HnUSE .. 7l 
(ELIU8ETH ANN "ICHMOND) (DONN ITA Ct,ARK) 
MA. NELOON L HENDAIX - 59 MA. GLEN DEAN HnllS~ - 66 
MRS. WELDON I. HENDRIX - 6\ MRS. GLeN DFA' HOUSE - 64 
(CAAOL GAE!':N) (BAAAARA ANN SIMPSnN) 
MISS BETTY JEAN HENRY - 17 MR. JAMF.S R HOtlSE - 66 
MR. PETE BROWN -Hr.NRl • 67 MRS • • TA"4F:S A ~IO"~F: - 70 
MRS. PETE BROWN HENAY - 66 (SliP. N ~OWFATnN) 
(PAULA CELESTE PUCOCK) MISS JANEI,LE QENEf HonSTn .. - 71 
MR. RILEY HENRY - ]] "A. ALTON JOHNATHAN HnWARO - 71 
MRS. WILLIAM RALPH HENRY - 50 MRS. AI,TON JOH~ATHa" HOWARO - 7~ 
(LYDA G JACKSON) (CHAYSaNllr SHArKEI,FORn) 
MRS. "'NOS L HENSON - 48 MR. Rt'IY OALLF~ Hf':'IWARO - 7'5 
(rAANCES .lRIE SMF.THr.RSI MRS. pny DALL'S HOWARn - 71 
MR. ~RANKLIN DELANO HENSON - 76 (SHIP(,FY ,lEAN RUT!.I':R) 
MR. GLEHN DatE MERIo4AH~ .. 14 ~A. TMnMAS ~FnFOPO HOWAR D - 6Q 
MRS. G 0 HERNDON - 72 MR. VERNA E. Hn wARn - ]7 
(S1)SAN LOUISE STEWART) MRS. vp.RNa E. HOWARD - 17 
MR. ~HIT FRA'NKLIN HERNDON - 7\ (RtlTH ,)AC~Sm) 
MAS. DONALD HERRING - 48 MR. WILL WA~KER' , - 6~ 
(DORIS ELEANOR KELLY) MRS. WILL WALKFA ",,,,.n - 70 
MR. PHIL L. HERRTNGTON - 74 (JUIlY FAYF. r.IDOF.'~) 
MRS. PHIL L. HERRINGTON - 75 MRS. DANIF.L PATRICK HnwF. - ~1 
(BONNIE ANNETTE CONE) (EDny In HUG~ES) 
~R. ROBERT HAROLD HESSELROD! - 7\ "AS. RPY~NT C HnWFLt, - 41 
MRS. LOUISE HESTER - 38 (MARY ADA HARRTS) 
MR. SlJIIIJUf:L EDWARD HE8T£R .. 68 ""IR. RYRnN WTNTF.P HnWEt,J. .. 7!i 
MR. Mttc~ L HI.,', .. 72 ~RS. RYAmJ W) NTF'P H(1WF:LL - 74 
MRS. MIKE L HUTT - 72 ( ,'F.~NF.TTF PIOOf-LI. ) 
(DIANA N MC KINNEY! MR. WF.SL~Y HOWK - 50 
~R. MARION L HICKINCBOTTOM - 50 MPS. WE5LF.Y HnWK - 51 
MRS. CHARLES HICKMAN - 13 (r.ARnUN BAAnt,f.Y) 
(CAn JOYCE LUMPKIN) MR. ,JOHN MITCHEI,L HOWLETT - 72 
Mil. DARRELL DAVTD HICK~AN - 56 ~RS. ,IOH~ MITCHEI,(, HaWLI':TT - 72 
MtiS. DARRELL DAVID HTCKMAN - 66 (RAR~AAA LOll MfSSFR) 
(IIERRY LEE HARDCASTLE) MRS. HAAOLD PICH.An HAUSkA - 64 
MR. CMAAI,ES YERNON HICkS - 13 (nl, FN , KAY HFNRYl 
MR, CLARENCE LEE HICKS - 74 MRS. HARLnN PATRICK HRYHnRCHIIK _ 70 
MR. DONALD NADE HICKS - 10 (F.VEJ.YN CHOWEI,L) 
MRS. DONALO WADE HICKS - 67 ~RS. nARRYL P HnBBARD _ 66 
(PAULA ANN SPENCER) (M'R~ARET I,YNN WILI,BANKS) 
MR. IfILLIA" ROBERT HIGBEE - 6q MP. J CI,IFFnpp "UODLESTnN _ 16 
MRIl. IfILLIAM ROBERT HIGBEE - 69 MPS. J ~('1F'f'n~o HunnLF.s,.nN _ 19 
(LI':SLIE RIiTH BELL) (EYFLYN WILI ,IA"5) 
OR. AUBREY EDWARD HIGGIN80THAM - 60 MR. JIIt,TlIS I,EnN HIIODI,E5TO,", _ 4A 
MRS. AUBRr.y EDWARD HIGGJNROTHA ..... 64 MRS • • JII'~Jll~ I.ro:nN HrlonL£:STI')N - lit 
(LOLETA MEREQITH) (MARY Ft.t,," ~NGI,r.5) 
MR. JnE .. AYHF; HIGGINROTHA'" - 69 MRS. r.'HARLF.~ F:: ",HERtlER - 62 
MISS CORA HJGHTOWER - ]6 (C.RnLy N a LEONOAn) 
114'-. !:OWI" EUGF.NE H1GHTOMER • 60 DR. RF.N "'JLT ON HI.I~Y _ ft7 
MRS. EDWIN EUGENE HIGHTnWER - 65 MISS CAAnL MI." HU~Y - 74 
(SHIRLEY ANN RICHARDSON) ~RS. RAYMONn A HilEY - 4) 
MR. WALTER EUGENE HIGHTnWER - 29 (nORfS F.l.TZABFTH RARE) 
~R. PATRICK WHILE - 66 MR. WAYNE ' ALAN Hllf'Y - 69 
~RS. PATRICK WHILE .. 66 ""IRS. WIIYNF, AI ,AN tHl~Y _ 71 
(VTRCINTA CAPOLYN BONNELL) (~IRJI, IIE JnHNl 
~A. ARYIL r. HILL - 69 MR. PAUL" HUff _ 60 
MAS. ARVIL E HILL - 6q .RS. PAUL ~ HlifF _ 56 
(SALLY DOAIS MC GI8NEY) (5YLOU ,IEAN.NE aANKSTON) 
HA. RLAIR CLI~TnN HTL~ - 7~ MA. EV~PTT WAYN~ HU"AAD _ 1\ 
MRS. AtAIR ('"LINTON HH,L .. 16 "'Fl5. e:VF.PTT WAYN~ H'lIF'ARD • '1 
(RENEE MAPlE MANNI~G) (JnYCE ILEfNE JaHNSnN) 
MR. DALE BRUCF. HILt, - 12 MRS. DON.LD • ""FF •• N _ 5A 
MRS. nALf. BAIICE HILL - 72 (MAAILYN ,IANF. FlELOS) 
(SANDAl SUE JnHN~nN) MA. AICHAPn I,~E HUFF.A-N - 75 
HRS. DONALD HILL - 74 "RS. GF.OPGF HUfS"ITH - 41 
(JANET LYNOSEY WASHRUPN) (~E_TRlrE TIIC'E~) 
MRS. MILTON HILL - 7\ MR. FIlSEI, HIIGHES - 57 
(ANTnTNETTp. F GOIlDr.aIl) "RS. £n5EI, HIIGHI':S - 56 
MR. RICHARD GALEN HILTON;' 70 (TVA L(1t) LANGDON) 
liAS. AAIFL HINDS - )6 MR. GARAV LEf HUGHr..~ - 77 
(IWDREY ~£AL) "Fl. r;',AMAN N HUr.HES .. 59 
~ISS CAAOI, MARIE HINDS - 76 "RS. Gl,.~A~ N HIIGHES - 59 
MR. RANDY ARTHUR,HTNER - 68 (PATRICIA ANN MCKAY) 
MR. JAMES OGAL HINFoRMAN - 74 "R. JA"FS FnWARD HUGHF.S - 57 
~AS. JA"r.S OGAL HINtp"AN - 74 MRS, "JCHAFL F HIIGHES - 7t 
(BREMOA SUF. MARTIN) (UAY nELL~ COnPER) 
MRS. CHAALES A HINKI,I': - 5] MR. PAil! , AANDALL HUGHES - 60 
(HATTIE MARIE An_or.N) "ISS ,IOANN HULETT - 67 
MR. SAMUEL W HINTON - 13 MR. DONHD LF.E HULl, - 65 
MRS. saMUF.L W HINTON - 75 "RS. ".AInN LEE HIILL - ~4 
(NANCY SUE DOWLr.SS) (ORTELL ARMSTRONG) 
MR. ROCF.A FAANKLIN HLADkY - 65 MA. r.EAlLD 0 HIINNICUTT - 60 
MRS. ROGEp "RANKLIH KLAn,y - 6] "ISS DAPLITA ANN HUNTER - 14 
( ,lEAN rAPOLYN wnc") MR. GARY MACK Ht)NTER - 13 
MR. JAMFS nAvIn HnA~Y - 62 "A. HUBERT HUNTER - ]] 
, MRS. JA"FS o~vln HORRY - 64 "R. nAVID HAYS HURD - 14 
(KAREN KAy HERSHFY) MRS. ~AVln HAYS HURD - 75 
MP. KO:NNETH LESTER HORRY - 6. (JENNIFER LYNN RHODES) 
MRS. "FNNFTH LESTEP HaABY - 6q MRS. PAm, E HUSTON - 10 
UNN ELIZARF.TH AOAIA) (DIANN JANF. WILLIAMSON) 
"ISS CAROL ANNF HOOG~ - 77 MRS. !lANIEl, LEAOY HUTCHERSON - 6q 
"R. CHAPL~~ BEE ~ODr.E - 5] (CyNTHIA HAWKINS) 
MRS. CHARLES REE HO~Gf - ~2 "RS. GUY HUTCHTNSON - 51 
(HFI,EN I,EE "AUPIN) (F.STH. ROIISH) 
"RS. DIVIO AL.N ,HOG IN - 72 MR. nAYTn VI~GIL HUTSON - 12 
(KATHRYN LYNNE GTloES) "RS. OAVIn VIPGlt. HUTsnN - 72 
MFI. DF.t.4N)S "'YCHAEL HnCAN - j;q (AAFlIU.R_ J~AN HUtlT) 
MAS. DENNI~ "ICH.FL HnC'N - 7, "R. DAVID PAY ICt - 6q 
(FA.NCf,~ EI,AINE nEvORO:) MRS. nAVIO AAY ICE - 69 
"TSS EIlNICF. ELI7.A~F.TH HOGAN - 51 (8RENOA KAY ROGERS) 
MR. JERRY W HnGAN .. 63 ~R, GIRY Ie! .. 66 
"RS. J~ARY W HOGAN - 5~ MR. VOSHIO I~OMATA - 6\ 
( My oNA sur rAF.NC~) MAS. Y05HIO TNOMATI - 64 
"A. ,tnHN PATRlCK HnGAN - 72 (SI,tUNNF. LOIS SPF.ER) 
MRS. JOHN PATAIC~ HOGAN - 76 MRS. JAME5 " ISAACS - 65 
(TERFSA G TATUM) (MARY LlQIITOA IIYRO) 
~R. TYRUS VERN ~OGAN .. ~q MRS. !OWARD ISERN - 59 
MAS. TYRIIS VERN HnG." - 70 (MAAGARET ANN CARTER) 
("ARGAPET ,IOYCE ~nNlI) DR. nl,ON LLnyO TSOM - 60 
"R. ,JACk ~ HOGt; - 57 "RS. l(.LAN LLOYD Isn~ .. 60 
MAS. JACK B HOGG ~ ~) (DONNA CAPOLE THOMAS) 
(In ANN COOK) MA. CM.UF.S r.ODIF ISOM - 64 
MR. 0 I. HOLBROOK - )R HR. WILLIAM MIIRRY IVr.y - 10 
MRS. ROBEPT T HnLI,A~AUGH - 74 "RS. WILLIAM MIJRPV IVEY - 11 
(A1,TCE A~NETTF. AARINGTON) (CaTHY JFAN MORRTS) 
OA. HAROl,n [oWARD HOLI,AND - 45 IIR. CHlR L~1l L J ACK5nW - 59 
M.S. HARnl.n F.OWARn MOLLANn - .7 "~. CHARLF.S THO"AS JACkSON - 62 
(GERUDINE MAE YOUNG) MR. HAROI,D F JACK~ON - 49 
HAS. JAM!':S W HOLLAND - 4' MRS. HARnLD E JACkSON - 49 
(VIRGINIA V STEWART) ( 6UAGANIIS) 
HISS KARFN LYNN HOI,LAND - H MR. ,'Er~AfY AUSTIN JACkSON - 16 
MRS. ST~VF HOLLAND - 6q MRS. Jn~F.PH F. JACKSON - ]9 
(SYLVIA ANN WALKER) (KaTHLE~N LANCrORD) 
MR. ~ENHF.TH MCCRA' HOLLINGSWORTH _ 66 -MR. HATH IN OANJEL JACKSON - 5n 
MRS. KEN~F.TH MCCRAY HOLLINGswnRTH - 61 MR. RANDALl, AOY JACKSO~ - 6A 
(BnNNlf:"" LOUISE BRAWNEA) MRS. RANDALl, ROY JACKSON - 71 
MR. ALTON A HOLLIS - ]] (NANCr ~AAGAAF.T ESSNEA) 
MR. JERRY BRADSHAW HOLLIS - 65 MR. PONALD E JACKSON - 69 
"RS. JERRY BAAOSHAW 1I01,LIS - 65 MRS. THnMAS A JACkSnN - 56 
(PATRICIA L SHULL) (WANDO onRIS YTNGI,ING) 
MR. AANDAL KENT HOLLONAY - 76 "AS. VIAGIL W JACKSON - 62 
MRS. OONHAN EUGENE HOb~AN - 62 (JACKtyN SIIF. AIINN) 
(RUTH CARnLYN cnBURN) MA. BRYAN KENNF.TH JACORS - 65 
MRS. JOE HOLHAN - 60 "RS. SRYAN KFNNETH ,JACOBS - 67 
(MARY LOUISE JOHNsnN) (SANORA 5 LARGr.NT) 
MISS JEAN RAE HOLT - 13 MA. PAUl, ALL~N JACO~Y - 13 
MRS. MILDRED HnLT - 39 MRS. CHIALES 0 JAMES - to 
MR. AODGEA JAMES HOLTIN - 7~ (nORES YVnNNf LEE) 
MR~. HOWARD W HONr.A - 1] "RS. DEWAYNF. 0 JAMES - 61 
(PHYLLIS MARIE CLARK) (MELF.N .NITA GRFENE) 
MRS. RAABARA ANN HONEY - 64 "~S. NFI,SON nFWEY JAMF.S - 52 
(BARRAAA ANN Bt.ACKWr.LL) , (CEOAGIA MAAIE WEB8) 
"ISS BRENDA GAYLE HOOO - 74 MPS. RANOY ,IA"ES - 74 
MRS. STANI,EY HnoO - 64 (JAN MARTE MFEKER) 
(BETTY JANE TIPTON) MR. RTCHAAn AL~EAT JAMES _ 70 
MISS NEVA BEANIC! HOOFNAGLF. - 61 MRS. AlrHAAn ALRERT JAMES _ 70 
~AS. LroON HOOkER - 2A (L INOA SIIF NEWCOM.) 
(ERA RIVES) .RS. TiI,MON T ,lAMES - 13 
MP. AllTON THn""AS H'OnTF.N .. 64 (on~nTHF'A SMTTH) 
MRS. ALTON THOMAS HnOTEN - 67 MRS. RIIRy JANE5 - 34 
(VIRGINIA ANN GTST) (RIIPY P.A~OTT) 
MA. JErrREY THOMAS HOPPF.R - 74 ,,~. Wtl.~TA~ HnYTE JAANAGIN _ 69 
MRS. JErrAEY TAn"AS HOPPF.A - 72 MAS. WILLIAM HOYTE JAAN~CIN _ ~o 
(JIIDITH ANN GAIFrITH) (R~AECrA NANCINF. CRnNE) 
MISS ANN HARIF. HOPwoon - 75 "RS. OFWAYNF. JENkINS - 59 
DR. JAN "ILTON HORNRUCKLE - 65 (F.~IZARETH JANICE P.HAL) 
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MR. nF.N~TS OIlANE J[N~S - 76 
MRS. DI':NNIS DIIANF. JENKS - H 
(DERRA DEE BACHMAN) 
MISS SHARON SIIE JENNETTF. - 66 
MR. JaM!:5 fD"TN J~NNINGS _ 71 
DR. RICHaRD DUKf JfNNINGS - 64 
"'RS. ST£V£ lTENNJNGS - 76 
(.IUDTTII aNN IIURBUD) 
MR. BRUC!: ~r.VTN JERALDS - 7) 
MRS. RRIfCE Kr.VlN JERALOS - 12 
(PAMF.La ANNE BURLESON) 
MTSS aMANDA EaRLINE JF.STF.R _ 61 
MR. CHaRL!':S CRANVILLr. JESTER _ 60 
MRS. CHARLES GRANVTLLE JESTER _ 59 
(MnDr.NA PARItS) 
MR. GENE EARL JESTr.R - 6) 
MR, JOHN STEPHEN JETER - 61 
HR. RTCHUD LEWIS JOHNMEYER - 6.4 
MTSS JANET GATL JOHNS - 72 
HRS. ALLEN M JOHNSON - 49 
(N·ORM a RU ,.ORESEr:) 
HRS. ebe M J OH NSON - 54 
(JIILU ANNE HAIIUNS) 
HR. caLVIN LEONARD JOHNSOR _ 3$ 
MRS. CAI.VTN Lr.ONARD JOHNSON - 36 
( caGLE) 
MR. DAVID LaNRENCE JOHNSON - 73 
MRS. DAVID LANRENCE JOHNSON - 75 
(LTNDA OTAN!: CROSS) 
MR. DnNALD r JOHNSON - 71 
MRS. DONALD,. JOHNSON - 71 
(LEaH DTa~r THIIEATT) 
MR. DONALD HALL JOHNSON - 61 
MR. ELBERT LEE JOHNSON - 64 
MRS. ELRERT LEE JOHNSON - 64 
(MARTAN LOUISE JACKSON) 
MR. FREU N JOHNSON - 71 
HRS. FRF.D JOHNSON - 76 
( RONDA J AYE r. VA ~S) 
MR. GLENN I JOHNSON - 3. 
MRS. GL~NN T JOHNSON - )7 
(ELIZABr.TH TRAVIS) 
MR. JAMES IIALLACE JOHNSON - 59 
MRS. JERRY JOHNSON - 62 
(DOWNA Jr.AN ,.ELICI) 
MRS. JOE A JOHNSON - 40 
(IIANDA HALL) 
MRS. JnSF.PH a JOHNSON - 60 
(BONNI~ RUTH HODGES) 
MR. KENNETH LESTER JOHNSO" - 66 
MRS. Kr.NNF.TH LESTER JOHNSON _ 66 
(MAAY 'AANCES ,.LIPPIN) 
MR. LYLE PAESL!Y JOHNSON • I 
MR. RICHARD A JOHNSON - 60 
MR. RTCKY LYNN JOHNSON - 72 
MRS. RICKY LYNN JOHNSON - 73 
(VIRGINIA LOUISE BEAN) 
MR. RUSSELL LESTER JOHNSON. $' 
HRS. TIN JOHNSON - 72 
(DIANA MICHAL DENHAM) 
MAS. IIENn~L JOHNSON - 65 
(MAAY HALE CARNER) 
MR. NrLLIAM ARTHUR JOHNSON. 7] 
MR. CECTL W JOHNSTON - 52 
MR. DONALD CAROL JOHNSTON - 51 
MRS. DONALD CAROL JOHNSTON - 57 
(NTNA QUINN HARVEY) 
MR. NTLLIAM P JOLLY - 54 
MISS KAREN ANN JONAS - 76 
MRS. ALVIS JONES - 41 
(MaRY r.LIEAB~TH SKTOMORE) 
MR. ·BILLY MOT'!' JONES - 54 
MRS. BILI,Y HOTT JONES - 51 
(NANCY LOU STOVALL) 
MR. CHARLES EDNARD JONES - 71 
MR. CHARLES R JONES - 62 
MRS. CHARLES A JONES - 63 
(LOU ANN MORGAN) • 
MR. DAVID CLaUDE JONES - 64 
MRS. DAVID CLaUDE JONES - 65 
(PAT CLEMENT) 
MR. DAVID waRD JONES - 72 
MR. DOUGLAS IIAOE JONES - 75 
MRS. DOUGLAS IIADE JONES - 76 
(REBECCA SUE MURRIE) 
MRS. EDIIARO DAVIS JONES - n 
(MARY ELIZABETH MC KEE) 
MR. HAROLD 8AADP'ORD JON!! - 16 
MRS. HAROLD 8RAO'ORO JONES • 76 
(PATSY ANN BILLI.GSLE~) 
MRI. HAROLD 0 JONES - SO 
(RU8Y JANICE BAKER) 
MR. JAM!!! AUSBIN JONES - n 
MR. JAMES 0 JONEI - 72 
MRS. JAMES 0 JONES - 72 
(MAUAINE RUTH LEIIIS) 
MR. JAMES DAVID JDNES • 16 
MR. JaMES DOYLE JONES - 71 
MR. JAMES M JOIIES • 65 
DR. JERRY LEE JONES - 60 
MRS. JERRY LEE JONEI - 60 
(CLAUDETTE DUBOIS) 
MR. JOE OAL~ JONES - 1) 
OR. JIlE KEItH JORS - 64 
MRS. "ARCUS JOIIES - 75 
(MARGERU 'RANCEB aALlIlIELLI) 
MISS PAMELA MARIE JONES - 76 
MRS. RUTH ALIC! JONES - JI 
MR. BILLY CHaRLES JORDAN - '4 
DR. GARY MaYNr. JDRGENSEN • 64 
MR. MICHAEL GEIIE JU,STUS - 74 
MRS. MrCHlF.L GENE ·JUSTUS - 74 
(ELAINE MARI.E SHIPP) 
MRS. STONEY KAHil - 63 
(JO ANN JUNEAU) 
MR. BENJaMIN GLENN KAIL - 65 
MRS. BENJAMIN GLENN KilL - 65 
(Jay DENE STONE) 
MR. BILL BOB KALLENBACH - 6) 
MR. SINGLETON KAMP - 5\ 
MRS. DOIIALD KAMPENGA - 4' 
(JUNE KILLEBREW) 
MR. GLF.NN EOWARD KAYS - 51 
HRS. JOSEPH L KEA1HLEY - 70 
(JULIE JOY IIlRD) , 
MR. DONALD EDWIN KEE - 70 
MRS. DONALD r.DNTN ~!E - 70 
(CAROLYN ANN ALLEN) 
MRS. J. MTCIIAr.L KEENE - 67 
(BETT~ IRENE GRIMES) 
MR. CHARL~S RAY KEETH - 64 
MRS. CHARLES RAY KEETH - 64 
(JIIDTTH LYNN ' BAKER) 
MR. JA~ES DOUGLAS KEETH - 65 
HRS. JAM!S DOUGLAS KEETH - 65 
(UNE WHIDDON) 
MR. ROBERT EUGENE KEITH - Sl 
MRS. ROBERT EUGENr. KEITH - 1 
(EDITH GARRETT) 
MRS. GEORGE ~ELL - 43 
(CHARLENE FELTS) 
MR. ARNOLD MARTIN KELLAHS - 56 
"R. OELliO IIAYNE KELLAR - 51 
MRS. OELNO IIAYNE ~ELLAR - 52 
(ALICE ANN HAIIKINS' 
MRS. DAVIn A KELLEY - 61 
(LORRAINE HAE HOWARD) 
MR. GARY eECYL KF.I,LEY _ ~p 
MRS. GARY CEcYL KEI,LF:Y - f>A 
(CLAIIOIA "ARLENE HALt) 
MR. JaMES LOYO KELLEY - 62 
MR. JOHN EDWARD KELtEY - 69 
MR . THowAS ROBERT K~LLEY - 64 
MR. Gf:R,U,O WAYNE KEr ,f,Y _ '4 
MRS. GERALD WAYNE KEtLY - 71 
(DEBnRAH KAY REED) 
MP. RaY~nNn TTlC,cER KF.I,fJY • 11'1 
MPS" RAYMOND TUCKER .KFLT,V - 11 
([,ADONNA PF:RN MARTIN) 
DR. ROBERT JOF: KELLY - 63 
MR. A HAROI,D KF.NNA.r.R - 19 
" RS . M Y II. KENT - 12 
( BILLnGSLEYl 
DR. DAVTn RAY ~ERNODL~ - 64 
MR. DENTON LEF ~ERNODL! - 6~ 
"RS. DENTON Lf:E KERNODI,£: - U 
(DE ALV_ LEE MCCARLF:Y) 
MR. TE~PY LYNN KERNnOLE _ 7] 
~RS. TERRY LYNN Kf:RNnDLF. - 74 
(paTRICIA ANN MCDANT!L) 
MRS. R08ERT J KERR - 47 
(JAN~T RnSALIF. AEA) 
MISS F.LLEN Kry - 47 
NR. JERRY JOr. KIDO - 63 
MISS KATHRYN LAVF.RNE KIon - 7~ 
MR. GEORGE A KIEP'~ER - 56 
MRS. GEORGE A KIE"P'ER - 59 
MR. MTCHArL DALE KT!'.FFNER - H 
MR. DEWTTT T KIIHNL - 55 
MRS. DENITT T KITHNL - 55 
(DEMF.TRa LEMMONS) 
MR. JOHN WTNZEL KIIHNL - 48 
MR. M DEAN KIL~F.R - 1I 
MRS. M DEaN KILMER - l\ 
(KaREN J CRANFORD) 
MRS. RICHARD L KIMF.RY • 74 
(SHARON ANNETTE STITES) 
MRS. R L KINCAID - 70 
(URLA DUNF. SYAF.RT) 
MR. "TL8IlRN KINCANNON -
MRS. CUMI B KING - 40 
(CUMT BAWcnM) 
MRS. DARREL C KING - 7~ 
(SANDRA J CLARK) 
MISS JACOUELINr KTNG - 56 
MR. JON DAN KTftG - 64 
MR. J C KTNCSLEY - ]6 
MRS. J C UNGstEJ - 29 
( RMOOES) 
MR. JAME8 B KINN!Y - 47 
HR. JACK WALLACE KINNINGHAM - 64 
MRS. JACK NALLAC! KTNNINGMaM - 66 
( NRIGHT) 
MR. JaMES LAVON KINS!R - 68 
MISS BEVF.RLY ANN KIR8Y - 76 
MRS. BILLY DEAN KTRBY - 52 
(WANDA DELL GREENr.) 
MR. RANDALL NF.ILL KTRBY - 74 
MRS. RANDALL NETLL KIRBY - 74 
(JONEAL SHACKELPORD) 
MRS. ANCEl, DONIS KIRK - 76 
(UNOA LOll MnZ) 
MR. DAVID FLE1CHER KTRK - 62 
MRS. DAVID P'LETCHER KTRK - 62 
(LINDa LEE MC MAHAN) 
MR. LONELL RALPH KTRKBRTDE - 69 
MRS. LOWELL RALPH KrRK8RIDE - 65 
(DONNA ,. NlU) 
MR. CHARLES BRADLEY KIRKLIN - 69 
MRS. CHARLES BRADLEY KTRKLTN - 69 
IPATRICIA OATN TUCKER) 
MRS. GrRALDINE KISS IRE - ]] 
MR. PAUL EUGENE KTTZMlLLER - 74 
MRS. PAUL EUGENE KTTZHILLER - 75 
(VIRGINIA RUTH PAGE) 
MTSS P'LORENCE P' KLEMM - 64 
MR. STEVEN EUGENE KLE". - l4 
MR. CEORGE D KNEPPER" 46 
MRS. ~ON W KNIGHT - 70 
( onOUH GUE ROPER) 
MR. JAMES RA' KNIGHT - 67 
MRS. JAMES RAY KNIGHT - 68 
(JUDY CAROL PENTECOST) 
MA. ROBr.RT DARRELL KNTGHT - 69 
MRS. RORERT DARRELL KNTGHT - 74 
ICaROL LYNETTE IIUCY) 
MRS. ROY C KNIGHT - 27 
(RUBY MATLACK) 
MRS. FRAn II KOCMAN - 70 
(JUDY KAY ERWIN) 
MR. GRF.GORY ARTHUR KDrAHL - 71 
HR. GRaDY HER8ERT KOGER - 71 
MRS. ROIIERT" KOGER - 4) 
MR. GENE KOKEN - 40 
MRS. Gr.NE KOKEN - 46 
(GWENDOLYN FAPMER) 
MRS. MYRON 0 KOLB - 56 
(GRACr. E SMILEY) 
MR. DOUG KOSTOWSKI - 65 
MRS. DOUG KOSTONSKl - 66 
(KATHRYN GREGORY AIVF.RS) 
MISS ELLEN JnYCE KRaHAR - ' 72 
MRS. RO~ERT E KRlITE - 69 
(LINDA ANN DISMIIK!:) 
MRS. JERRY ¥UCERA - 64 
(JUANITA ALTCF. PAOCTDR) 
MR. JIILTIJS JOHN KIIKTA - 77 
HRS. JULTUS JOHN KUKTA - 73 ' 
(KAR~N EILE!N WILSON) 
MR. CHESTF.R APTHUR KUYKENnALL - 6R 
MR. FREn~RICK II KwnK - 74 
HR. WILLIA" F: LA_S - 43 
MRS. WILLIAM E LAA~ - 45 
(CECIL HaRE) 
HR. n CHARLES LaBRIOLA - 69 
MRS. 0 CHaRLES LaaRIOLa - 6A 
(LOLA ANNE ClNTEL01l1 
MR. DAVID HORGAN LACEY - 72 
MRS. OAVID MORGAN ucn - l2 
(JO' MAE WOMaCK) 
MA. AO~ERT ALLEN LACY - 61 
MRS. LAVETA SPIK!S LA 00 - 5Q 
OR. PRESTON EDllaRO UrER"EY - 57 
JlRS. PRr.S'l'nJl EDIIARO LArEANEY - 5Q 
IJOANNTE VF.E vaUGHN) . 
MR. ~ENNETH DUANE LAIR ' - 72 
MRS. KENNETH nUANE LAIR - 14 
(MIRTWA ANN Or::",F.:Wff.l:R) 
OJI. tV£'JY~ ".PTE , .llAn _ 611 
MA. RnGF.A AAlIC'F. Llt.4R • 70 
MRS. pnC;F,R ~RIICE LAMA - 10 
(.APCIA JEAN HARKSI 
MR. WTLLTA" HARVEY UM. _ 7n 
-PS. WILL1A~ Ha~v~y '.Awe - 69 
INAN('Y nUNE ASHI,PoY) · 
MA. CUSSIE LAMBERT - 4~ 
"RS. RO~FPT T U.~F:PT - 14 
(ncp If: MF.UDN) 
MR. J fII ,,,""CAst' ... 4q 
MRS. WltLARD LANCF. - 56 
(DnRnTHF:l I,IIClL,- RICHARMI 
MRS. onF;l,IIiS RANDY LANOF:5 - 64 
(REBECn JIINF- IIF.NNINGTnN) 
MR. CaUDF.I,L LANr. - 41 
MRS. CAlInF:LT, [,ANE fill 41 
O:"YTHF TIPTON) 
HRS. LARRY GENF. LANE - 66 
(BETTYPo RHAE WAKPorIEtD) 
DR. AnorRT C LANF: - 6S 
MRS. RnBERT r. LANF. '" 6) 
(SHARON JF.AN RERRY) 
MR. THO.AS R LANF. - 72 
MR. LAAAY WAYNE LANGFnPD _ 76 
MRS. LARRY WAYNE LANGFnRD - 74 
(PAIILA MARIF. DAVIS) 
"RS. HAYS LANGSTON - 43 
(1.IILF.MA T.ITTl.E) 
MR. J ANES C LANK~ORD - ~O 
MRS, JANES c: rJANKFORD _ , 
(BF-TTY JEAN SMITH) 
MRS. JnHN LANKFORD - 69 
(REVERLY .IOAN KARR) 
MRS. C WALFPF.O LANTZ - 32 
("ARY I,EE RIGGS) 
MR. S W LARKINS - 44 
MRS" S W LARk~NS - 44 
(al,MA THORIIRERRY) 
DR. DALF. R LARSr,N - 4~ 
HRS. DALF. R LARSF.N - 4) 
(MARY RAYLENF. THORNTON) 
JolA. iIIII,IX F.:UGENE LARwrll '" SA 
MISS DERORAH JENF.L!, LATHAM - 40 
Mrss PEARL LATH_M - ]6 
MR. THO"~S 0 LAVF:NDER - 50 
MRS. THOMAS 0 LAVF.NnvR - 51 
(SAR.H May POWF.LI,) 
MRS. LARRY ROYCF. LAWHnN - 67 
(DONN. JOY BROWN) 
MR. HERBF.RT HALL LAWRPoNCE _ 47 
MRS. HER~ERT HALL I,AWRENCO: _ 47 
(THEI.DA MAE HEUY) 
MRS. MAUPTCE L LAWSON - 59 
Il.OIS T.EE ) 
HR. AANDY RRYAN LAWSON - 74 
MR. CAVIn ~RANrIS LAWYER - ~6 
MRS. DAVID FRANCTS L.WYEP - 62 
(GENEV. GAY COMRS) 
MR. JAC~ HARLAN LAWYEA - 51 
MRS. JACK HART,AN LAWYER - 54 
(C_ROLYN SUE STItART) 
HR. MaRTON DOUGLAS LAWYf:R - 49 
MRS. "AR TON DOOGLAS LAWYER - 54 
(CHARLA RF.8ECCA CRAN~nAD) 
HR. ATCHARD COLVIN LAWYER - 66 
MRS. RTCH_RO COLVIN LAWYER - 65 
(JOYCr. MCKENZTE) 
MR. RDRERT F LANYF.R - 39 
IIIR. VERNON C J,""Y[R - 4 '7 ' 
MR. VTRGH LAWYEA - 46 
MRS. VTRGTL LAWYER • 49 
(BETTY I,nu nUGGr.R) 
HR. HARRY paUL Lay - 69 
"RS. H. RRY PAUL LA Y - 70 
(SaNDRA LEE eARTL!Y) 
OR. LARRY THnHAS LAYNE - 6'1 
MRS. LARRY THOMAS LAYNE - 69 
(JF.ANNE LOUISE CllN) 
MR. ALVIN LEACH - 11 
MRS. ALVIN LEACH - 71. 
(CAROLYN LOU Kr.CK) 
MAS. WILLIAM N LEDBETTER - 62 
(MARION CAtL HaRRUON) 
MR. DRAK! ZACHARY LEE - 70 
MRS. DRlKE zarllARY LE! - 69 
(BONNIE SIIr. LEWERS) 
MR. KF.RRF. BIIIICE UP: - 1I 
MRS. KERBE BRUCE LrF. - 77 
(DF.LORES UY HAWKTN~) 
MRS. MARK LEF: - 70 
(GLENDA KAYE TRENTI 
MR. "TNG JTM LEE - 61 
MR. ALRr.RT GEORGE Lr.HMONS - 58 , 
MR. COLEMAN LA"UETTf: I,F.MMONS - ~, 
MRS. COLE~AN LA,.Ayr.TTF. LE"MnNS - 51 
(JUNE TAYLOA) 
MR. NOEL E LF.MON - 59 
"RS. NOF.I, E I,EMDN - 60 
(RONNIE Sur. JDHNsnN) 
MR. JAHES GARY I,ENTZ - 62 
MR. HUGH KENMETH I,EnPAPD - 52 
"RS. MICHAF.L LESTF:R - 66 
(A JO ANN KF.L),Y) 
MR. TTT rEI LElINC - 51 
HRS. TIT FEl LEONG - 51 
(SHTRLFY HSIaNG Wf:N) 
MR. JEARY WaYNF. LEWTS • 75 
"RS. JF.RRY WAYNE I,ENIS - 75 
(OLTVIA YVONNE KENNFOY) 
MR • . mE:!. FRANCIS LF:WIS - 74 
"RS. JOEl. FRANCIS LEWTS - 74' 
(EM"A LOll BPYA"T) 
MR. LEROY CARLISLE LF.WIS - ~\ 
MR. TIMOTHY CUUDE LEWIS - II 
MAS. TTI'OTHY rl.aUDE I,EWU - l! 
(ANN RF.RECrA STARLING) 
HR. LARRY JOE LTGHT - 66 
"RS .. I.A.R~Y JOE t, I~HT - 66 
(KAPF.~N HCELRny) 
MR. DAVTD UNnDLPH LILI.AAO - 74 
MRS. DAVIn RANnoLPH I.ULARD - II 
(PATRICIA ELATNE HF.:STERI 
MR. DAVTn tARRI"ORE LTPE - 69 
MR. Dan" LEE I,IPE - lJ 
~R. HARRY ALAEAT r , JSL~ ' ~ 68 
MRS. HARRY U.RERT LTSLE - fiR 
(CLAUDlA LYNN l1.LEYl 
HR. BUDE H LTTTLF. - 18 
MAS. RUDE H LITTL~ - ]0 
(LnTS GARnNER) 
MR. DAVIn RYPON I,TTZKnw • 7" 
MRS. DAVIn IIYRnN I,TTZKnw - 12 
(kATHRYN ."IN GnAn) 
MR. THr.nnnAI!: AEES ""nyn - 51 
MRS. TJ.fF.n£'lQRF. RF:E'5 , . r,O'lD .. 51 
(MARrELENE V~ARF.F: rRAWF~RO) 
MPS. wn,LtAM VF:ANON f,nC;lIF: .. 44 
(HELEN PF.ARCF.) 
MR. ~.RL DEAN LOMAX - 69 
"P. nAVTn ROCKt.AN Ln~G - 15 
"RS. DAVIn ROCKLaN LONG - 76 
(pnaTN DaNEL),g .IA"E~) 
MRS. EDDIF. F.ARL LONG - 69 
(NnRMA RIIT~ STAGGS) 
"rSS M'RY CATHERINf. LnNG - 70 
~R~, DAVIO LONGWtLL - 57 
("ARY SUE I,~~TER) 
MR. J~RRY DON LOONEY - 68 
MRS. JF:RPY DON I.OONFoY - 6R 
(nnNNA KAY GARLnCK) 
MRS. WILLTAM M LOOPER - 51 
(~THEL JF.AN ~.LTON) 
MR. F't ,nYD ~ (,nRO - 16 
MR~. FLOYO G t .OPF) - '" 
(JAN!=: TIILT,tS) 
MR. PHJJ, l,IP MAX I ,ORF:HZ - 67 
MRS. ALEX LOSAK - 41 
(nORF.NCF. "nRR'TS) 
MRS. A B LnUOERMrT.K - 36 
("DNA LEAH AlUER) 
MR. JnHN WALTER T.OIIKS - ~2 
MR. CHARLES MaYNARO LOVELACE - 75 
MRS. JAMF.S D LnVETT - 56 
(VTRGINU !.OIITSE RHODES) 
MISS KAREN JDANNt. LOW - 70 
III". ARNOTT CENF. LOWDER - 5A 
"RS. UCHARD 0 LOWREY - 4~ 
(t.Lta LEE FREED) 
"R. ROGF.R JnN LOWRY - 6R 
~R. r.t14'P.P At t'ROY - 42 
MR. UVNF.: A LUULEN - 12 
MRS. NAYNE A LUALLEN - 75 
(DONNA ~AY WAtGHT) 
MR. JIM MTKE LUCAS - 71 
MAS. JIM MTKE LUCAS - 'n 
(UNN MUIr. GREENWAY! 
MR. WTLLUM PERAY LUCAS - 61 
MRS. WTLLUM PER.Y LUCAS - 61 
(DONNA Jr.AN BfSSETT) 
MRS. RnRERT tUM • 61 
(HARTHA JANICE MC KAY) 
MRS. RICHARD L LUNDY - 69 
(THF.RESA DUNNE HOT.LIS) M_. CLEON LYLES - I 
MRS. CLEON LYLES - I 
I-UTNE COATS) 
MR. RTCHAROSON 'RANK LYNN - 51 
MR. RnRERT U(,PATRrn I,YON - 69 
MAS. ROaF.RT KTLPATRTC~ LYON - ~9 
(URTN IRENE STROM) 
MR. DAVTD L I.YONS - 66 
MR. MICHAEL PETER LYONS - I 
HR. DAVID MERCER MAC DOUGaLL - 60 
MRS. DAVTD MERCER MAC DOIIGALT, - 6\ 
(GLENDA FERN MC HlNF.Y) 
MRS. RnGER MAC Kr.NZIE - 4l 
(CARNELLF. paTTERSON) 
MRS. JA~F.S EaRL MACKEY - 7) 
(JONI FRANCES COLEY) 
MR. F.ARL GI ,F:NN MADDEN - 64 
MR. DANNY DEAN HAODOX - 76 
~RS, nANNY n[AN ~lOnnx - 76 
(DENTSE Bt.TH CaTES) 
MR. THOMAS ALLEN MADDOX - 72 
MRS. THOMAS aLLEN MADDOX - H 
(SHURON I.F.E RIXSr.) 
MR. WILLIAM ROGER MADDOX - 67 
MISS CHAPLENF. MAGNESS - 48 
MISS I,INDA JEAN MaHAN _. 12 
MRS. MTLTON F MALCI~ - 43 
(DORRIS WALLIS) 
MTSS KATHY DIaNE _ALONE - 75 
MRS. totEA1,F: 0 "'."LOVE - 4q 
(MaRY __ RGARET BARNARD) 
MR. DENNIS KARL MANUEL - 69 
MRS. DF.NNTS KARL MANUEL - 67 
(LEE F:LLEN HENDRTX) 
MR. JAMES S MAPLE - 42 
MRS. JAMF.S S MAPLF. - 42 
(NELL MARIE O'NEAL) 
MR. Jn~N H ~aPLE - 36 
MR. JOHN MAPVIN MAPL-E - 60 
MRS. JOHN MARVIN .APLE - 61 
(DOT ANDERSON) 
MT5S LnTS MAPLF. - J9 
DR. THEOOORF. JnSf.PH MAPLE - 64 
MRS. THEODORE JOSEPH HAPL!: - 62 
(PAUU JOAN ORRECHT) 
"R. wfLLU_ JOE MAPLES - 63 
MRS. PHTLLIP MARCHANO - SA 
(DORnTHY H~LEN JnRDAN) 
MRS. NANCY J ._ROIS - 71 
(NANCY J wnnDHAM) 
MR. nOUGLAS SPILLER HARSH - 56 
HR. FREDDIE RAY MARSH - 71 
'4AS. [')OY J MARSIUL1J - ~1 
(PHYLLIS FORESE!:) 
MR. THO"AS .1 MARSHAI.L - ~2 
MTSS REVERLY aNN MARTIN - 71 
"R. RTLLY Ray MARTIN - 77 
MR. RnRRY JnF. fl'ARTTN - 49 
MAS. 1I0RRY .tn~ MARTIN - 46 
(BERTHA MAE TIDWF.LI,) 
MR. BRIAN CHARI.ES MARTYN - 6q 
MR. OAVID LEON HARTIN - 69 
MRS. "_VTD LEON MARTTN - 64 
(HF.TTIE Ln" SMITH) 
MR.~ARY RANDALL "ARTTN - II 
MRS. GaRY RaNDALL "ART TN - II 
(~nNNA KAYE ~"Lf'E) 
MR. JAMF:S ARVEL MARTIN - 41 
MRS. JAMES ARVEL MARTIN - 43 
(BTLLY In KF.NT) 
MR. JAMES T .ARTI~ - I 
MISS JILL ANN MARTIN - 76 
MISS PA~F.LA SUE "ARTIN - 74 
MISS PAULA MAr. MARTTN - 76 
~R. RORF-RT STlNLf:Y MARTIN - 44 
MRS. RnBERT STANI,EY MARTTN - 41 
(DPALTNE TIIRNER) 
HISS SHARON OALE M.R1TN - 69 
MR. THOMAS HERBERT MARTTN - 65 
MRS. THnMAS HERBERT .ARTIN - 65 
(DIANNE MC CULLOUGH) 
MRS. N AOYNTON HARTIN - 32 
,(HARY GRaCE PHILLIPS) 
MRS. W E MARTIN - I 
(NORHA JF.AN LOVE) 
MRS. CHARLF.5 M MASON - 68 
(MARILYN KAY NILHITE) 
OR. JAMF:S HENRY MASON - 41 
MR. "ICHAEL ~VERETT MASON - 7] 
MRS. MTCHAF.I. EVF.RETT MaSON - 12 
(KAR~N LYNN LEMMONS) 
DR. FREO M MA8Sr.y - 59 
MRS. FRED •• ASSEY - 59 
(PEGGY RORERTsnN) 
MR. GaRLIN T MASSEY - 69 
"RS. GARLIN T MASSF.Y - 69 
(RARRARA KAY THOMPSON) . 
MAS. I,OIS JUNE MASSEY - 31 
MR. ROGER tOIlARD MASSEY - 67 
MISS .ARY F:TTA MASTERS - 75 
MR. JnF. HUL MATHIAS - lJ 
MAS. JOE HaLL ManIAS - 75 
(CHERIE ALLEN HOUa-D) 
MISS JUDY CAROL MATHIS - 64 
MRS. JACK ARTHUP MATTERN - 60 
(MARY REDWINE) 
DR. rOUNT WILLTAM "ATTOX - )3 
MRS. FOUNT NIT.LUM MATTOX - ]0 
(HILnREO FORMBY) 
MISS EDNA RUTH MAXEY • 71 
HIRS MARSHA ANN MAXEY - 76 
HR. CHARLES DARR~L MAXNELL - 76 
MR. JAMES DELANO MaxWt.I,L - 5$ 
MRS. JAMES DELANn MAXWELL - 56 
(RUTH VIRGINTA MADDOX) 
MR. CECIL RICHARD HAY - 57 
MR. DAVID MICHAEL MAY - 6] 
HRS. DAVID MICHAEL MAY - 65 
(PECGY CHARLENE MCGEE) 
"R. JAMES L MAY - 65 
MRS. JAMES L MAY - 57 
(BARBARA ANN WlLT01I) 
MR. PHTLIP AVERY MaYBERRY - 63 
MISS PRaNCES "MELlE HAYER - 63 
MR. HOLLIS BRUCE MAYNARD - 55 
MRS. HOLLIS RRlICr. MAYNARD - 57 
(ERNESTJNE LET1ERNER) 
MRS. CARLTON MAYS - 1I 
(EMILY GAMMILL) 
MR. CLEDDTE NaLLTCE MAYS - 60 
MR. JaMES HICHAEL HAYS - 6Q 
HR. WALTER rAaNKLIN MayS - 63 
MRS. WALTER FUNKLIN MAYS - 6) 
(MARTHA JANE DOlK) 
MRS. rORT! MAZANTI - 61 
(F.MMA BROWNLOW) 
HRS. DaVID RONALD Me ADAMS - 6l 
(JANIS PUTH SMITH) 
MR. JAMES E Me AFP'RY - 12 
MPS. JaMES E HC aF~RY - II 
(JANICE raYE BRITTON) 
MRS. GARY MCBRIDE - 78 
(TF:RRI ANN ARNOLD) 
MR. J C "C CUEB - 51 
MRS. AUSTIN Me CALIST!R '- 54 
(BETTY JUNF. Wr.RB) 
MRS. JOHN CEC IL MC CAUSTER - 35 
(MAAY ANN ELLIOTT) 
MA. L!STER R MC CARrNEY - 49 
,MRS. LESTER R MC CARTNET - 50 
(CHAISTINE MACKr.y) 
MR. WTLLUM THOMU MC CAUL!Y - 12 
MRS. NILLllM THOMAS MC CAULEY - H 
(SONJA GERRALD) 
MISS Dr.E ANN MC CLAIM - 15 
MTSS MARUN ELAINE Me CLAIlEN _ 69 
MRS. NTLSON N MC CLAREN - J5 
(REAa May DICKSON) 
MR. OAVIO ESTEL HC CLUGGACE - H 
MRS. DAVID F.STEL MC CLUCCaGE - l4 
(VICKI SUr. CLABORN) 
MR. ESTEL M MC CLUGGAGE _ 4' 
MRS. ESTEL M lie CLUGGAGI: - 4. 
(LOUTSE RnIERTS) 
MR. RALPH MELVIN MC CLUGGAGI: - 66 
MRS. IIlLPH "'ELVIN HC CLUGGAGE - 66 
(PATAICIA IUr. ROMERO) 
MR. KF.~AY LYNN "C CLURG • 74 
MRS. KERRY LYNN lie CLURG - 74 
(TH!RES! AN~ BURGESI) 
MR. BRUDT MlLIIERT MC CORKLI: - 15 
MRS. 8RAND.T HALBEAT MC COR~LE - l4 
(DOROTHY JAN ELL SIMPSON) 
DR. JaCK II MC CORKL~ • 47 
MRS. JAC~ N MC COAKLE - 49 
(MAOALON Hf:RREN) 
MR. JAM~S T MC CORKL! - 47 
MR. TEAR ELL MC CORMICJ - 72 
MIlS. TERRF.LL MC CORMTCK • 75 
(KAY LORAllNE OrCKEY) 
MR. ROBF.RT CLINTON MC COURT _ 50 
HA. OAVID LAnON MC COliN - 1) 
"RS. DAVID LAYTON .C CONN - 14 
(TERF.Sa JO MOONEYHAM) 
MRS. HUBERT MC CRA' - $] 
(DOROTHY NAIF. TnDO) 
MR. HADEN DUANE MC CULLOUGH - 61 
HRS. JERRY E MC CULLOUCH _ 58 
(BARRUa DELL JONES) 
MR. JOE LEE MC DaNIEL - 75 
MRS • • IOE LEE MC DANIEL - lJ 
(DAPHNE OTAN WILLIAMS) 
MR; PAUL EDWARD MC D~NIEL - 69 
MR. GARY EDWAAO MC DONALD - 70 
HRS. GARY r.DWARD MC DONALD - 61 
(CARnL I,YNN PRUCHJ\) 
~ISS WILMA MC DONTr.L - 42 
MRS. 0 r MC DOUGaL - 63 
(LOU ERM_ TAYLOR) 
MA. L REESF. MC DOUGALD - 62 
Mrss MaRTLYN A MC ELAnY - 65 
MR. DAVTD ARlICE MC ELWAIN - 14 
MR. 0 L. MCENTTRE - 59 
MRS. RICHARD II MC ~UF.N - 50 
(LOI'S BENSON) 
MRS. RUSSF.LL MC ~A~REN - 61 
(URI':N LYNN FRY) . 
MRS. H E MC rATT!R _ 44 
(EAl MaDGE ELLTS) 
MR. ROY ELLIS MC GEE - 66 
MRS. ROY ELLIS MC GEE - 66 
(SA.ORA BURCHFIELD) 
MISS VALARIF. JF.AN MCGEE - 76 
MR. VAN EUGENE MC GIRNEY - 72 
MR~. VAN EUGENe ~c GTSNEY - 74 
(ELIza~ETH ~OYD) 
MRS. E~TLY K MC GTNN - 75 
(EMILY KATHRYN MORRIS) 
MR. J 8 MC GINN"SS , - 58 
MRS. J R HC GINNESS - 56 
(CLEONE KrEL) 
MRS. JAMES f:OWARD MCGRaTH - 68 
,(aNN ELIZlRETH 'CAMP) 
MR. JOHN ClJRTIS MC GTJIRE - 51 
MRS. DON MCGUIRT - 69 
(CAROL LEA JnHNSTON) 
MR. HERMAN A MC HAN - 6\ 
MRS. HEPMAN a Me HAN - 6] 
(KlR!':. LOTJISE PARTEZlNA) 
MR. JIM RILL MCTNTEER - 42 
MRS. JIM 8ILL MCTNTEER - 41 
(BETTY BERGNf:A) 
MISS MARILYNN MCINT~ER - 11 
MR. MARK MARTIN MCINTEER - 75 
MRS. MARK MARTIN MCINTf:ER - 75 
(M!LINOA THURMAN) 
MR. MONTY EUGENE MCINTYRE - 70 
MRS. MONTY EUGENE MCINTYRE - 70 
(CHARLOTTE YVONNE HnLT) 
MISS GLENDa rAY MCKAY - 76 
HA. CLAIR BYRON MC KEAN - 70 
MRS. CLAIR IIYRON MC KEAN - 68 
(,.RANCES EARLENE SHAW) 
MR. LARRY J MCKEAN - 6] 
HRS. LARRY J MCKEAN - 65 
(JO ANN STARK) 
MR. CHaRLES STaNLEY MCKEE - 71 
MRI. ,.RANK [DHARO MCKr.NNEY - 52 
IANTTA JEANETTE MCSPADDF-N) 
MR. LARRt FRANK MC KENZIE - 69 
MRS. LARRY FRANK MC KENZIE - 68 
(JIIOITH KAY MILLER) 
"ISS CAROL J!AN MCKINNEY - 76 
DR. IVAN MC KINNEY - 67 
MRS. TVAN MC KINNEY - 44 
(COYE UARDELL TILLMAN) 
MR. JOHN CEPH AS MCLA TN - 59 
MRS. JOHN C!PHAS MCLaTN - 61 
(8ARBARA BUCHO,.,.) 
MRI. OLA MC LAUGHLIN - 31 
(OLA HE'F INGTON ) 
MRI. STEPHEN R MCLUN - 14 
(VALERTE JEAN PHILLTPS) 
MRS. P'AI:DERTCK E MCLEOD - 6l 
ICAROL JEAN ENGLAND) 
MR. JANES ROWAN MCLEOD - 70 
MRS. JAMES ROWAN MCLEOD - 70 
(CECELIA LYNN PERDUE) 
MR. RUSSELL ALBERT MCNAI,TI - 54 
MRS. RUSSELL ALBERT MCNALTY - 58 
(SHERRY EILEEN HUNTEP) 
MRS. JaMES M MCNIEL - 42 
(IVA LORAIN! FARRTS) 
MR. JACK W MCNun - 56 
MRS. JACK II MCNUTT - 55 
(JOROIN!': CHESSHIR) 
MRS. JAMES KING MC PHERSON - fiO 
IIRIS LYNN! MCELROY) 
DR. HENRY LEON MC QUEEN - 60 
MRS. HENRY LEON MC QUE!N - 63 
(HARRTETT JETT) 
MISS 8ETTY NELL MC RAE - 50 
MRS. MARSHALL R MC REE - 60 
(PAT SUTHERLIN) 
MR. JOE E MC REYNOLDS - II 
MRS. JOE E MC REYNOLDS - 14 
(BYB TL HUBBS) 
MR. LEONARD! 'MC REYNOLDS - 41 
MRS. LEONA~O E MC REYNOLDS -
(VIROElM BROWN) 
MR; tULON C MC RIGHl - 42 
MR. HARVEY WILLIAM MEaD - II 
MR. MTCHaEL ROSS M!ADONS - 75 
HRS. MICHAEL ROSS M!ADOWS - 76 
(eATHY SUE NC AlE) 
MR. RAYMOND LAVERNE Mr.AOON8 - 51 
MRS. RAYMOND LAVERNE MEAOOIIS - 50 
(REVA KATHRYN YINGLING) 
MR. MARVTN WAYNE MEANS - TJ 
MR. WILLIA. VERNON MEANS - 56 
MISS DOROTHY EVELYN MF.ODEAS -
MR. HARRY DONALD MEDLEY - 6l 
MRS. HARRY DONALD MEDLEY - 66 
(GALE VICTORIA MITCHELL) 
MR. MORCAN R M!DLIN - 57 
MRS. MORGAN R "!DLIN - 57 
IMaRGARET EVF.LYN LAIIRENCE) 
MR. JaM!'.S paUL MEOLnCK - 71 
HR. JIMMY LEE MEDLOCK - 70 
HRS. JIMMY L~E MEDLDC~ - 7n 
IPHYLLIS DIaNE MEDLEY) 
MISS RITA ~AY MEEKER - 14 
MR. RAY MEEKS - T2 
MRS. RAY ~EEKS - 71 
(CasSANDRA SUE YINGLTNG) 
MR. DAVID RUSSELL MELLOR - 70 
MRS. OlVIn RIlSSELL HEI,I,OR - 11 
(SUSAN ELaINE HANKTNS) 
MR. CItBERT RF.JD HELM" - 76 
MRS. GARY H MELTON - 76 
I£TT. VEI,tNOa HILL) 
MR. HAROLn FLOYD MF.REOTTH - 68 
MRS. HAROLD FLOYD MF.Rr.DITH - 69 
ISHARDN KAY BONNELL) 
MA. JAC~ C MEREDITII - 57 
DR. PHILIP HAYDF.N MERRELL - 66 
MR. SIDNEY MERRICK - 1] 
MRS. DENNIS REF.D MF.RRITT - 77 
(CYNTHIA (.OIlISE KYLF.) 
MR. J 0 MERRI~T - 23 
MRS. J D Mr.RRTTT - I 
(HELEN PElRL SCnTT) 
MR. ~OYCE WAYNE "TCHENER - 75 
HR. EDWAPO WARREN M1CK - 64 
MAS. ALTCF. MTLLER - 6\ 
MR. aTJBREY EARL HrtLER - 42 
MRS. AUIIREY EARL MILLr.R - 41 
(MABEL ynUNG) 
MR. C RAY MILLER - 46 
MRS. C RAY MILLF.R - 46 
[THEDA ROBAINS) 
MR. DONALD FERRELL MILLER - 71 
MR. MARRY HlInON MILLEA - H 
"RS. HURY HIISTON "ILI.ER - 14 
(C/,lTRF DF.NTSF: TfPPTNS) 
MR. HIlI,LIS C MILI,F.R - 5" 
MR. J HAL~ "TLLEA - 41 
MRS. J HALE MILLER - 41 
(THETA HAAKLEROAD) 
MRS. JA"E~ I MILI.ER - 7~ 
"RS. JAMES r MILLER - 71 
MR. J.Me~ 0 MT •• L£P - 62 
MAS. J~MF.8 n M1LLF.R - 61 
(N[lR~A HAPPER) 
MR. JTNMy E MTLLER - 62 
MRS. JIMMY r. MILLER - 64 
(PHYLLIS GILSTRap) 
"R. JULr. I, "ILLER - 49 
MAS. JULE I, MTLLER - 50 
(JUDY HnGAN) 
MR, LESTF:R RAY MILLER - 'tJ 
MRS. Lr.STER RAY MILLER - 74 
(GATL I,YNN WELKER) 
DR. MARRF:Y L "TLLER - 43 
MRS. M~~REY L MtLLF.R - SS 
(HA"GF IILACK) 
OR. MARK ALLEN MILLER - 72 
MRS. RTCHARD H "ILLEA - 55 
(PATRICIA ANN SAMPSON) 
HR. RICHARD MTLLER - S9 
HRS . THO~AS AVON MILLER - 64 
(MARTHA ANN "ARWnl,) 
MRS. BII,I,Y MILLS - 54 
(JOYCE LEE LANGDn~) 
MRS. CHARtES L MILL~ - 61 
P<IDGET HIGGINS) 
H~. JaMES W MILLS - 1 
MRS. JAMF.S W MTtLS - 36 
(JTHMTE LEF. LAYTON) 
MA. JnF: THOMAS MILLS - 69 
MR. RnSEAT LEE ~TLLS - 60 
MRS. RORERT LEE ~TLLS - 58 
(SHY-LBY JEAN BRYANT) 
MR. ROBEPT REA MTLLspaUGH - 74 
MRS. WILLTA~ MTCHAEL MTLOM - 69 
(CAROLE 'ELTZABETH LEF:) 
MR. RaRRY THOMas MILTON _ 'n 
MTS5 PAMELa aLETA MILTON - 75 
MRS. Y.DWARO R MIMS - 41 
(MARY VIRGTNll MC DANIEL) 
MR. HUGH R MINGLE - 51 
HRS. HUGH R MTNGtE - 53 
(M JOY SMITH) 
MrsS HELEN VERNETTE "TNNS - 61 
MRS. S H MINOR - 38 
(ELSIE MAE HOPPER) 
MR. BnRRY JOE MITCHELL - 7n 
MRS. 1I0BRY JOE MITCHELL - 6] 
(MARTHA NELL MC GILL! 
MA. DONALD ROGER MITCHELL - 75 
MR. JERRY WAYNE MITCHELL - 59 
MRS. JEARY WaYNE MITCHELL - 62 
(RACHF.L JANE HaWKINS) 
HR. LARPY ROBERT MITCIIF.LL - 74 
MR. TOMMy C MITCHELL - 15 
MR. JO~EPH H[NRY MTTCHEN - 49 
MRS. JOSEPH HENRY MTTCHEN - 48 
(JUF- ZAZZI) 
MR. WILLIAM EDWARD "TTCHUSSON - 71 
MAS. NTLLIAM !DWARD MITCHUSSON - 71 
(BRENDA JO COMF.R) 
MRS. STEPHEN 0 MOBLEY - 78 
(PHYLLIS ~RIF. BOUNDS) 
HR. JACK MOCK - 51 
DR. RICHARD M MOCK - 61 
MRS. W VERLIN Mor'TTT - 56 
(JUaNITA FERN PRIIETT) 
MRS. TERRY MOK - 66 
(LUCY PO YUE WAH) 
MRS. JANET SUE MONG - l\ 
(JUET SUE GREGG) 
~ 
MilS. JOE T MONTGOMERY - 61 
II)_RL1';NE ray! LnWDEIt) 
MilS. MIeKAEL G MONTCOMERY - 1\ 
INANCY SUZAtlNE CLEVELANn) 
MRS. SYBIL TKORNTON MOODY - 56 
ISYBIL THORNTON THORNTON) 
Mil. JAMES 0 MOONEYH_M • 50 
MilS. JAMES 0 MOONEYHAM • 50 
IMARCAPET ELIZABETH CHArrIN) 
MISS ANN S MonRE • 15 
MR. lRL~Y E MOORE - 38 
MRS. 81LLY DON MonRE • 57 
I_NN ETT_ COOPER) 
MrsS CATHY JILL MOORE - 13 
HRS. CHARLES E MOORE • 66 
IWILHA FAYE MASTERS) 
MR. JAMES BERRY MOOIIE _ 68 
MR. JERRY R~F.CE MOORE • 71 
MR~ JESSE W MOOR~ - 49 
MR. JOSEPH WILLIAM MOORE • 59 
MRS. JOSEPH WILLIAM MOORE - 60 
(MARY LOU WILJ.TAHI<l 
MR. HARK EDWARD MnORp. • 74 
MRS. "ARK EDWARD -nORE - 74 
[MARY BETH "ILLTCAN) 
~R. paUL PAt,PH MOnRE - 54 
MTSS REBECCA ,AY MnORE - 76 
MR. VIfiTON WHERRY MnnR~ - 67 
MRS. vtSTON WHEPRY MnORE - 66 
(LJNOA LOU EDWARDS) 
"RS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MOORE - 65 
IJEANETTE RALLARn) 
MR. BRllr.F, "LLEN "'ORGAN - .74 
MR. CHARt.E:S '" I¥IORGA~ - 69 
MRS. I,ANEI,L -ORGa. - 64 
"'I=ts. PAnL F,owum "'ORGA~ - 6q 
(JAN CHESSHJR) 
MR. WILLIAM LAWRENC, MnRGAN - 58 
MRS. WILr.IAM LAWRENCe .ORGAN - 5q 
(.~Z~LL~ TFLCMIK) 
MR. BARRY LYNN .nRMAN - 76 
MRS. _RTMIIR "'OR~IS - 60 
(nIlNE flIIRHES) 
MR. CHA.RLF.S F:LIHII MORRIS - 50 
MRS. CHARLES nIHil ~ORRI,~ - 4A 
[EDNA RLANrHF HOOGE) 
~RS. CREF-O W MORRTS - ~o 
[GFnRGF. 5. HTE.STRA) 
MR. EIIGENF. "nAF-RT MORRTfi - 56 
MR. FREO JF.LKS MnpPlS - 29 
MR. JA"F.S ~F.LLY MnRRIS - 74 
"RS. JA.F5 kFLLY .ORRIS - 76 
[ARLENF. HIIGHES) 
MR. ,IOHN K "nRRIS - 70 
MR. JnHN LEE -nRRTS - 53 
"RS •• ARVIN L MnRRTS - 64 
[MARY HELEN CIl"NINGHAM) 
"'A. FUYMnNO S MOPR 15 • 59 
"RS. RAYMOND 5 MORRTS - ~o 
(SANnRA ANN DISCH) 
MR. ROSCO T MnRRIS - 58 
OR. WJLI,IAM ALFRED MnRRJS - 50 
MRS. WILI,TAM l!.FREn MORRIS - 50 
["ARY onRIS GJRSO~) 
MRS. JAMES T ~nRROW. 1) 
[ELLIS wOnnw·ARO) 
MRS. JaMFS H MORTON - 76 
(FRANCES MAXINE HOLLnWAY) 
""5. JOSEPH RAYMO"O MORTON - 61 
(WTL"A J~AN HOCkETT) 
fr4R. A€UflJ:N 0 ,",oprON - so 
MR. FOWAPO I. MOS8Y - SA 
"RS. !';nwlRO L MOS8Y - 59 
( .nRRTS) 
"R. Wt!.LU" MAY "nsp.R - 5) 
MRS. WILLTAM MAY MOSER - 51 
(ANNARF.LLF. JOHNSTON) 
MRS. RORERT N "OSLEY· 55 
[HF.I,EN LYNFTTE LtvTNGSTnN) 
MR. RnfllN LF.E MOSS - 74 
MRS. T G MOSS - 48 
(PlNATILEl "EURFR) 
"RS. WJLLI •• HowARn MOULTON - 44 
U:I,LEN GLAONrYl 
~R. DWTGHT PHILLIP!; MnWRER - 5\ 
~R. GAYLORD EI/GENE MnWAER • 59 ,,'\\!>. Il~'n.""" EI)CEl<r, "~WREA - 49 
(RETTY LOll I SE RHODES) 
"IS8 "AAJON ELIZABETH ~nXLEY • 75 
MR. ~npr.ST DEAN MOYER - 48 
MRS. FORr:ST DU~ MnY!:1I - 5 t 
("'ARY F.LIZ'RUH Mr.RRJTT! 
MR. WILL J AN DAVID ""LLEN - 70 
"RS. CARL TH~MA5 ~ULTP.A • 7) 
(P_TTY SUE SCHIRn) 
IIA. CEnRGE RANDALL MULVANEY - 76 
"RS. GEnACE RANnALL ""LVANEY - 76 
[REBECCA NAN RTLEY) 
"R. nAVTO RAYMOND MUNCY. 71 
"RS. DAVID RAYMnNll MUNCY • 71 
(ROBER'A CLEVELAND) 
NR. ~ARCUS KEnH IIUNCY - 75 
"RS. "ARCUS KEITH MUNCY - 75 
ITINA LAilllE II1NNAII) 
NTSS IUSU REHCC_ MURPlIREE - 76 
MR. JAMES OAKLEY MURPHY - 28 
Mila. JAMES OAItLEY MURPHY· 29 
(DORI8 SHULL) 
"R. EOIIARD EARL "URRAY • 75 
IIR. L_MaERT I':DII'''D "UPR" • 72 
MRS. LA"ftER'l ImWARD MURIIAT - 7] 
(ALICE MCUY SMIILDS) 
MAS. MALCOLM "UllRAT • 46 
(,.lYET,. COLE"") 
~A. "ICHAEL HOIIARD ",Ulllln • n 
MAa. MICHAEL HOwa", "UIIRTE • l2 
hIlC·QUELYN DALE DUNSIIORTH) 
"R. RODNEY CLAUDE "YEllS • 75 
"RI. ROOIIEY CUUK "YE,,- • 75 
(811ENDA GAIL HINEI) 
"R. JERII' lin MYM'.. - 11 
"liS. JERRY AAy MTM.. . 7' 
(VIRGINIA nl_E DfTrt) 
"AS. THOIIAS II11ICHT U80Ra - It 
(MARU .. RUSHloL) 
"". JACf{ NADE.U • U 
"RS. JAC' NAD!'U • 46 
(UTHIITN DAUE) 
"". TED Or.E NADEAU - 50 
"RI. TED DEE "'OE'U • 50 
(BnTY JEa. HARPEII) ' 
Mil. HERIIERT IPIIUKLIM ULLEY • \ 
MRS. DONALD P N.NCE - 7) 
(GLOAI' JEAII TUeJEIII 
"RS. JAIIIES It IIAIICE • .. 
IMTTYE JEU S~ITH) 
MTIIS LINPA SUE IIAAAY - n 
MISa PATAtcU JO N_,," • 69 
"liS. JAMr.S JAY N_," • 56 
(LOII_ LAW-RNE HASH) 
"A. WILLIAM V L NATIONS. 48 
NISS AARURA GllIL ",YLOR - 14 
Mil. EIIGENE !'RED NEAOING - 71 
MilS. EUCF.NE rRED MEADING - 70 
(OOUl LEE 'LnERSON) 
11111. CH_ALES ADRERT NUL· 11 
"RS. CHOLES RO~EAT NEAL. 72 
(IIU,( VAIL GEER) 
MR. G_ARY CT. EN. NEAT. • n 
HItS. CARRY GLF.HN HUL • 10 
(IIAAILYN GAIL COOPER) 
"R. AORER' GRn" Nr.ELY - 70 
IIR. R08ER' C NEIL. 12 
~RS. RnREAT G NnL • )] 
(M_RTIIA WAUr.A) 
IIR. ME"NETII Vr.RN NELLER - 76 
"RII. UNNJ:TH VERN Np.LLn - 15 
[lURRAAA ANN ~AANML n) 
MISS 8ARRAA_ ANN NELSON - 76 
IIA. JT~"Y LYIIN NP.LIIO" - 61 
liAS. Jt"'" LYNN NELsnll. - 6) 
(EVELYN RUTH COLE) 
"US ."TIIA rlllSl NELSON • &5 
DII. TERRY WaYMF. NELSON - ~1 
TlRII. tEA.Y OYNF. MEl, SON - 6J 
IPa,a, ANII ALLYSn,,) 
MRS. STIN NJ:Ur.NSCHOIIIM!Tt - 60 
(ftEeWY INN RaACA"Tr.,,) 
Mil. _LIIERT JF.lN NEUHAua - 61 
IIISS AL '~F. rAYr. ItElIM:RAY • 7J 
IIISS MAAY CU'HF.RINE TlEWIIF.lIRT - n 
1111. HUG" 0 NENCO .... 51 
MRS. IIlIGH D NENCIIIII - 51 
!MAAY JO · WALKER) 
DR. DAVID ROllE1IT IF.NI'!'LL • 62 
lilt. JF.IIIIT "all "~1I • 72 
... ,,_ DaN." ,I'Y IIIM50 •• ,. 
MAS. OAII"T lilY NEWSOM - 74 
[8ARBlRA SUE K!eK) 
, "A. SInNG SIF.W NG - 14 
MRS. SIONG SlEW NG - 17 
(Ln.y All KENG YONGI 
MRS. JnHN ,. NICHnLS - 35 
(JESstE "I[ BEAN) 
IIR. LOREN JOSEPH NICHnLS - 50 
"RS. SHIRLEY JEAN NIr.MT • 15 
MA. JOHN ~ IIIESTAOT - 59 
IIRS. JOHN r NIESTAOT - 59 
(JUANICP: DU.L) 
MR. nANNT IIORRIS NIX - 61 
MISS JnQUITA 8ETH NIX - 75 
MRS. ALLEN NORLE • 49 
[,lOYCE JACQUELINI'! JONES) 
MR. LUCIAN DWIGHT NOBLE· 75 
IIR. KENNETH H NOLAND ·,55 
MRS. KENNETH H NOLAND - 56 
(RAMONl ANN THOMPSON) 
MRS. WILLIAM J NnLES - 60 
[NAN IIAURINE LUSK) 
MR. JACK BERTEN NORRIII - I 
DR. KENNETH TI"nTHY NORTH - 66 
MR8. KF.NNETH TIMOTHY NORTH - " 
(SHJRLEY OTMPLF. GENTRY) 
MR. GARY JOHN NORTHAM - 69 
MRS. GARY JOHN NORTHAM - 70 
[JANICE UY MC CLUGGaGE) 
MRS. KATHRYN JUNE NORTON - 7\ 
(KUHRYN JUNE MC VET) 
1111. JAMES TEARY NORVILLE - 70 
MR. HaAOLD E NORWOOD - 59 
MRS. HAROLD E NORWOOD • 59 
(ANN BELUE) 
MRS. FRANK NOVAl( • 45 
[SALLY _NNE AMMERMAN) 
MRS. JAMES 5 NUGENT - 50 
(MARY sur. SAUNDERS) 
1111. S.TORU NUMAJIRI • 55 
"R. JOHN W_RREN NUNNALLY - 49 
MRS. JOHN "ARllEN NUNNALLY. 4' 
IMARIAN JAN!: SONGER) 
RA. MARVIN LEE NOTT - 71 
MRS. GRI':TCHEN LORENa NUTTALL - 69 
(CRETCHEN LORN"A BARNES) 
MR. JnNlTMAN IAOELF.KANYl NIIOKEH - 12 
"RS. JONATHAN IRO!LEUNYA NWOKEH • 75 
(RUTH IHEOINMA) 
MRS. WI LL UM H OAKLEY - 54 
(LOU MYRLA RUSSELL) 
MISS MAAGUERt"r! E 0' BAlIION - 42 
MR. IIILLIAM EDCAR 0' DANIEL. 60 
MR. AATHUR LEI)WICK OOEN • n 
MRS~ OLEN ODDEN· 40 
(JEWEL 8LACKBIIRN) 
OR. CLOICE E._ OOOM - 57 
MRS. ROBERT WAYNE OETTING - 69 
(!LEU CAltOL MADDOX) 
MR. JACK B OHOLENOT - 50 
MRS. BEN JOSEPH DLlIltCHT - 57 
(AGNES II TAYLOR) 
MR. OlEN OWICH' OLBRICHT • 54 
HRS. -8ILL WATN! OLDHAM - 1\ 
(IIONOA R UNDERWOOD) 
MISS BARBAAA UN OLIVER - 71 
MR. GEORCE H OLIV!R - 57 
MRS. GEORCI!: H OLIVER. 60 
(EVA JOY VINSON) 
MR. R08ERT LUE OLIVER •• 1 
MA. GLENN CLTDE OLNEY - H 
MR. CHARLES IIUTON OLREE - 54 
MRS. CHaRLEII WALTON OLN:E - 55 
(MIRUM ELLA DRAPER) 
OR. HARRY 0 OLAEE • 5J 
MRS. HARRY 0 OLREE • 59 
(CHARLOTTE JOY EDWARDS) 
MR. JAMES CLENN OLII!! - SO 
MRS. JAMES GLENN OLR!! • 51 
I NELCEME ~OR!Sr.!) 
MISS CAROLYN RUTH OLSEN • H 
011. "IKE ELKINS O'NEAL· 61 
MRS. MIKE ELKIIIS O·NE.L - 1S 
(NANCY LOUIS! LnENOER) 
MRS. 5 M O'NEAL - 68 
(CAIIOLE LYNN IROIlN) 
OR. DENNIS MICHAEL ORGAN. 66 
MRS. DEIINIS "I~HAEL ORCAN - 67 
(SHERRY LEE BALTHROP) 
MA. CLENN ! OACAN - 57 
MR. NEAL ALAN ORG.N • 76 
MRS. NEAL ALAN ORCAN .; 75 
I ELIIIA RUTH ll00Da) 
. "liS. NEAL ALlN ORGAN - 75 
MRS. IIElL ALAN OIlGA" - 76 
MR. JACJ[ I. ORR· 6J 
NRS. JACK L ORR· 62 
(BARIIARA JE,N DUIILING) 
MRS. w. E. OIlR - 55 
(BONNIE NC.DlMS) 
MRS. ELBERT ORSBORN • 59 
UNNIE DEEN BERRY) 
Mil. CAilL RODEIIICK OSBOANE - 69 
MRS. C_RL 1I0DERICK OS80RNE • ,. 
I MAlty LOU cu.) 
"". DDliALD LIE OSBOANE • 61 
"RS. STAtiLE' oaO"_J • Sf 
[MARTII. t:IIOIIELL) 
MR. U'IIED LOIIEN osnLD • 61 
Mil. EDWARD eNAItLES OSIIALO - 69 
"". nAN J OTTINGE_ • J2 
"'II. MEIITON OUOEII.URI[ - n 
IURB.II. WRLEII, 
IIR. SOL~ _en IMI7I.III • 65 
""". SOLOMON NOIlG'" OU"'AII • 55 
IJIJI)JTH LYNN ELLlOft' 
MR. EUCI'!NE TIIO .... OUlYI • 56 
IIRS. EUGE"E T"OMAS ouzya • 55 
IM •• Y OLI,,! ,un.AD' 
"Ra •. ( ! nVEII ... EET • 46 
(EI,B!RTA 1111.11._) 
MRI. H'RV':' IIOCII. 0tI!. - 62 
!BETT)' LOU HlIfeKIIIS) 
lilt. "AlllOII 0 OWEIII - 54 
IItsS .. " LOUI" PACE - 7. 
1111. OILE II.ATEL PACE • 56 
MRS. D'LE IIARTtL P~E - I 
, (DOIII8 ... GRI .... ' 
"liS. IIILLIA" 0 PACI • 6\ 
INORII, GENE POlIELLI 
IIIR. CARY EDIEL '.OEN • 76 
MAS. G.II, ImSEL ,_nn - 14 
ISHAIION ELAINE BIIOOI[I) 
Oil. PAUL A PADEN - .. 
MRS. RUSS!'!LL " PAil!: - 42 
(D!ROIIDA 11110) 
DR. CH.RLEIf " parlE - J7 
MAS. CHAALEa " "tilE - Jl 
(MARY IfILNOOK) 
Q. RI~HAIID EUL PAINE. 76 
MISS nCTOIIU HAROIIIG PAtllr. • n 
MR. WILTON NOVrY panTF.R - A9 
11115. ROal'!n P.L"AREZ • 76 
(PlM!L. OARLEN" MULVAlltT 
MilS. C!:nAGE II. '1 Lilt" - . 47 
IHEL"N LUCILI,E SIIITH) 
IIR. JON 5IIIPsnN PARHA" • 74 
MRS. JON SI"PSON PUHAM - 74 
(JAIfET LEE WHITE) 
MR. TOMIIY LEE PlRlSH • 55 
"". CHARLF.S HEIIAY PARKF.R - 61 
Nil. CHARLES LESLTE PAUFA - 71 
IIRS. CH.ALES L':SL1" PARK!A • 7J 
(PU'I'Y ANN WESTI 
Mit. CUATlS LYN .. P"RKfl:A - 76 
MRS. CORTlIl I,YNM PARKER · - 16 
(C_ROL ANN CAMPIIELL) 
1111. ERnN IlDElN PARKEII • 53 
1111. JileK CLI"",N PARKEIt - 51 
"". JAMEII PATtEASON PlAKER - n 
MItS. JAMES PATTEASON PARln:R - 72 
(PlULA KAY IIITTINGl 
MilS. JAIII!S WILLIAM PAAKEA - 4t 
(MYIIENE IIILLtlMl1 
MISS IIAIIY ol~OUELIH PARII'P.R - 16 
Mil. RUISELL E PARKER • 72 
""I. AUSSELL E P_RKER - 7J 
(UNCT UIlEIf II!lllC:EII' 
Mil. IIILL RO~I .. ItIIE" - U "II.. WELDON MCnoNALD PARKt~ - 6' 
1fR. LULU HOIlAAI) PlIlKS - 71 
Mill. LESLIE """lAD P.RKS • 71 
(REBECCI .NWI II.GHETTO) 
1111. C.RAl' II.,"E ""AtsH • 6t 
MIla. C.IIR' IIUNE P_1M - 'I 
lol_IIE! LEICH BllOW-l 
""S. P.UGENE It pAR~ATN • 5J 
MRS.. II!SLE! ,.TCIlELL - 41 
(I_r.NE IIICKMAN) 
"It. JAM!S llOYD PATE - 70 
MRS. J_IIES ROYO P.TE - 74 
IPItJIIELA ,NN MILLS) 
IIA. JOSEPH L PATE· 63 
MilS. JOSEPH L PATE • 64 
(NONA JIlOY EPPERSON I 
MISS NlDJNr. HnWARO paTE • 57 
NR. BILL PATH - 58 
MRS. BILL PATH - 58 
(WINIFRED LEE ROC~RS) 
HRS. 'ELIX EUGENE PATTERSON - 6\ 
(JUDY CAROLYN DISHNER) 
MRS. J D PATTERSON • 4] 
(8ElTIIICE ELLIS) 
MR. MIC"'EL OALr. PATTERSON - 14 
MR8. MICHAEL DALE PATTERSON - 76 
(KaTHY EL.JNE ~AIR) 
IIR. R08ERT ALLEN PATTERSON - 61 
MA. JIMMY ELORIDCE PAUL - 67 
MRS. JIIIMY ELDAIOGE PAUL - fi7 
(BETH FRANCES STARLING) 
MR. MICHAEL RAY PAYNE - 7\ 
MRS. MICHAEL RAY PAYNE. 11 
(DtBROAH LYNN "TNDM_N) 
MR. CLARENCE ARTHUR PEARC! - 58 
MRII. CLARENCE ARTHUR P~ARCE • 5A 
(PATSY ANN PARKER) 
IIR. BILLY OIlKE PEIfRCY - 65 
MRS. BILLY DUKE PEARCY - 67 
[BRENO. JOYCE ELLIOTT) 
MR. ROBEAT aCE PF.ARCY - 65 
MR8. ROAERT ACE PEARCY • 66 
(LINDl ELATNE R08INSON) 
MRS. H 8 PEAALF. - 43 
IERMYL MC ,.AODEN) 
IIR. BILLY JACK PEARSON - 54 
MRS. RILLY JACK PEARSO~ - 54 
(ALMA LORENE LEMMONS) 
MR. CHARLES Lr.ROY PEARsnN - 52 
MilS. CHARLES LEROY P£lRSON - 49 
I LENA RUTH STORY) 
MR. RICHARD EDWARD PECK - 64 
MRS. RICHARD P.OIIARD PECK • 62 
(MARGAIIE' JEaNINE KNOWLr.s) 
MJSS MARY KATHLEEN PEDEN - 75 
MISS GWENDOLYN KAY pEOIGn - 12 
MISS 8ETTY LEA PEEBLES - ~6 
MR. DaVID "COUIODY PEE8LES - 66 
OR. L_RRY MASON PEEBLES - 60 
MAS. LARRY .. asON PEEBLES - 61 
[PATRICIA MAYNARD) 
IIA. MILTON H PEEBLES· )4 
MRS. IITLTON II PEEBLES. )6 
(NANNIE kATHERINE "CQIITOOY) 
MR. SAMur.L W PEEBLES • 70 
MRS. SA"UEI, W PEEBLES· 13 
[MARTHA SI/ZANNE JONES) 
MRS. JAIIES 0 PENDLETON - 71 
(.NGELl DUNE HAWKS) 
MISS VICKIE SUE PENICK - H 
IIR. OERRELL GLEN PF.PPER - 76 
MISS JUDITH KlY PERKINS. 15 
MR. PHJLIP EIIIIIN PERKINS • 52 
MR8. ~HTLIP ERWIN PERkINS - 52 
(ELLF.N JnYCE BURT) 
nR. JERAY DALE PERRIN - 56 
MRS. JERRY DALE PERAIN - 5A 
(JANIS aNN LYL£S) 
HISS JUDY LENORA PERRY - 12 
HR. NOVIE ClRL PERRY· 71 
HRS. NOVl!: CAllI. Pfl:RRY • n 
[PATRJCIA ALENE TIPPTNS) 
MISS LINDA MARll PF.TERS - 76 
MR. RAYMONO STACY PETEAS • 15 
MRS. RAYMONn STACY PF.TEAS • 15 
(MARY KATHRYN "C KINNEY! 
NRS. ALAN RICHARD PE'ERS~N - 63 
[RURY VIOLET PETr.RS':N) 
MR. BTLLY GEORG! PfoTERSON - 76 
"R. JO"N R PETREF- 5~ 
IIRS. JOHN R PETREE - 57 
ICLARA NELL WATERS) 
MAS. CEORGE PETTJGREII • 4A 
(DIXIE LEE OIloLARD) 
NR. BILLY WALKER PETTY • 49 
MR8. 8ILIoY WUKF:R PETTY. 47 
(CUUOIA RUTH PRUF.TT) 
MR. JOHN ERNEST PETTY - 76 
MRS. JO"N ERNEST PETTY - 7S 
(CAROL BETH pALHER) 
"R5. J GUY PF.TIlAY - 4n 
(L!)Il0IN! CO'HRIt) 
MR. DENNIS ORIE PEUCM • 64 
MRS. O~NNJ5 nPIE PEIIGH - 66 
[EDTTH ANNF n~ Hn~~) 
~RS. DnN~Ln P"FGLF:Y • 4R 
(MTI,nR!O MARTE T~f'f'I'.R"I,LF.R) 
MRS. VJCTnp PIITLTPPT - 7~ 
[nnNHA rAYF. ~TLLT.CfiLF.Yl 
MR. O~NlLO HlADT PHILI,IPS - 76 
"RS. ERN£ST A P"ILLTPS - 49 
[!'RANCES LOUlSE BORNSC"I;EGI':L) 
OP. ,)l~I!'S M PHILI,fp~ • 59 
IIR. JE""Y UV PHILLTPR - U 
"P. sn:PM~n CLII''I'ON PHILLJPS - 74 
"RS. STEPH~N CI,If'TON PNILLIPS - 75 
(RORIN CHERn GaT) 
"RS. INEZ M PTr.KF.NS • 46 
(TNE~ " I,~"NnN) 
MRS. ROGER A PICKENS - &1 
("ESTER IIERLE cn,.,. ... ) 
MR. NA1.Tl!R OAI,! PICKENS - 11 
MilS. WALTP:R OlLE PICK"NS - ,. 
(LINDA LOll CHISAM) 
HR. KUIITIS ONICNT PTCKER • 76 
"R8. KI"'T18 OWIC~T PII"KI':R - n, 
(ROKY UTIREN HOUTClfENS) 
"P. ,U"ES LlWPENCr. PJGG • 74 
MRS. JA.ES LAWRENCI': PIGG - 16 
(PHYLI,IS ,IAN CU'WI 
IIU. JUI,IUS S pJI.cpnll • U 
(IIARTE LOI/tar. THnRNT~TlI 
MRS. JAIIES PATRICM PINCHA" • 62 
IWIL.A IaEIIE HUNNICUT?) 
MR. HAROLD II PINJ[STOII • " 
Mil. DaVID MAIOILTnN PITCM,.OAD - 6~ 
liltS. DAI/Ut HAMILTON PIT!:H'!)PO - 1ft 
(SANDR> L!:F. au THF.U 
"R. GARY LEE PITCH'ORn - fiR 
Mil. ROIIERT nP:NNTS PIT!".,nRn - 1& 
MUS LOUISE PIT.F:R - 41 
IIRS. MARY PIUER • 31 
r"ARY NEAL) 
"". PAIIL IIARTTN PITT - 67 
Mill. PAIII, IIARTU PITT - n 
(SHARON IIARL""E HUNHTCII'T-T) 
MA. C"AItLF.~ PTTTMAN • 54 
Mil. JaME~ W PIns - 4" 
MRS. J_MES W PITTS,- .. 
(RERA "RANCES DORSF.,() 
MR. CEORGI'; H PLEDGER • 51 
IIISS !)EIIORAH tEE PLIlII - 70 
MR. IIICHlEL VAil PLUMM!A • 61 
MRS. MICHAEL UN PLIIIIMER - 10 
(SHARON ELAINF. LISLE) 
MR. LUTK!A LAMAR PLITNKET - U 
MRS. WALTER I. PODEIN - 66 
I .. RANCES LIN!':TTE ROSRINGI 
OA. JACK DEAN POLAND - 52 
MilS. JlCK OElN POLUD - " 
(BEPT". SITE ALLEN) 
OR. DONlLO MnllAPD POL~ - 69 
MilS. DONlLD "OWAIIO pnLK • ,_ 
(REB!':CCA JUE HOLT) 
IIRS ... IT,TON 0 POOLI': • 44 
!THELIIA S'll TH) 
"R. IISN J POIlTEP - 60 
IIRS. BEN J PORTER - I 
(L!YAN INDYJ~) 
MISS .. AITH pnATr.A - 46 
MA. JEIIIIY DEAN POR,",1t • 56 
IIIIS. JERn O~AN PORTER - 56 
(PECGY ANN FUTRELL I 
-IIRS. CLT"F'ORD pn1"fEll • 50 
(EUNICE ROIIF.llTA COOPER) 
Mil. N tCf{ POULOII - 6\ 
MAl. NICK POll LOS - 6] 
(JUDY CAIIOLT" HASTINGII) 
Mil. C "IIEELr.1I POUNDS - 65 
"RS. NEIL POUNDS - 66 
(".IIY LOU " .. REU) 
Mlal DE8nRA" ANN POIIELL • 16 
IIA. E.RL DEA" PO~ELL - 65 
MRS. ClIIl LO POWELL - ., 
(CONllIE KAY KlNeAIIE) 
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MR. RICHARD O'BRIAN iOOWP:LL - 7\ 
"RS. RICHAIIO n 'BRYAN POIIELL - 77 
10IANA LE.H ROSE) 
MR. STe:PH_N KELLY PnYE' • 15 
HRS. STEPHAN KP.LLY POY~T • 76 
IRO~~"ARY COLLINII) 
MRS. JO"N POYNOR - )3 
(EVA JOHNSTON) 
"A. J_M!S N PRATT - 63 
~RS. JlMF.S N PRA'PT - 62 
(ESTER FAY! ENGUNO) 
MR. WILLIAM OSCU PUTT - 14 
MISS CAYLE LYNN PRr-scnTT - 74 
"R. NOR~AN caRROL PRESTnN - 6) 
MAS. NnRMAN CAAIIOL PRESTON - 64 
[ANN ELIZABETH CRAWrORO) 
MRS. LARRY W PRr.WJTT • 6R 
(WTLNA ELLF-N T_YLOR) 
MRS. CI,EO PRIAA - )7 
(HF.LFN MORGAN) 
M~. LIJK~ P~lR~ • 2q 
MRS. cr.nRGE PRTC~ - 71 
(JEANNE MARJE CNA"fIl.EE) 
ORS. JAMES PEPRY PRICE - 61 
(KlTHP.RYN r.ARnL MADnOX) 
MR. 5A~MY nOYLE PRTC! - 60 
MR. A EARL PRIF.ST - 42 
!lA, Or.AN RLAr.K'W~N PAlEST - 61 
MRS. DEA~ BLACKBURN PRIF~T - 58 
(CAROLYN p~GlIn 
"'''5. ('jOY PRINCE· 6!1 
(MENOA RnOGJ:Rfi) 
~R. Or.RLJN RfoX PRTOR - 66 
MRS. MERLIN REX PRTOR - 65 
(,IA"F.T R ~D.MER) 
MR. J~gL ~RAY PPJTC~~TT - ~, 
MR. TIMOTHY ~F._N PRITCHPTT - 70 
'MRS. TIMOTHY DEAN PRJTCHETT • 70 
(RTTA GENF. TAnnR) 
MJS5 0 LAVONNF PROCTnR - 61' 
MRS. CHARLTF. .AVNF. PRnp~T - 66 
(SANORA L fi"ITH) 
DR. JOSF.PH ~ PRYOR - )7 
"RS. JOSF.PH E PRYOR - 46 
(B£SSIF. MAE LF.DAF.T1'ER) 
DR. NEALE THnMAS PRynR - 56 
MRS. NEALF THOIIAs PRYOR - 66 
. [TREVA Lnll TP.RREI,L) 
11155 GAYN'A LYNN PlICK",T - 76 
"TSS PATTYE LOVF. PlIRYEAR - )7 
MRS. A F' PIJ!1KA - 29 
(nnRn.THY MILlfERl 
MR. fIULY RlY PYLE - n 
~RS. PAMONNA .JANE QUALI,S - 70 
(AA~n~A JlN~ SAMPLE) 
"R. RnRF.RT OFAN OUALI,S • 61 
fo4AS. RnRF.AT OF-AN ~IIAt.L~ - 6l 
(A"NFTTE OAVTS) 
MAS. J"HN K QUATM_H ~ 70 
(LYNN FLLFN !"L05T~RMAN) 
""AS. WJ1.LIAM R QUIGl,EY - &4 
(KARF.N ANN MnCKl 
MT55 R"RRARA ~'EANN£ ,UE - 52 
"RS. CHARI,ES FDWARD UG~OAT,E - 72 
(REVERLY ROSSFN! WJSHAO) 
MR. P!)RTER CLAXTnN RAGSDALE - 65 
"RS. WTLLTAM CHARL!~ RAINWATP.R - 6R 
(SHr.RYT, I,YNN DElT! 
~RS. FREDRIC AlkNFSS - 64 
(SHARnN rAn PHII,LJPS) 
MRS. LF.STER 0 RALSTON • 71 
(8FTTY JP.AN WATTS) 
"Rs. ELIIonD r R A"SU • 4) 
(.ARE!, GUCE TURNAGE) 
MR. RICHAPn DEAN RaMfiEY - 4q 
MRS. RICHARD DEAN lIl"sn • 49 
[VIRGINIA ISBEL MARRIS) 
HR. ALRF.R' LACY RANDALL - 7) 
~RS. lLR~RT LACY RANDALL· 7J 
(SHY-RRYL NOI,a "ATTINGLY! 
MR. KP.LI,Y D RUDOLPH - 59 
MRS. KF.LLY 0 RANDOLPH - TO 
(~EL"A RnSE SANDS) 
"'''. LEO CT.EN" I"'NDOLPH • 66 
"RS. Lr.O GLENN RANDOLPH. 67 
[JaNIC~ ~ARTE B_RRYl 
MRS. W J AANDOLPH - 4D 
[HARY E FaRIS) 
MAS. CEORGE RASOR - 41 -
(BLONDP.L-L WE8~) 
"R. WTLLI;''' ~REGOPY RATLI'" - 71 
"RS. WILLIAM GIIECORY RlTLI" - H 
(NANCY CAROL In''NSON) 
"ISS nORp.NCE HaRH: RAuwnATH - 62 
"RS. JOSEPH FRANrT5 IIAY • 69 
INlNCY JlN CHAP"AN) 
Mil. Gr.ORGE DALE ~F.lGlN • 49 
"liS. GEnRGE IlAI,E IIElGAN • 50 
(ANTONJA' SPIRO) 
MA. LARRY JOF. RE'CAN - 76 
MR. ~ANCE Gf:ORCE RI':ACAN - 74 
~RS. RANCE GEORG~ REACAN - 74 
(RRENOO JO HASSLER) 
HR. JERRY LY,", ItEAV~S • 67 
HRS. JEAAY LTNII RElVES - 67 
lIIIlAlLYNN '"'IIP.SSA DUD.) 
"". AOY ALLU TlEAnS • 65 
HA. JOr. I. RECTOR - )9 
HRS. JOE I, RECTOR - 42 
(RII,.H VTNCLI"G) 
DR. NANCT ,.AYE RECTOR - 66 
IIR. JIM 0 Rr.DOING • 61 
""8. ROBEIIT L RED,~n - 56 
(JIIDtTH A ... ONEil) 
loR. GARY IlEAN R!DlNGU - 66 
IIRS. C_"Y DEAN Ar.DINGER - 65 
(sHIALEY JEAN LJNlIIIT.tR) 
"RS. GERALD II RE"D • 75 
[PAHII!LA CAAOL Me: DANIEL) 
MRS. MOIIIIlS REED • J2 
ICH"IUINr. C.RftINE TE"PLE) 
MISS SlIApnN LOllISE IIn_ • 7, 
IITas ELIZHETH AlIN IlEI!L - 71 
l1li .• DENN" _I,AII RnfB - lJ 
!III. CEORCr. LYNN II!t!Vr.S - 61 
"". NElL" RE!YES • 51 
"ISS IInRNA Lnu AEI'!n:1 - 1) 
III!. J_Mn !lAir IlEnOl,DT • H 
II1II8. JAMES Max Rt:JROLDT • 12 
!TAts UY ANTLEY) 
MRS, r;EORC! CARLaND Af!ID - 51 
(MEL!!:. RO'l'H) 
MRS. SID REtIoLY - 57 
(~ARY 0 GOINS) 
M,S. AAY"OND RETSIl. 11 
(DEBORAH LtJGH OOCCET'I'! 
"US DIlNA LYNN REN"RO - 69 
IIR. DAVTD ERII'-S'I' IlEVr.. - 10 
MRS. OAVII) r.RNIS' REVEll • 70 
(F.LIZARnH JAlIE RENNETtI 
MR. THr.OOORr. CLE"" REVES - 70 
MRS. 'l'HII;OOORE GLf:NN AEVF.8 - 11 
(WANDA SIJP: "LETCHER) 
"liS. CEnRCE II PrYNQT.OS - 42 
(ODElli FLOYD) 
IIA. JANF:S AYoGINALD RP:YNOLns - 62 
IIRS. JlMr.s Rr.CIN'LD REYNOLDI - 62 
IJlIDtT" H!NORICK) 
MR. LESLIE CENE REYNOLDS. l\ 
MRS. LI':SLJE GENE REYN~L~S • 71 
lItATHI.Y-EN DIANI': THOR"I/RN) 
"R. PHJLIP ClIRTtI RHOlll~ - 72 
HRS. PHTtIP CURTIS IIHOADS - l\ 
(r.IIILY ItAY SHRO_DSI 
MRS. GRM RHOOr.S - 49 
("II,DRf.D CLEO WIRRAITTON) 
Mit. HIICH H RHnOES • 4D 
MA. JESS L RHODES - 19 
"ItS. JESS L RHnor.s • 40 
IPAULJNE _Ell) 
MA. PHILIP AHODr.. - \ 
IIRS. JER_LD N Plep. - 62 
(DOAOT"Y JU_NF.LL WAL~ER) 
IIRS. IIILLUM F. RICF. • 59 
(ROS!: "ARIr. JOII!S~ 
MR. IIDODRnN PICE • )6 
"AS~ IInl)OllOll RICE • J9 
MRS~"~:~~~ ~~:::) llreti - 14 
IPHYLLIS EU1NE PHILLIPS) 
HAS. AOf "JI,U.~ -AT~HlRDS - 42 
(YI'!D' •• IIE BDAGE) 
"R. SCOTT aLlN. nCHAADS - 76 
"". CHARLES EUGERE II1CHAIIDItIN - l\ 
MilS. C"ARLES r.OCII!NE .It:IIAAD_ ,- l\ 
ICELU IN. NElVn ) 
MA. CLAUDE A AICHA_ • 45 
"RS. JlC~IE I) RICHARDSON • 65 
(RAF.NDA " IIESTFALL) 
HR. J!)HN "CKINNEY RICHARDSON • 13 
MR. IInRGAN A RICH_RO~ON - 55 
MRS. MOACAN A RICHARO!;ON • 57 
(CUIIOEAN ANDr:;; KINell 
lOR. TF.RRY CPUG PICHAROSON - 71 
IIRS. nnAlS JlNr. RICHESTN - 5) 
(DORIS JINE RICE) 
MTSS MAPT"A LYNN AICH~Y - 68 
"R. PAUl, DnN AIC"ET - 75 
IIRS. PAUL DON RTCHEY - 76 
(DP:RORAH NELL B_RNETT) 
~R. CLAAENCE L RTCHMOND • 50 
"RS. CI.AIIENCr. L AI~HNONO • 52 
IVALLE BETH HORTON) 
"R. LARRY MAliK RICHMOND • 74 
MRS. LARRY ~ARK RICHMOND • 74 
(CYNTHll ~UE 0' NElL) 
MR. Lr.STER ANDERSON RICH~ND - 66 
DR. JnHN DELBERT IIICJ[ETT __ 66 
MRS. JOHN OELBEltT IIICKETT - 66 
[JANICP. ~U~ lKIN) 
~R. RONALD ~UG!NE RIES - 7' 
"RS. PONALO ElIGENE RIES - n 
[LESA MARTIN) -
MR. HARVEY W RICGS - 2! 
MRS. HARVE-Y W RIGGS - 26 
(AI,ICE GRAY) 
MRS. KA'HERINr. RIGGS - I 
MR. WIL"EP GLENN RI~ARO • 67 
MRS. IIILMP.R GLENN IIIURO • 71 
(DORLEA FR.NCES DOIIDY) 
MRS. "JCHAEL L RILEY • 74 
[SARAH GAY BONLING) 
MR. RICHARD I. RILEY - 60 
MRS. RICHARD L RILEY· 59 
(P_ULA ANN RICKARD) 
MISS SALLY MAE RJLEY • 71 
MRS. HOWARD H PIMER - 75 
[~EVERLY JO LINDER) 
MISS PA'RICTA OIANNE RIPSKT - 15 
"R. HARPY RURNS RISINGER • 6W 
MRS. "ARRY BURNS RISINCER - 69 
(JANICE P'AY ROBINSON) 
MR. Lr.STF.R LEE RISNER - 6] 
MRS. I,EST!':R LEE RISNER - 68 
(PEGCY ANN MIDDLETON) 
MR. ANDY T R!TCHIF. • 56 
MRS. ANOT T RITCHIP: • 57 
[PHYLLIS J ROBERTSON) 
~PS. ANDY T RITCHtE - 50 
' (KATHRYN CULLUM) 
MR. EDWARD CULLUM RITCHIE· 59 
MRS. EDWARD CULLUM RITCHIE· 61 
IANNE ELIZABETH J[IRK) 
MR. WELDON AUIIAA RITCHIE - 71 
MRS. WELDON AUIU R!TCHIE - I 
(LYNOIA KAYE IIRIGHT) 
~RS. RICH.RO PIVERS - 69 
("AAILYN LAVERNE KRAPE) 
MR. CARL C ROACH - 39 
11115. CARL C ROACH - 19 
[~!RIr.N _COUIDOY) 
MR. JAMES DWICHT AOB8 - 66 
MRS. JAIIF.S DWIGHT ROB8 - 66 
18ETTY JAN! SPENCER) 
MISS KARIN LESLIE A08BINS • 69 
IIRS. JANIS ROBEIISON - a9 
(-JANIB NEAL) 
MIl. PHILIP STANLEY R08ERSON • 69 
MRS. PHILIP STANLEY ROBE 115 ON _ 70 
(SaRA NELL AOPEA J 
OR. WARD BAYCE 1I0B!RSON - 61 
MRS. WARD IIRYCE ROBERSON. 70 
(RACHEL ANN RIYERS) 
"R. HUGH ROY ROBEPTS • 60 
"RS. Jr.RRY II RORERTS - 58 
(aNNE SEAY! 
MR. LAWRENCE MOWARO AORERTS - 52 
MR. LEX ROBERTS • 41 
HRS. LEX R08ERTS - )8 
(lNr.z DAVIS) 
IIRS. THOM_S KEITH ROBERTS • 72 
I JUDY M ANDREWS) 
MRS. H W ROBERTSON - 59 
ILILLIAN MILLER) 
MR. LEIIIS EOIllN RDBERTSON - 6\ 
"R. MARVIN HILLIAAD ROIIERTSOII _ 69 
MRS. IIIARVIN HILLIARD AOBEIITSON - 68 
(HJRnKO SA"DO) 
"R. WILLIAM DALE R08ERTSON - 49 
HA. WTLLIAII T ROBEIITSON - n 
"R. HaAVY A ROflINS • 45 
MRS. HARVY A ROBINS - 49 
(GLENOYN,. "CLEOn) 
MRS. GROVEA C RO~INSON - 52 
(MATTIF. LOU CEEA) 
MRS. JTM~IE ROBINSON. 76 
(0,"_ ELLIS ItI~MMONO) 
MA. KENNETH CENE R08TNSON • 5] 
MRS. KtNNETH Cr.Nr. ROBINSON - 51 
(ELSIE ItA! V~") 
IIR. THOIIAS DANIEL 1I0BJNSON • 71 
HitS. DENNU C ROBISOIf - II 
(BETTY ANIf SIMMONS) 
MR. JOHN IIf'.aLEY AOClCIIOLO • 74 
"". EOWAAO IIllIaLO~ AOCKWF.LL • 5. 
"RS. EOIIlRII WIIlSLOII ROCKIIELL • fO 
(MTR.' LAVERNE MORP'DIID) 
Mil. JOsEPH CN •• LES AOE - 51 
"11. ROY A ROE - 40 
MilS. no.ALD D.LE ROEHRIIAW • 6. 
(UTlt!. liar: "ADLEt) 
IIISS CONSTANe! SU! It~ - 7J 
MAS. GEnRG~ M ROGERS • 54 
IVTRCINIl IIOWERS HANN,) 
liAS. JA"r.S v ROGERS - 6' 
IJANETT'- UT STUON) 
HRS. KE.III!T" AOC!RS - 48 
!TE1IIIIE ~ElTRIe! TlIOIiASI 
MR. OLIVEA £LNO AOCEAS • 55 
IIRS. OLIVEII ELIIIO ROCERS .- 55 
(IIORMA E CIIOSIIY) 
.rss "'TTI CARIILITI R!IGEIII> • 16 
MilS. RAY C ROCERI • 65 
[E~'U LOUTSP: BAya., 
MISS SIIAAnN UTHLEEN ROCEM • 7t 
Nil. KENT NILL1AM AO.LMA"N • 5] 
IIIAS. KENT IIILLIAIf ROLLM.N •• 51 
(NORM' LOU H.MILTON) 
MISS CATtIf!UIIE ROOT - 41 
MRS. ROBEIIT ROO1' - 41 
(IIILOREO nulII'! LAllIEII) 
11111. SJDNEY GIIAHAIf RDPn • 45 
MRS. SIONEl Gil AHA" Ropn - 46 
(80NNIE SUE CHANDLER) 
"RS. ILLF.N 1I0Sr. - 5R 
(!M .... r:l.LE OWENS) 
MAS. HAAIIT EIIC!NE RnHE - 67 
(GWENDOLYN CAMILT," STlRKI':Yl 
MRS. JONN RO~! • Al 
ISANORA un ROLEN) 
11115. UREN Sill': ROSE - 7) 
IKlPII!N SUE KAHL) 
MRS. NELLTE AOIlr. • ]q 
IMF:LLl! GOI,IIE.) 
MRS. DENNIS ROSp.NBaUM • I 
(SUsaN PATNE) 
.115. LOUREII AAY ROSS· 68 
(SHARnN ELAINE SIITLERI 
MUS AERr.Cca LOUTSE ROSS - 70 
MItS. A~N ROTr.N8EARY - 5) 
(INN ~OBtASONI 
MAS. RORBY DUN AOTH!'US - 16 
IVII:LD_ "'AALEN! LP.STEA) 
MRS. r.OIlUND J 1I0THIII'!LL • 54 
(IIUUEL BERNICE 811sH) 
MR. ~ONALD PElt RDIIAN - 51 
"R. DO" ~ ~nWE • 40 
liAS. DO. II ROIIP. • 56 
(MILDRED TYLKR) 
MilS. MYRTLE cr;IITRUOC IIn"E • 12 
(-YIITLE GERTAUDE L'LE) 
MRS. NTAL n ROTSE - \ 
(LOIIET,. ft ) 
IIR. JP:RII' ","K RUBIO· n 
"RI. JEIIPY ,.RAII. RU'IO - 7J 
(BREIIO. !tAY BP:IIS0N) 
Nil. JOH. "AI[ II11DDICK ~ 6, 
"Ra. "ILLIAIII H IIUNCIP. - .. 
(MART olD MC1lllJcnl 
MR. AICHATID LU .. AUIIlow. - 69 
MilS. RICNAIID LOn IIUUONS • .. 
(C~INDA In 'tr.llC~) 
""5 • .JOIIII RUSCIII - 51 
( ..... II DUCI!IIORTH) 
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NR. WYLLTA~ rAY RUSHTON - 5) 
~ISS CH~ATLEN ANN RUSSE~L - 71 
~RS. ROY A R\I~SF.LL - 62 
(~UTHA rAYF PURSP.LL) 
MR. CL'"TnN Hn~EP RIJTHERrOPD - 4S 
~R. ,YAMES CRATG RIITI,EOGF - 61 
HRS. ,lAM,S CRATG RUTLEDGE - ~6 
(SUSAN VTRGY"IA nYKFS) 
HR. STEVEN RONALO RUTLEDGF - 70 
NRS. WTLLIAM LEON RUTLEDGE - 48 
(JT.S5IE NAP. CAMP) 
OR. BARNARD 0 RYAN - 47 
DR. dnHN H RYAN - ~9 
MRS. JnHN H RYAN - 61 
I~ARJORIE A~N K~Y~Sl 
HR. COURTNEY L RYLAND - )6 
OR. WILLIAN MICHAEL SADLER _ 71 
NRS. WILLIAM MICHAE!. SAnLER - 12 
(NTKKI INEZ JOHNSON) 
MR. MAX GLf.NN SAFLEY - 70 
"RS. MAX CLENN SAFLEY - 68 
(KAY~ F.LL£N CARPENTER) 
MR. DAVID EARL SAIN -, 71 
"RS. OAVID EARL SAIN - 76 
(8RF.NDA GAYLE SHORES) 
HR. DnNAL!) PUlL SAHANIE - 66 
HAS. DONALD PAUL SAMANlF. - 69 
(LTNDA CAROL JOHNSnN) 
~RS. RUSSF.LL F SANMIS - )9 
(TOMMIF. JEAN DAVTS) 
HR. AMDAF.W SF-NNY SAMDERS - 56 
MRS; JAKE C SANDERS - 64 
(JnYCE FRANKS) 
HR. LOUIS EDWARD SANDtRS - 64 
OA. WILLIAM N SANDERS - 40 
"lSS AL"A LUCILLE SANDERSON - 54 
"A. L n SANDERSON - 29 
"RS. I. n SANIlERSON - 28 
(RENA AVANA WOODRING) 
"R. WALTER C SANDERSON - 6) 
"lOS. LEE H SARVER - 19 
(n .. LLA R~LLE PIERCE) 
MR. !.A"RY NELSON ~AlINDE"S - 63 
ORS. LJRRY N[LSON SAIIND[RS - 62 
(S~.ORA CHlIRCH) 
HR. AACHIE GI.E"N SAvaCE - 70 
"lOS. ARCHI .. GLENN SAVAGE - 73 
(FRANCTE I CHANEY) 
~R. DAVID HOW~RD SAVAGE - 7) 
MRS. navI0 HOWA~O S~V.GE • 14 
(LUCINnA LEE HECKER) 
~AS. JERRY SAY~GE - 72 
(PATR~ICIA NARIE 8ELL) 
MR. THn"AS SAwyr.R - 62 
MRS. ~Hn~~s SAWY!P - 12 
(HHANTE KAAEN CHAND!,F.R' 
OR. STANLEY Fn~AR SAYERS - ~5 
"lOS. R09EPT WARREN SCAIFE - 66 
(RETTI AMN CROOK) 
""S. ,IOE SCHIRO - 410 
(PI.TTY .10 ~HIIPF') 
To4P. PAUL LAw~r.N("E SC'MLOSSF'P • 7ft 
»~5. C~~STr.P SCHNF.IDF.R - 5' 
(~ARTLYN GRACr. HOWLP.Y) 
MR. J"HN C SCHNEIDER .. 16 
0.5. JOHN C 5CHNEIOER - 75 
(t.nAA T,Er. KU"'PF") 
MTSS rATHF.PtNF MAPIP. ~CHnF'lrLn .. 1~ 
MR~ •. JnHN N SC~RADE .. 6n 
(c;RF.TA CIo4AiIIIPNr,V) 
~RS. GEnpGF. w SC~PAUOT ~ ~1 
(OnAOTHY ELLEN BOYCF) 
OR. STONLFY S SCHWAPT7. - ~7 
MR!=> I ::;TANLf.Y S SCHWARTZ .. ftO 
(LnTS JEANP"TTE RnRERT~n"') 
OR. CA~' I,PJC'nL~ SC,",W~I~f'HRTH - ';2 
URi AnR i. ScnTT .. SA 
~R5. RnR \. ~CnTT .. 56 
(P~T5Y Sllr. CRAIG) 
MRS. HOLLIS WTLtIA~ ::;cnTT .. 40 
rrfA~ ~A"ln" ~A.R' 
~A. PATPrC'K JAMPS scnTT .. 12 
MRS. PlTPlC~ J_~ES SCOTT - 11 
(R~V~RI,Y ~N~ WTLKIN5nN) 
nR. Rr'~~PT L 5rnTT - ~4 
~PS. RnRfFT t, scnTT - 53 
(AL~A JFl~~rTT~ ~LACK) 
~TS~ S~AR~~ ~n5r. SrOTT - 61 
~p. L~R~Y Kr~~~TH SCROG~S .. 61 
nR •. IAC~ wnnn SFARS .. 40 
MRS •. JIC~ ~@nn S~ARS .. 6q 
(MATTTr ~IIF' SPF.ClCl 
MP • . 1A~~S n~VTn srAPS - 6Q 
"? , 1A~YS KfP~1 ~rAPS - ~2 
YR~. ,UM~S KF'PIIl SF:lr.RS - 52 
(SAP,lHl r.p,f, KF'RR) 
I"~. 1,1 nyn C"I 1 NF' SPIl.PS - '3 
tJR5. Lt,nyr" iLHIF' ~;F"ARS - 41, 
(PATTT~ HATHAWAV AA~ST~nN(.) 
"'155 Plt,TTT~ SUF' Sr~RS - fl9 
tATSS ~"PUI V)I11SF: SJ::ARS .. 1f. 
~Q. elTVFnpO waYMAN SF'AW~L .. ~4 
"'RS. Cf,TF"F'flPf' I"'AY'4UJ ~f'aWF:f, - ':;1 
(VIR~T~rA A~N ~n~ATSl 
up. HARMn~' pAy 5~AWF". - ~7 
['IR. Tn~: TnLF~F:RT S~:r.RAVES - !lS1 
MRS •. mF' TOf,PF:RT SF.:r.A6.V'F:S - 51 
(S~TR1.FY A~~ rnRT) 
"'{:I. otllr.l.TA'" '"'Uf'lSI"IN SF:YI,If'P .. 15 
"'R,C;. Wt1,LTA~ HUOSO~ SF:TI,F'R .. 7n 
{VpANA N~LL ~UAO} 
I,IRS. :.ITI~',lA'" I·HInSON Sf-TLEA - 10 
~PS. ",n,L1A" WtlOSON SFlI.EP _ 'l!) 
~TSS OONNA I~£ S[f,T,ER~ - ~Q 
MR. I~pny ~r',LrpS - 60 
... ~. Rn~f'RT PA~OA.LL SEI,I.£RS - 73 
\!PS. A(1~F:RT PAPo.IOALI, .';ELLP'RS .. 71 
(nn~~A ~_PLE~E NnATHrTITT) 
~P5. ~nNALn ~'LLTA~ 5FMANEK - 75 
(~ERrTA .1~AN ,lAM~~) 
M'55 I.T~nA ~ARGAPFT SFvrRE • 13 
"'PS. F.OWAPn (; ~f-"'f'l>', - 45 
(AN.., RTCHUnNO) 
~RS. ~APVFLL R S£WFLL - 4~ 
(OTA~n~n PERKINS) 
~~. KFNNETH RnR~RT ~~WELL • 16 
t.tPS. ~~~NF'TH RnHEFlT S~w~LL - 74 
(CaTHY CHRISTTNE COLE) 
OR. MILTn~ PAY SFWP.LL - 64 
WRS. JOHN S SHArKFLFnRD - 14 
CrYII,fTl-IlA ClllnNE PARXS) 
~A. CHARLF~ WTLLTAM SHAFFER - 4A 
"'AS. r.IHFl1.F.S WII,LTAM SHAFFER - 4q 
(cnAJ~NF: F RF.ALE) 
""PS. RH.T,Y DnN Sfof,lNrR - 71 
(KATHEAI~~ FrPNr. SrnTT) 
~AS. WILI,TAM R SHANK - 15 
(PATRTCT' (,YNN SAlInr.R) 
MRS. AQR~RT E SHANKLF: - 65 
(SHIRT,FY ANN .10HAlSOf.1) 
ups. VARnN .J SHANKf,TN - 35 
(MARTI·HI ,c:.T'ARNFS) 
"'TS5 NARy NF:t.t. SHANlInN - 66 
MR. STEV~ O'lIF'Al. SHANNnN - 66 
~PS. STEvr. O'NEAL SHANNON - 67 
'JI1DY kAY RORqI~S) 
"'R. MllRRI5 wAYNE SHAPPL~Y - 6P 
"'FlS. RIJ~SELL SHAPER .. 51 
(~A~THA f'RaNC~5 nEE~) 
~P. CLTF'FORD F.LT SHARP .. 61 
MRS. CLTFfnRn ELl SHARp .. 64 
(,-UNE D RAt,L) 
MA. (!r"E" 'fPUIilIH S"""P .. 6q 
~RS. PTPF.R f.L~EN ~HARP .. 16 
(PIP~R ~L~EN TOOSEN) 
MRS. TOM SHlRPE .. ~1 
(MAPr.AAF:T P~r.GY .,foIN A.llf,T) 
MR. JnF. MEPEOtTH SHAVP.P .. 4~ 
~RS. JnF ~EREntTH SHAVER .. ~6 
(RrATRTCE ~AR1r. AARDF.) 
~A. ARTl-IllP Lt,nyo 5~F'ARIJl - 1t") 
MRS. AATHtiR t,T,OYO SHEAIHN .. 69 
(SHERT r.LI_NF. TIPPS) 
~RS. CARl. nAVIO SHELRy .. 11 
(Kay r. PEPPERS) 
MR~. Kr.VIN LFf. SHEL~Y - 71 
(P'Mf.tA JANF THO~ASON) 
MR. WAYNF' MOPPIS ~HF.LTnN .. 14 
".RS. WAYNF: '4nRFlIS ~HE"',TON - 74 
IWA""fl C~RAr.I,Ll 
MRS. ~RAN~ 0 ~HF.PHERD - 49 
(EnOlr. MAX/HF. GRAny) 
MR. RF:AT F SHF.W~JKER .. 11 
MR. KF:NNF.TH F. SHF.W~AKF:P .. 54 
,(R. f'r,F'TrHEA DOtlr.T,AS SHIF:Ll')g .. 15 
.R~. r.RAC' SHIELDS - 2) 
Ic"a/'f: C.-I\LE) 
"YSS SHEAR' JON SHIP"AN - 71 
MR. wIl,LIa~ DANE SHIPP - 5~ 
MR. pAIn, AIISTHI SHIRA - 41 
~RS. ANTHONY A SHnCK - 47 
(VERNEn, SHEPRTt.L rlRI,EYl 
~R. JO"ES RO~~PT SHOCK - 74 
MTSS HARY PUTH SHnCK - 14 
MP. Cf.CTL F.OWARn SHnRES - ( 
MR. nnNALn LF:WI5 ~HORES - 74 
MAS. onNAI,n Lf,WIS SHnRES .. 1] 
(MARV KATHELEF.N "IJPTON) 
MRS. WIl,LUM H SHOAT - 58 
(.ARY LORENE DUNN) 
~R. CALVTN C SHnWALTEA - 4q 
.... P. RIJ~SF:r,L F. SHnWAr,TEP .. 4R 
ORS. RIISSEI,L F SHOWAl,Tf.R - ( 
(RILLIP. JF.AN K~NT' 
OR. vF.RNIE KENNETH 5~RA~Lf. - 50 
MRS. V~RNIE JCFNNF,T'" SHRA8LF. - 50 
,"lILENF. 1,1NDA SKINNER) 
MAS. STANLEY S"U - b) 
(CECILIA CHAN' 
Io1P.. VF.R~nN r.UY SHUF'pF;TT - 76 
MRS. V~RNnN r:ny o!IiHTlF'F'F'TT - 71 
(RF.BEKAH FRANC"S wnons) 
~p. PHIl,IP KETTH SHIINK .. 14 
"'R. ~J1.t, f. WYNN 51-11JPF: - -;9 
MRS. STa~rL~Y LF.~ SHW.RTS • 5q 
("","RSHA KAY wl(,sn~) 
lAR. ~UME~ ('APRnLI. SlOl.F' - hq 
"'AS •• ) .... F.5 ("ARRnLL SJn1,£ .. 70 
[VIRGINIA GATI, OATTHrw~, 
"R. "t(.LY POPNELt. STGHT~~ - 57 
MR. ,laMrs ~ATFY SlG~"~O .. 1~ 
Yp,!ii. ,1AtlF'S FUTrY SlG"'mln - 72 
(UU~THA LYN., Wll,t.TAM~) 
fIIRS. ROAF,RT Io4AXFY 5ILV,Y - ~6 
(KlTHRYN "'ATTnX) 
~R. ~rARY ~F.F' STMMnNs - 71' 
MR. ,JnHN n1lR5LF.:p .. 1HIIolMnNS .. 74 
MRS ... 1nHN nIlR~t,F"J~ S 1 M-.tnNg .. 74 
(~~V~~"y ANN S~A~Wt,F) 
MR. K~NNYT~ WTLLTAuS 5TuMn~s - 64 
MAS. It'IIRT RlRPY S)MMnN5 - 76 
~RS. ICIIAT AARRy ST"''''"N5 - 76 
MRS. PIT5S"~I,{, SIMMn~s - fit") 
C~YRTI,E: W ) 
MQ. VrRr.l[, I , "t'l"'n~.s _ 40 
MR~. VtRr.tl. , ~ .cfl'u .. n
'
ll; - 50 
(R~TTY In ~OWARO) 
~RS. AnnTH nMF,n SlMPsnN .. 44 
("N~p.TT~ GRACF' TAPP~ 
MRS. rAPI, STMPSO"l - b3 
{(,TNnA ,lnycr. RILEY) 
MR. nr-nASA.Y ALFRPn SIpJlPsnN - 6q 
MR. Wl1,t,IAM J.lUr.1-I ~TIiIIPsnN • SO 
MRS. WILr,IAM HIIGH SIhIIP~ON - 51 
(OPAL WHJTF'MAN) 
"'R. ,1WH,r, Hf."Il,F.Y SIMS - ~t 
"'Fl5 •• JWTt,L HENLf:Y 5T1oIIS .. 51 
(Fr,t1.ARr.'I'H .NN RHS5F.(IL 1 
MRS. r.. H. STNF:LF. - 4S 
(~ARF'I, F'npo) 
MRS. OnUC;t,A~ ,... SlPF: - 65 
(~AD~LT~~ CA.ROL CAMP~E'IL) 
MR. wnnoy T,~ON SlZ~MnR~ .. 6] 
MRS. wnnny I,~n~ sl~~~nRE --62 
(P .. GGY Lnll ISf. W IS .. NBAKf.R) 
~R. ~nWTN I,AWREN~E 5KtD~nRE - 44 
~~. OARPELL il1lY S~TIVNr.t=t .. 58 
MP5. OARRELL RAY SKINNr,p .. 60 
(AIITM TOA SfCF.LTOlol) 
MR. nANNIE VERNON SKIPPF:R - 61 
NIPS. "ANNIE VFANnN S!('TPPER - 63 
(CAROLYN SIIF: MAC nn1)C:A.tL) 
MR. JnS~PH TTTIIS S,.ATTO~ .. 55 
foIIRS. JnSF:PH TITlIS SLATTON .. 50 
(CLaRO ,JEAN HADMCK) 
MISS Llln[NF. StATTnN - 51 
"YSS MARTHA ANN SLAIIGHTER - 52 
MT~S RTITH EOTTM SLINKapo .. 70 
UR. DA~NY NFAL SMELSER - 71 
MPS. OINF:AL F: S"'ELSEfI - 45 
[RP.SSIE MAY QUAR~ES) 
"'P. ,RTHIIP DnN 5114'I ,TH - 7) 
MR. RTLLY F: S~ITR - 50 
MRS. RTt.T,Y r SMITH, - 50 
(RUTH ,JOANNE' ANDF:RSnN) 
Io!R. RTf,l,Y FlA.Y 5""ITH - 60 
OR. RRII{"E F.LLIOTT SMITH .. 71 
"'RS. RAIfCE rLt,lnTT SitTTH - 7' 
(CAROLYN ~F.TH "ATTH~WS) 
""A. C".Rt,;.S nWTGHT SMITH - "0 
MRS. CHAFlLF:S DWIGHT SMIT~ ~ 60 
(B.RRARA K~INr.) 
nR. C~YOE GAYLON SOITH - 67 
MRS. CLYnE GAY LON SMITH" 67 
(OF:ANNA SVE' HnLLANO) 
MR. DANNY MACK 5M[TH - 61 
MRS. nANNY MACK S~TTH .. 69 
(C'ARnL ANN RYERS) 
OR, OAVTO EU~F:NF. S~TTH .. 61 
MRS. "A.VIO Enf:ENE 5'41'1'14 - 67 
(I.INOA SUE RYRO) 
MR. OAVI~ LAWRENC~ SMITH - 76 
NR. orA.foI STANt,EY S"TTH - 65 
"'155 OERORAH LYNN SMTTH - 76 
"R. EORL ELI,IS SMITH - 76 
nR. EMMETT FLnyO SMITH - 46 
DR. El1G~Nr SJDNF:Y SMITH - 55 
.RS. HAROl.O A S-nH - 72 
(SU~ON M~RIE C~NNnN) 
"A. HERBERT SMITN - 60 
MR5. NERR~RT ~NITH - 61 
(PATRlrIA F.NNIS) 
.R~. HER"AN ~~ITH - 5q 
(CLAllnETTE OONA GRABI,E) 
MR. JAMES M~RLYN S~ITH - 7n . 
MRS. JANES MERLYN SMITH .. 70 
(L'NNETTE fAYE LYTTON) 
MRS. JAOES .ICH~EL SOITH - 7) 
cnF;f'RA LyNN TRnliP) 
MA. JIM~IF G SMYTH - 56 
HUS KAY LORRAINNF. SMITH - 72 
OR. I.~YO LEWIS SMITN - )0 
~RS. LOYD LF.WIS S"ITH - 60 
(BEU'A ~ PF.~BLE~)" 
HR. NORMaN K S~ITH - )9 
MR. OREN LAWRENCE S"YTH - 62 
""AS. nRY;:p.! r,AWRENCf. SMTTH .. 62 
(onoy "nr,ICENT ~ANNY) 
""AS. RANSOM Sp.ilITIi - .1 
(TH~OA HIILfTT) 
MR. RICHARO HAAMnN SMTTH - 70 
MRS. FlJCHAAO HA1H10N SMITH - 70 
(f,TNnA F:T,ATN£ STEWART) 
MRS. RnBFRT C SMITH - 47 
(RETTY Jr.ON ~IMPsnN) 
MR. ROAr.AT ~APTIN S"'ITH - 51 
.... RS. pnar.RT M:ART1~ SM1TH - t 
(RII,LIF Jr.AN ANOF.RSnN) 
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"RS. CoLEHN RAV WALL - 53 
(I,INOO LLOYDF.NE SANOERSnN) 
"'fI! .. J&f>4E:S WAYNr WA(,L - -;n 
'-'FlS. JA .... P.S WAYNe WA.LL • sn 
(RAR8ARA rANTREI,I,) 
MRS. RAANTTnf,j WaLt,ACf. .. 64 
(A4RRORO "vELYN S"TT~) 
~~S. JOIootN C WlLLlCf: .. f>4. 
(C~NNTF: JF:ANNP. JO~N) 
••• LAMBr.RT WALLACE - 49 
MA. PAllt. WILLIA~ wAtLAC£ - 11 
M~. WJ1ILtA" THnMlS ~.LLac~ - 51 
"AS. WTIJLIA"" THOM~S WAT,LACr. - 1 
(VTVIAN C.REF.~) 
!IIIR. C CLAYTON WAT~Lrfl! - .q 
MRS. C Ct.AYTON WA.LI,F'R - 52 
(OORll,YN STRAnGHN) 
MR. RnnNF,Y ~EONARo WALI,E" - 71 
"lOS. RonNr.y Lf.ONARD WlLL~R - 71 
(LI~OA. SlItANNE HnLI,aNn) 
~RS. TF.RAY CLINTON WALLIS - 76 
"RS. T~RPY CLINTON waLLTS - 76 
.R. wILI,UM "ARK WAL(,I~ - 72 
"ISS HELEN OIANF WALLS - 77 
DR. Rn~rpT CLARFNrF. WALLS - S9 
MP5. nAVIO H WALTERS - 65 
CSAMMYE KAYE CAPLTNGEA) 
"'R. rnWLF.p ro4ccny WAtlTERS .. 14 
"RS. fOWI,ER Mccny WALTrpS - 74 
(~lISAN ELI ZARETH PERKTN$) 
"lOS. LARRY WAUF.PS - 76, 
(.tIC~ fAYE ~ARKSl 
MPS. J(E~NF.TH WAyNIi: !UtT.TO~ - 6q 
("ANCY (.EP. F"L1CI) 
MR. CHRTtS K WARD - 51 
OR. nOlLF. ~LYNN WARO - 56 
"RS. nnYLE GLYNN, WARD - 6a 
(Cna ROSELYN SHAPPI,EIl 
MRS. ,lnE FRANKLIN I(ARO - 64 
CSHJPON KAY O,IINN) 
MR, JOHN KF,NNAPO WARD .. 56 
MRS •• JOHN KENNARD WA.RI"I ' - 56 
("AACARET BUCHANaJi, 
"'R. RONNJF. fRANKLTN WAPO .. 69 
"RS. P('INNlf. F'PANKLIN WAPD - 69 
(MAflGA.RrT A. BLnn"~EAG) 
HR. Fr.RREL(, ~ WARE - 54 
MRS. 010111 WU~AC« - 5l 
(DnROTHY I. GIOnENS) 
MAS. OENWl~ nOF.LL WARMATH .. 11 
[SANORA S1IE RACHEl,S) 
MR. LARRy JnHN WARNER - &4 
~RS. RICHARD WAPNnCK - 68 
(RE"A CHARLENr. AS"I,n) 
~R. iIIlf.LJAIot S WARR - ;, 
~P. LJNOSEY D",vIS WARRF:N .. 72 
"'P::;. I,lNDSEY nAVI5 WARRP:N - 1] 
(SI1~AN Ca.YT,f' POT'F:ETl 
MR. Re:V~PLY aillNN WATERS - f;0 
~RS. AEVER1.Y aUTNN WATF:PS - 60 
(~I,nVIS I,ANET.I,E GA"MI~L) 
MR, Hr,NRY JAC~SON WATr.RS - 50 
IotP. ,If'1IHJ M1CHAF.L WATF:RS .. 65 
MRS •• 1Q~N !o!TCHAf,L WATF:PS - fl6 
(K'Rr1~ FAYF WARRF.~) 
~R. U:f,lNn A 'lJATE'RS - 41 
MQS. I,ELANn R WATF:RS - SO 
(F'PAPoICTLF Kli:TTI-4) 
MP. W1Ll,l~u LFIGHTnN wATFPS ., ~4 
MAS. """,LY nON WATI(TNS - 52 
(("HRI~TtNF: GRAYl 
MTS~ FRAt-JrEs WATsnN - 46 
"'R. PHIl,LIP r WATSO'l .. 7~ 
MRS. P"ITT,t. TP r WDT~ON - 1A 
(SHSAN KAI~r.T KPTTZ 1 
MA. Iu,n,nRn l.F:n~ wATSnN • I 
MRS. RTCHARn WATSON - 16 
{(vr.RRA StlF lNGP~M) 
MP. ~nAFPT PAY WA'I'snN - 70 
MRS. pnAf-RT PAY W~T5nN - 7t 
(F'LIZl~FTH NA~ HnLt,nWAY) 
MR. ~rNnF.L', H WATsn~ .. 4~ 
MR. zrAAt. nAVTD WATS('1N .. 76 
,...RS. Z~AR I , [lAVTO WATSnN .. 1]4 
(P;r.TTV .NM WOPKl 
"'RS. " AM F;S NI WA.TT .. ft1 
(KATV ~A'nF' THn ... PSo~) 
MR. r"vnF' W WATTS - 41 
MRS. n,vn!=.· I'" WATTS" 41 
(SA~l.4 ,Y sm·!" ""~o-Nl  
"4TS$ ~V~t,y,., Sill": WATT,c; • 6J 
MR. LnllTS KF:NT WATTS" 11 
MR. PHTLTP nAVIn WDTTS - " 
Io!P. nr.LANF. ~.Y - ~A 
MR. PAIII, t/'£TTH WD,YIJA"IO .. 12 
~p. CHARLFS OAVTO wIY~E - 5R 
MR. PH1{,l,lP CARl, WF:AR - "6 
MRS. pIHI,r,TP (""RL WEAP - fiR 
" 
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Recording Director Becomes Music Authori~y- by Accident 
It's not entirely by choice or the result of a 
New Year's resolution, but Jimmy Jones, 
director of Harding's Recording Services, is 
probably Arkansas' foremost authority on 
the state's composers of music. 
Jones agreed to assist in producing a 13-
week series of radio programs honoring 
Arkansas musicians in a Bicentennial 
Parade of American Music planned through 
a grant from the Exxon Company. As the 
project developed, Jones became not only an 
assistant, but the chief researcher, collector, 
announcer, editor and complete producer of 
the series which was aired in selected 
strategic sections covering Arkansas. 
piano from Conway, was helpful in 
assembling some ofthe music, he said. Most 
of the music was performed by the artists 
themselves, but in, a variety of ways. When 
the composer had been a part of a college, 
the school usually had on file a tape of his 
works. However, some of the performers 
made tapes in their homes, some in 
professional studios. In the case- of Dr. 
Francis McBeth, band director at Ouachita 
Baptist University in Arkadelphia, the 
musicwas performed by various groups and 
bands. 
Included in the artists honored were four 
from Harding, William Hollaway, Clifton 
Ganus III and Travis Cox, all currently 
members of the music department faculty, 
and L. O. Sanderson, well-known hymn 
writer whose works include the Harding 
Alma Mater. . 
-~-
"It's for sure we could never have done it 
without him," said Mrs. Floyd Chronister, a 
Searcian who is audio visuals chairman of 
the Arkansas Federation of Music Clubs. 
Jones returned complimentary expressions 
for Mrs. Chronister, who, according to 
Jones, "did much correspondence and was 
untiring in getting the music pulled 
together. " 
Others included are John Cowell and 
Henry Toney of the University of Arkansas, 
Mrs. Norman Hynes of Little Rock, Alan 
and Biligene Pedigo who performed works 
of the late William Grant Still and Sam 
Bollinger, Dr. McBeth, Dr. Ervin J. 
Dunham of Arkansas State University, 
Jonesboro, Douglas Willis of Little Rock, 
Syd Goodwin, Thomas Long, Earl Davis 
Cobb, Dr. Jared Spears, Dale Millen, Dr. 
Bertrand Howard, Dr. John Hughes, Dr. 
Corliss Arnold, Hayes Biggs and Clifton 
Jimmy Jones 
The rewards for their efforts is ready 
acceptance of the programs in music circles 
in the state. Also, the series may ultimately 
be filed in the Library of Congress. 
Williams Jr. 
"We did have some discouraging 
moments," he admitted, "but once it all 
started falling together we wound up with 
enough music to make about four extra 
tapes." 
an explanation of his background and 
biography. The number oftunes varied, but 
each artist was afforded at least three 
numbers. 
With an aim toward exposing Arkansans 
and their products to a wider audience, 
Jones set about to collect information on 
artists from the state, some well known and 
many not known at all. Some of them had 
copyrighted their music, others had not. 
Jones was modest in claiming credit for 
the series, "We had a lot of help," he noted. 
Michael Hudson, a teen-age prodigy on the 
Probably the most tedious part of the 
effort was actually accumulating the music 
itself, Jones related. Numerous h;tters and 
requests were necessary to get it all together. 
The producer was well qualified for his 
task, having spent 32 years in radio work in 
his native Texas. However, the current series 
was by far the most ambitious undertaking 
he had tackled, he said. 
A program consisted of opening music 
and concluding arias played by Dr. 
Hollaway. Jones introduced each artist with 
In addition to the three sets made for 
permanent keeping, Radio Station KLRE in 
Little Rock is using the series for 
educational radio programs in the Little 
Rock Public Schools. And a music club in 
Conway is planning to reproduce a part of 
the series during National Music Month. 
So there's no doubt the loo-plus hours 
Jones spent ori the project were not in vain. 
MR. VTR(;tI, THFOPHrr,llS WF:ARF: - 'i6 
MR. cnLF:MAN H WEAVER .. 40 
~ISS PATPTCIA JANF WF.AVEP - 11 
MR. THn'lA." WILLIAM WEAVER .. 41 
t-lRS. THnMAS WII,I,IA.'" WEA.VF,R .. 41 
(RFRN TCr CIIRTT 5) 
MR~. CLAYTnN J WERB - 29 
(RIITH CHAPLINF, F'LINT) 
M~. (;£n~r.E ANTHONY WEBB" 65 
MPS. G~nRGE ANT~nNY w~RA - 68 
(cnNNIF [,~f HARDIN) 
"!p. HAR~Y_ IJF.Sl,IE WF-BB .. 31 
MRS. r~ n ~EAA .. 4J 
rB~RNICE DOROTHY Dr/RRETT) 
MR. CHARLES LFSLTF: WF,EKS .. 57 
~RS. JnHN "'DNTGO~ERY W~ET~R - 69 
(LTNDA KAYE LO("K'~AR) 
MR. JOHN F' WF'lREL - 5~ 
."IR. CLARY H WELBORN" SA 
MR. CARLns HARLAN WELCH ... 61 
MRS. nAVIn LEf. WELCH .. 61 
(SHE?RY S CROSS) 
MRS. ,'ACK WELnQN - 53 
(Io\ELRA PFART, HAWS) 
MRS. CARROLL J WELT,S" 57 
(OTCY ~AF SMITH) 
MISS ,JF:ANNIE LO!) WELLS - 74 
MR. JnSFPH DAVIn WELLS - 50 
MR. ROBF?T sTANLEY WELLs - 70 
MRS. RnRp.AT STANLEY WELLS .. 10 
(PAULA JO JOHNSON), 
MR. IoIlL[.JA'" R.RF:WER WF.LLS - 51 
"'RS. ARTf.{IJR 0 WELSH - 61 
[rA?OL M ROB~RTSON) 
MRS. DnNALn Rnss WENDT .. 60 
(DnRlS WAKHAM) 
NO DECAY HERE - Members of the Family Community 
Health class show students the proper methods of dental 
hygiene for elementary school children during a teaching 
project conducted by one group from the nursing department 
class. The students of Mrs. Cathie Smith, assistant professor of 
nursing. selected population groups in the community and 
developed instructional tools to jurther their ideas. "Part of 
nursing education is that students have an effect on the 
community," Mrs. Smith said, and this year's class executed 
projects on such topics as Common Childhood Diseases, 
VenerealDisease, Scoliosis Screening, Nutrition and Personal 
Hygiene, Diabetes and Introduction to Basic Nutrition. 
Conducting the dental demonstration are Winnie Walker of 
Stavanger, Norway and Billie Malone of Old Hickory, Tenn. 
/oIRS. THOMAS LEE WESCHE" 63 
CK~TIE ANN OA~LING) 
MRS. DAVID A WESELIUS .. 66 
(nONNA "'''E CHA~BE:RS) 
MRS. PREDF.RICK 0 WESSON .. 55 
(FRANCF.S NAOINE SMITH) 
MY55 RUBY JEAN WESSON" 45 
"ISS DOROTHY N~LL WEST - 62 
"R. EA?L~ H WP.ST - 76 
MR. H~RMAN IPA WEST" 40 
MISS JANET JOYC~ WEST - 75 
"ISS KATH?YN ELIZARETH WEST - 6] 
"ISS r.oUELLP.N WEST - 66 
MISS ETTA MAE WESTBROOK .. 61 
MR. GRANVILL~ B WF.ST9F10nK .. 40 
MR. LLOYD THOMAS WESTBROOK .. 72 
"'Fl. MICHAF:L WAYNE WESTF.RFTELD .. 74 
"'R •• JAMrS HARRY WESTERH(lLIroII - 63 
~RS. JA~ES HARRY WESTERHOTJM .. 65 
("ARCIA PRANCEs sORNESEN) 
MR. CE~A[,D C WESTJOHN .. 58 
MRS. GF:RALO C WESTJOHN - 57 
(KATIE SA/lliPSON) 
~RS. LnUIS WEtGAND .. 40 
(CLATRE DRINKARD) 
MRS. LYLE WHEATCROFT - 50 
[EVEI,YN RHODES) 
MISS LAYNA ELLEN WHEATON - 76 
DR. GE"ERAL JACKSON WHEELER - 52 
MR. LAR?Y LEE WHEPLER - 7] 
MRS. LARRY LPE' WHEELER - n 
[GALE RAF: POPP) 
"R. LLOYD EUGENE WHF:ELER - 46 
"RS. ROBERT L WH'P.LER - 7 I 
(F:VONNY. LOI/ISE HARVILL) 
MTSS ANITA JANE WHERRY - 70 
MR. L"RRY RUSSF.L WHISF.NHIJNT .. 72 
"R. nALF E WHTTE - 58 
MR. H(lYLE FRED WHITE" 46 
MR. HOYT MARK WHITE - 72 
MR. J(1HN CAMP WHYTE - 68 
MRS. JnHN CAMp WHITE - 68 
(SI/SAN KAY NAGPL) 
OR. JOHN MICHAEL WHITE - 60 
"RS. JOHN MICHAEL WHITE - 62 
(GWENDOlJYN RIITH cn"'8EST) 
MR. RnRERT LEE WHITE - 72 
MRS. RnAERT LEE WHITE - 71 
(LYDIA CHARLOTTE HF:WITT) 
MR. STEVF.N DALP. WHITE - 75 
MRS. R.TF:VF:N nAI,E WHITE - 74 
(,lEANNE CAROL SEGRAVESl 
MRS. WARRF.N E WHITE - 54 
(HnEN JUANITA AAKER) 
MR. ~ARK WHITEHOUSE - 71 
MR. KF.NNETH WARREN WHITF.LAW - 71 
MRS. KENNETH WA~REN WHITELAW .. 73 
[RO"NIE RUTH TAnnR) 
"tR. F'RANCTS FUGENE WHITEMAN .. 6\ 
"RS. fRANCIS EUGENE WHIT~"A" - 61 
(lURJLYN JANF. LEWIS) 
MRS. v M WHITFSELL .. 47 
[LOTS "AE CHURCH) 
NlR. III C wIHTF.SIOF: - 45 
~RS. Rny WHITFIELD .. 31 
(IDA PIITH GARDNER) 
"RS. P?ANCES WHITTNG - ]8 
(FRANCES COLSON) 
MA. O(l~ALO !-lOWARD WHITTF.MOR.E - 76 
"'AS. Dm~A[,D HOIII!\RD WHITTEIolnRF. .. 76 
(AnX~NA HARSH) 
~R. AI,A~ FOSTER WHITTEN - 75 
OR. wnnDROW C WHITTEN - 37 
MP. LnUIS ~nWARn wHITTING - 60 
hiPS. TF:RPY 104 WICKPF. .. 61 
(~AYF vvnN~E PRYSOCK) 
MRS. JAMES WrnNp.R - 74 
[TOA JANE rOLLINS) 
MRS. RONALD n WJGGTNTON - 75 
(RRf.NDA r.AIL OYF.Rl 
OR. W H WI'JRnpN - 57 
MRS. W H WIl,RnRN - ~A 
p .. ARY .JO PUTNA~l 
MR. ,JAMES RAY WILFHIRN - 56 
pARS. TOMMY nOIlGLAS WILDr.R - 65 
(,JnYc~ ELA I NE WILL I STON) 
MR. AF:N HTGHT WILFS - 76 
pARS. LF:NA WTI,KF.RSON :.. 40 
(LENA RnpTZEL) 
MR. CHARI,ES ASHI.EY WtlJI<ES - 13 
MR. nENNIS EUGENF: WILLARD - 67 
MFiS. nF:NNIS EUGENE" wTl,I,ARO - 67 
CCARn[,YN ~IIE "'onRF.) 
f.!R. JAMF:S LEF: WILL~TT - 47 
MRS. ,TAMES LF:F: WIl.LF.TT - 48 
I ~ I~' "~P! SPE.R$') 
hlRS. JOE wILT,HJTF. ~ 63 
(SHTR'J~Y MAXT~F: MCNEW) 
MA. RILLY F.ARt WTLLIAMS _ ~) 
MRS. CT,AlJnF.: WTLLI/liM5 - 65 
(rJ TNDA 1,01) r.ORD(lN) 
MFI. DAVTD LAWRF::NCE' WIT,LI AMS _ 7J 
MRS. nAVIn I.AWRF.NCE WTLLIAMS _ 74 
CI,TNOA ANN pAARTTNl 
MR. nOYLE I,EnN WIT.LJ~MS .. 50 
~RS. nnYT,E ',EON W",[.I A.M5 _ 4q 
(F'IHJNIE-: HAnnnCK) 
"'RS. GARF:TH WTLT.IA"'S .. h1 
(I)ONN,A ,lr;:A~J KNAPP) 
MR. HnF: r.AF<NF'R W1LL1AJoIS .. I)) 
MR. ,J~MF'S RAYMnNO WIT,LTA"IS ... 61 
MRS. JAMF:S RAy",m.,o WTT.I.,[AMS - 5q 
(MAAlT.YN nAVTS) 
MR. NFLI.I~ " WILI,lA"IS .. SA 
MTSS PA"'F:LA (;AV WTLL1A,..S .. 76 
M1SS PtlTIHCTA SIIE Wlt.L1AMS .. 74 
MR. RTCHAPO OTTO INTI.LTAI,IjS .. 6Q 
MRS. RJCHARI) nrTn WTLLTI\M,S - 70 
(nnLnR[S KAY KIRKAPTOE) 
Mf.l. Rn~""RT K~:ITH W1LLTA"4S .. 69 
MRS. pnRFRT KFTTH wlLL16MS - 11 
(.IA'-.IfT F:J.~'NI:: SP1(,F) 
Ir04PS. RI1GF"R r, WIl,LY AMoS .. 44 
r v 1 Qr" ~J T A STnTTS) 
MTSS RIIRY T'lJFZ wTl.T,lA\lf, - 71 
MTS:C; RIITH F.LI7.ARI=:TH WILl,lAMS .. ~o 
'-'155 SI!,~lnpA KAY WILLTAMS - 12 
~RS. THnMAS LF'F-: WrrJ[,lA~S - 1fl 
(IH.Rl. .... NF' JF:lroN Hl\M"Hl~Jn) 
nR. lilLI _lAM nnl\l~t,n WI1.[l~Mf, .. 50 
"4R5. WTlJI.l~M I)nf\!ALll ;.JTT,T,IAMS .. "12 
(I.TT.[,Y ELI7.A~fTH WAPFlfN) 
Io1R. FLnyn WAV~IF' WTTJ LTAIo1S(lN - 6A 
"IRS. nJnyn WAYNE" WILLTA"'snrIJ .. 70 
(RFTTy "4APTF AP"ISTPnNG) 
MP. nAvTn wEI.oml WILIJTS .. 7] 
"'R~. nAvTn WF'Lnn~ lHT,LIS .. 12 
cnwPIA l,nUTSE WHITT! F"l 
MR. nANln, H Wll,I.TSTnll! .. 74 
"IR. A r.En~(;r wII.snN .. 1 
MRS. fro r.F:npr.r W] LsnN .. 57 
(RnSF"IAPV MnnRF:) 
MP. CF'CIT, PAIII, \Ii 1 LSfJ"1 .. 76 
MR. GAPY KF'JTH wll,snN - 74 
MP. HlRnr,n L~'{lN wIl,SnN - 49 
MP. HF'AMAN nLANn WTl,snf.l .. )1 
MPS. HFoRMAN nt,ANn L.JTLsnN .. 31 
eFl,SlE MTT.I,S) 
nR. LTnHN F WTI.SI'J~ .. 5q 
"IRS. JnHN F ~IL~nN .. 62 
(LIIRA ('LAIIOf=:TTF: F'lroIlLK) 
"'P. I,ARRY r.F"IF: WTTJsnN - 71 
LlRS. LAPRY r.F'fIF' Wrl,snll} .. 1] 
{RnSF'MARY RUTH RAr;Gf.~TT} 
"1R. 1~F:fJNAR[) RAY WII,SON - 1 
• MP. MlIPFWY W WI[,snN .. 40 
"IRS. MI1PRFY W WITJsnf.J .. 41 
(HA'!.F.'L LF:F: GRAGr.) 
nFi. NnAH ,IAMFS W II,Sn~ .. 62 
MRS. NnAH JA,..r.S WILSON - 64 
(A~NA JPANFTTF: MnnNFY) 
MRS. TnNY WlI,SON - 13 
(MARY EIJIZAF\F:TI-I WTTJIJISTON) 
MRS. WILLIAM MTCHAP.L WTL~O~ .. 70 
[NANCY LF.E LYNCH) 
"'R. WELOIN LYNN WI~Re:RT,EY .. 6q 
MR. 'H'I"'MY LOllIS WTNRERRY - 6Q 
"'R. PORr~T DALE; WINGFIF:LD - 60 
"'FlS. RnBF:RT rlALF: WINGFIELD - 60 
MR. nAVT/) Id~~F' WJNTER - f,q 
MRS. nAVIn l,EE: WTNTER - 10 
(J~~N CARR('lL GRAVF:S) 
MTSS TEEtJ~ KAy WTNTF:RS .. 76 
I)P. WTLLIAM rfF:E WpnF.R.c; .. Sq 
"lR. ,J~r.K rl'NF'AT, WTSF:MAN .. '50 
MRS. JACK n'NfAI, WlSF.t.4AN .. 73 
(SIIE P.F.LL~ WJl,KERsn~l) 
nR. wyupf.l WISFR .. 4'5 
MR. P~RCV rLARK ~lTTY - "13 
MRS. P":R('Y CT.ARI( WTTTY - li3 
c.mVCF WU!NFT L TTOWF.:LL) 
"'T55 CI-I"'RI,rlTTF' A~N WO[,F'E - 7, 
Io1P. RT~HARO FnwARD wnLFF - 10 
MRS. TFO W(1LF'F' .. ~1 
( .... "RGIF' r.~nnVFRl 
MTSS ,TOVCE ANN WnT,VF'RTml .. 1"1 
~R. RTL[,Y JnF' WrlMACK _ ~, 
"'R. nnyt,F' \01 wnnn .. '\Q 
MRS. nnvr.p \01 I"nnn .. 67 
(RF'A~ .1FAN WtlYLAtW) 
UR. J F'RAtJK RF'N~WTT wnrm .. flO 
MRS. ,J F'PA"JK p,F.:~·PJF'TT wnnn ... 62 
(MARG[F' ~F'LL CLARKl 
MR. J4MF:S rlTTS wonn - ~l 
"'R. LF'pny wono .. ~1 
~R •• JAMF'S H ~n0nFLI, - 72 
"'R!'i. THn~A~ I. wnnnpnnf .. 63 
(KATHFy R(l5F STnrllE) 
MR. ~JTJLTAM " Wnn(lFIIIFf' .. '5'5 
MR. Cl,YDF' MnRRIS w(lnn!'i - t 
"lRS. rLyor '>!ORRTS wnnn~ - SQ 
(ANN P.4nnl)Y TATlll,lll 
MR. PAIlr . ANTHnllY wnnn!'i .. ", 
MP. GARY JAY ",nnDvHrd~O - 17 
URS. ~ARY JAY ~nOnWARD .. 72 
(K~RnJ "lAPTHA Sll('.C;V) 
MR. H~Nsn~1 MARK wnnnW\Rn - 6q 
Io1RS. ,UM~:S ('HF:STFR wnfll,I!,Rn - ~q 
(MARILYN SlIF' RTE.'VF51 
MRS. PAIIL wnnr,nfnnr.f - 1t) 
(T,TNI1A Sl!ZANN AF:THF'I.J) 
MR. rHl\.RLFR STANF'nRn wonLS .. J] 
MRS. r.F'A~F.~ A WOOT!N - 6' 
(EIIN1CE T,nRTNF' RAKF:R) 
MR. JOF. '" ~JnnTON - 45 
MRS. JOr H WnnTON .. 4f1 
i (MARY HARGPAVFl 
"'R. PAflt, .1nSF:PH ~JnnTn'l - 1n 
MRS. PAm, ,JflSEPH WnnTnll} .. 7 J 
(LllCRE'l'l A ~,.\t.I ..... nODyH''R.t''l) 
MR. HARRY DEAN WORD - ~4 
nR. JAMES LeE wnRn .. 69 
MTSS KAY MAPlF:: wmm - 10 
MR. ~TLr.T~'" LnpF:N WORD" 49 
DR. nALF' F:UCF.NE: WORK .. 6R 
!IIRS. I)~T,E: F.rH::ENF. wnRK - 69 
MR. LIICI~N EOWARD wnRK - 61 
MRS. RONALD PI WORKMAN - 12 
(CHARLnTTF. NAN EASTFRLING) 
MR. KF:NNF.T~ WII,T,TAM wnRS"'A"I - 12 
MRS. ~ENN~TH WILLIAM WORSH~U _ 77 
(P~TRI(,IA ANN ~~n"'ASl 
MR. CHARt.f'S EUGF:NE WRF:NN .. 74 
MR. Hn~F.R W~Ir.HT - sa 
MR. J(lHN ,JOSEPH ~RrGHT - 12 
MRS. JO~N JnSEPH WRTGHT .. 12 
(PflTFIrCIA A CLANTnN) 
MR. RAy ALVTN WRTr.HT - 53 
MRS. RAY AT,V1N WRT~~T .. S4 
rAN~ y.ntllfjA RROADFn('lT) 
MR. VAl,T,EY pnNnFFI WRIGHT - 53 
MRS."VALLF.Y pn~OFR WRT~~T .. ~~ 
(WANDA RPF AOA1R) 
MR. WILLIAM LIJ nyn WRIGHT" 4q 
DR. WTNFRro n WRI(;~T - "16 
MRS. WTNFRF.n n WRTr.~T .. "1Q 
(OQROTHy (;nnnWTN) 
M1SS T.JnTS JIINF wYAl'T .. 64 
"IR. ""TCI.4,AJ.:L AnF rAT\} YATF'S "" 61 
MRS. MTCHAi=:L AnRTMI VATFS .. fiA 
( F'!lFlD [NF') 
MR. WILTJIAt-l Ft.I.Isn~l YATF',q - 10 
"'IR. SAMIIFT. C~FSTfR YFAr.FR .. 74 
"IRS. SAPJlIIF.I~ CHEST~'R yrA(;FR - 1-1 
(RlITH ANGF:LTNF YT"JG['IN(;) 
"'TS5 ARA T,rF' VINGl.pJr, - 3R 
MR!'i. ~Rr'lF.LLF' YTNC,r.TNr. - ~A 
(AR(lET.U·' "'InURF'.l 
MISS CnNNU' YHJr,r·1Nr, .. ,,, 
MRS. rnNA YINr.t.IN(; .. 41 
MR •• HMrs n YINGI.INr. - 4Q 
MRS •• TAMFS n YltJGLT~Ir. .. 4,) 
(ESTHFP MARIF' CLAYl 
MR. RnIH~PT r.r.nyn VfNr.T,P1(; .. 42 
"'Fl. nAI,F' F'11(;r;:NF' vnnFR ... 1i1 
MRS. r'I~T,F' fll(:PH: ynD~R - 5R 
(~A~CY lRFNF' ST~RR) 
MRS. RF:FI~ARI'l n VnllNG - "1A 
(nnROTHY LF'A HALL) 
""IISS PATJ.lJC1A Sl1F' vnll"JG .. "11 
MFiS. RnRE.'RT ynUNG - 5n 
(AF'T'TV F'AYE HAPR1~) 
MR. RnAFAT O~I.F' ynIlN(';F.p - 15 
MRS. ~nAFFIT nAL.F Yntl~'(;fP - 1"1 
(SARAH KAT~Ryf\} SAXTnNl 
MR. RnAfRT KF'LTJEY vnll~JGf'R - 'it; 
"IP. T1MrlTHy Io'AVNF YOIiREr _ fl8 
MR. I,ARFIV MrCHAFJ, YtJRCHn - 6'" 
MFiS. l,lroRRY MTCHAF'I, YlJRCHn .. flfi 
(ClroRnLVN JFANNE RRAnLFYl 
MR. OIlNA T,Er ZAPTMAN .. 11 
MRS. DANA t.FF ZARTMAN .. 71 
{KATHy SliP ST~AWNl 
MTSS fLI1.ARF:TH AN~r;: Z~Tr.N .. 1l 
MT5~ nnNNA c,RAr~ ZT~SER - 56 
.. 
We have attempted to have a correct listing of all alumni donors. If 
we have overlooked your name we apologize. If your name is missing 
othenvise. won't you send your gift now in order to be included in the 
list of 1977 donors. 
The list of donors includes those individuals who made contributions 
during the 12-month period January through December, 1976. The list 
does not include alumni who made contributions to the Harding 
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis. 
If you have any questions regarding your contribution to the college. 
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WinteratHarding ... [clockwise from upper left] . .. The student body Christmas tree appears to be capped by 
the American flag waving in the background . .. At least one December graduate thinks receiving a degree in the cold 
season is better than waiting until May . .. A young couple pretend shoes are ice skates and slide down a sidewalk . .. 
Assistant professor of music Travis Cox conducts the second annual winter symphony orchestra program ... Dr. 
CliftonL. Ganus Jr."presents one of the 100-plus degrees in the college's first mid-term commencement exercises. 
Library 
Harding College Box 928 
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